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EMAD G. TADROS, M.D.
DIPLOMATE AMERICAN BOARD OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY

3914 THIRD AVENUE
SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92103-3095

TELEPHONE (619) 291-4808
September 20, 2012

Mr. Christopher Zopatti, esq
Attorney for Defendant Stephen Doyne 
2601 Main Street #800 - Irvine, CA 92614

At the honorable Randa Trapp’s order for Attorney Fees, on June 27th 2011, I submitted 
her $86,135.95 order in full to be paid to Mr. Stephen Doyne, but I refused to shut down 
www.thepubliccourt.com exposing the truth. Same honorable entered her second order on
July 31st 12 again ordering me to pay Doyne more Attorney Fees $197,397. My Expert 
Attorney Fees motion, Mr. James Moneer declared under the penalty of perjury that I 
should pay ~$20,000 to $30,000 instead of this $197,397.00. However, total Attorney 
Fees ordered by that same judge to be paid to Stephen Doyne is $284,182.95. On
August 7th, 2012, I processed an additional cashier check in the amount of $150,000.00 
to be in compliance with this judge order with YTD total paid is $236,135.95.

Unpaid balance of the second order is $47,397.00. On 9-2-12, I sent you a $1200 check 
requesting a payment plan for that remaining amount along with adding 10 % per annum, 
as the law mandates. You declined to assist in any payment plan and further refused to 
facilitate exposing Stephen Doyne hand-in-hand with his Diploma Mill, 2500 square foot 
home owned by Robert O’ Block, the American College of Forensic Examiners 
International/ACFEI that has never been recognized by the US Department of Education.

On September 4, 2012 you sent me a letter titled “settlement doc” stating: “…..If you
really desire to protect the Living Trust that sat up for your son, I recommend you 
reconsider your legal and public criticism of Stephen Doyne and the ACFEI.”  

Your 9-4-12 letter’s language is the same mutual language exercised by the ACFEI’s 
letter to my attention dated 12-27-10 (Posted on www.thepubliccourt.com), both are 
basically threatening to shut down www.thepubliccourt.com public Exposure of the Truth 
or else. Both are confirmations that Doyne and ACFEI are working together for the 
protection of each other.

Regardless of how much the $price might be; money will never purchase my silence 
speaking the ugly truth about “Doyne & Associates” and I will not shut down 
www.thepubliccourt.com and its painful exposure of the truth about Doyne’s
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Cont. page 2 letter to Zopatti’s 9-19-12 Atty Fees

fraudulent forensic credentials and his pathological fabrications about good loving 
parents. This is concretely confirmed by Doyne’s own office manager Jan’s voice, of 15 
plus years, exposed him bare on www.thepubliccourt.com for his Dishonesty with IRS, 
EDD, his totally bogus billing claims and for who Stephen Doyne really is? The Illegal
FL326 that Doyne singed under the penalty of perjury in 2009 on different parents are 
flat out fraud and criminal behavior that facilitated IRS Felony tax Evasion(s) by “Doyne 
and Associates” from 2001 till 2009 and you know it.

This court ordered significant financial loss and all the upcoming events will be my 
son’s lessons to grow and learn never to accept a refund for his monies if the price was to 
keep quiet and/or hide the truth from others. My son will mature to read this very letter
and will be taught that his father had to hand over his own assets to credentials frauds, 
only at the friendly court order, as the price for exposing the truth about forensic frauds
being practiced by Doyne & Associates, in and out of court, against the naive trusting 
families. Currently I am at the US Department of Justice/DOJ level and I am up the 
ladder pledging to the highest office holding every officer accountable for such
fraudulent practices (that incentivized years-long felony Tax Evasion tactics) and to 
explain to us as to why under the penalty of perjury discovery was never allowed? And as 
to why the SD court remains, as quiet as the grave, about this very serious IRS issue? 

1- Unpaid Balance is $47,397.
2- $47, 397 @ 10 % interest/$13 a day/50 days total is $650 submitted on 9-21-12.
3- Items 1& 2 total is $48,047.00 (47,397 + 650) minus $1200 -check#171that I already 
sent you. Due Balance is $46,847.00 as attached paid on 9-21-12. It is crystal clear that 
my son’s Living Trust was ripped off $284,000.00 as the price for granting blanket 
immunity and to never expose judges’ election campaign donor housecat credentialed 
forensic fraud senior member of Juvenile & Family Court Judges, Mr. “Stephen Doyne.”

Google "No Forensic Background No Problem" "REAL CSI PBS" are educational tools
for conscientious dignified judges and are powerful blows to protect the community from 
such Forensic Credentials Frauds. I ask you please to process “Satisfaction of Judgment.”
Signed,

Emad Tadros, M.D. 
San Diego Court Expert Witness since 1993
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Interview with Dr. Tadros

- angiEmedia - http://angiemedia.com -

San Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing
Families Using Restraining Orders
Posted By Dr. Emad Tadros on October 5, 2010 | 28 Comments

Once someone like Stephen Doyne, ill-reputed San Diego custody
evaluator, or many of his Associate Family Court Dismantlers
recommend a restraining order between two parents, the divorce
industry is on its way to milking profits from yet another family.
The Honorable Judge is highly likely to rubberstamp such
recommendations. Why? We suspect many, perhaps most, have
been receiving unpublicized Election Campaign Donations from
such people. Such judges know how to support their financial
backers.

As soon as the restraining order is issued, if mom or dad tries to
communicate on any level, it will be considered a crime! No
collateral contacts of any type are allowed — no priests, no friends, no family members of any
side, no direct or indirect contact or any US mail or email or phone communications from any
parent is allowed. Why? The divorce industry wants to isolate the parties from each other,
sticking themselves in the middle where they can be sure to encourage the parents to fight until
they exhaust their funds by limiting, monitoring, and controlling all communications.

The court then finds itself justified to make the next move by ordering a “mediator” such as
Doyne & Associates. Stephen Doyne and those like him charge for back and forth phone
communications between parents because it is now illegal for parents to communicate by any
means by order of the court. Every phone call is about $75 or more to each parent. The more
phone calls claimed, the richer the dismantlers become. Even if there is a simple inquiry about
food for the children, instructions for medication, or questions about a school assignment, with a
restraining order on board the divorce industry profiteers will be the only ones making the calls.
They make a fat check from back and forth phone calls between them and both parents, turning
a few minutes direct conversations into claims of several phone calls. The court won’t allow
verification of such calls, so families should be rightly wondering just how many of them were
actually placed and how long they took.

Imagine this order is enforced for a few years. Would this order alone pay the evaluator’s or
mediator’s house payments? Would this order compel such dismantlers serving the court order
to more generously contribute secretive judicial election campaign funds?

While conducting endless “mediation sessions,” the mediator can scope out the family’s money.
A simple address can go a long way in providing asset information, along with the help from
some computer research via “skip-tracing”. Attorneys have this special investigative access, and
of course the attorneys talk with the dismantlers over the phone. When the mediator realizes
that one of the parents wears expensive clothing, not yet in tattered rags, it’s clear there is
more money to be milked. Having a nice car is another sign of profits to come. Even mentioning
the grandparents and what they do and where they live is an indication of how the extended
family can be milked for profit.

If a parent refuses to offer a subtle bribe, one that is requested by the dismantlers via subtle
blackmail threats to reduce child/parent time and destroy the relationship if the parent does not
pay, the dismantlers will switch positions to favor the parent paying more money. Subsequently
the mediator, through subtle language with the evaluator’s prompting, fabricates claims that this
“cash-cow parent” need only to go to one of the Doyne’s associate therapists at $250-300 a
session on a weekly basis for unlimited months. The recommendation will stand until the child
turns 18 years old or as long as the parents are financially open for the racket to leech on them
down to the bone.

The referred therapist confirms the same subtle financial observations of this “cash-cow parent”.
The therapist returns the favor back to associate-therapist-dismantlers by making further court
recommendations through the evaluator or mediator to request supervision of the “cash-cow”
parent at $200 an hour to be with his/her child(ren).

Recommend Send 49 people recommend this. Be the first of your friends.
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One of the mothers we know was Teacher of the Year, yet was required to be supervised to see
her kids over the weekend. At Doyne’s recommendations she paid a supervisor $200 an hour for
a total of many hours every weekend with cost of thousand of dollars per month, going only to
the Supervisor recommended by Doyne and ordered by the court. She and her family were
robbed of a total of $2.3 million while making her undergo supervised visits with her kids!
Supervisited visits are often imposed on good parents to engage in piracy of their income and
assets.

Does Doyne himself get kick-backs to be a supervisor on other cases where he mutually refers to
a limited number of court service providers? Such referrals would be very mutually lucrative. The
Court maintains that they do not keep a list of providers, but the Court has been working with
the same providers over, and over, and over for many years!

This racketeering of professionals, including mutual referrals and kickbacks to each other,
operates such that every family dismantler functions in all three roles (evaluator, mediator,
therapist), all distributed over different cases, all by court orders. Seldom do other professionals
outside the court service racket providers get involved as the subtle destruction language that is
aimed at the parents’ retirement funds and children’s college funds is planned to continue until
the family is totally broke and their funds are siphoned into the dismantlers’ pockets.

Do any of these unprofessionally collected funds go directly to the unpublicized, illegal, and
secretive judicial election campaign funds? Does any one know? Or are we, the public, now
placed in a position to never be able to figure this out about our judges?

The public asks the question and needs answers as to why 33 out of 26 San Diego County
Family Court judges do not report or fill out their California Form 700 Statement of Economic
Interests [1] which is their formal Election Campaign Funds reporting? Would that fit the
definition of a racket? The above mentioned figures are backed up by real and concrete
evidence.

Doyne has been very clever by relying heavily on his smooth connections, racketeering
operations, experienced con-artist appearance, fake vocabulary, and impressing our judiciary.
Despite the evidence of Doyne’s questionable credentials and profiteering, Doyne continues to
be favored by our Family Court Judiciary. Does anyone wonder why?

Greed driving the fraud and abuse in family courts isn’t limited to the judges, lawyers, custody
evaluators, mediators, and therapists. There are a whole load of other parties who also benefit
and sometimes conspire similarly. They include minors’ counsel, parental coordinators, case
managers, supervised exchange monitors, and supervised visitation monitors. There are also
“special masters” who are there to charge thousands of dollars extra to do the court’s own job
dividing up property, examining evidence, and other tasks that judges should be doing.

Those in the know are clear that taking on the family dismantlers in San Diego courts will fail
easily, not because the cause is without merit but because the corruption and the practice of
covering each other’s backs is so embedded in the divorce industry culture that it is like one well-
tuned big, giant, destructive machine, even when mistakes are glaring. Former San Diego City
Attorney Michael Aguirre advised that the San Diego judiciary is corrupt and any cases against it
and its interests are doomed to fail unless they are heard outside the county courts.

Good luck to the San Diego public being victimized by this system. They’ll need it in spades to get
anything but misery out of the San Diego family dismantlers.

Further Reading

Judge Lorna Alksne On The Way Out After Home Picketed [2]

A Judge’s View of “Best Interests of the Children” [3]

Cole Stuart Considers $10M False Arrest Suit Against SDCBA [4]

Judge Lorna Alksne Eager For New Weapons For Judicial Abuse [5]

San Diego Lawyer Jeffrey Fritz Increases Conflict and Costs [6]

CCFC Family Law Protest in San Diego Results in Arrest of Group Leader [7]

CCFC Protests San Diego Family Courts on April 15, 2010 [8]
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San Diego DA Bonnie Dumanis Attempts to Pervert Justice [9]

Reader Feedback on San Diego Judge Lisa Schall [10]

Why Is San Diego Judge Lisa Schall Still On The Bench? [11]

CCFC Family Court Reform Presentation in Del Mar, California [12]

CCFC Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case [13]

Eileen Lasher on San Diego CPS/Family Law Court Misconduct [14]

Flyer Protest in San Diego Family Law Courts [15]

San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [16]

Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [17]

Crimes Against Children: “Zero Tolerance” and “Kids for Cash” [18]

Corrupt Pennsylvania Courts Jail Kids for Cash [19]

Files on Stephen Doyne’s questionable credentials and conduct [20]

Dr. Emad Tadros and Activist Lawyer Cole Stuart discuss the corrupt San Diego divorce industry
with Fred Sottile [21]

28 Comments To "San Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by
Victimizing Families Using Restraining Orders"

#1 Comment By Victims of San Diego Courts On October 6, 2010 @ 12:18 am

Minor’s counsel attorneys are another major area of fraud and abuse in the county. Abusive
judges from Lorna Alksne on down fail to supervise or hold these attorneys accountable for their
actions and inactions. Many judges help minor’s counsel attorneys pillage the resources of the
parents paying for them while they do nothing to resolve conflicts. By California court rules, they
are required to file bills and reports with the courts but fail to do so. The judges ignore these
violations.

Many minor’s counsel attorneys in San Diego are in direct violation of the requirement to file a
form FL-322 upon appointment and to submit billing on a regular basis. Alksne and many of her
cohorts are helping them to violate these rules, just as they helped the custody evaluators
violate the FL-326 and FL-327 requirements.

Many of the minor’s counsel attorneys also cause more conflict in order to jack up their billings.
Then judges increase their bill rates, seemingly rewarding them for failing to do their jobs
efficiently and honestly.

#2 Comment By San Diego Parent On October 8, 2010 @ 3:30 am

San Diego — listen up. Your family court system is incompetent at best, but more likely simply
corrupt. We all want to believe these people have our best interests in mind. That they work
hard to “do the right thing.” I know I did. But after years witnessing the insanity and complete
incompetence of divorce court judges, attorneys, staff, and psychologists, and working with
dozens of parents who had similar experiences, you should have zero confidence — that’s right
— ZERO — that these boobs will get it right. Even if you’re right, they have so little ability to
discern truth from lies that they’ll screw it up.

Consider this: Divorce court is bottom of the barrel — below even traffic court for competence.
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It’s where they send judges to be “punished.” The attorneys are equally bottom of the barrel
scavengers, yet make tons of money through dishonest tactics screwing you over. Don’t think
you’ll get away with screwing your ex — he or she may the be main course, but you’re the
dessert.

Solution? To be honest I can’t recommend anything other than staying out of the system. Abduct
the kids if you have to. Move out of state. Tank the accounts. Disobey any and all orders —
compliance just gets your attorney or your ex’s attorney more money, and you get caught in an
endless maze of costly misery. Until these jackasses get their ship in order, don’t step foot on
the deck of their ship or you’ll end up looking at the world from the bottom of the sea.

Good luck San Diego — only you can give them the power. Don’t do it.

#3 Comment By One of Thousands On October 10, 2010 @ 4:09 am

San Diego Citizens: Don’t use evaluators. They’re extraordinarily expensive and entirely
incompetent. If you haven’t read the horror stories on the web about the rampant abuse by
these frauds, take my word for it — no parent is happy with them — most are furious — yet the
courts continue to make referrals to them. Why courts repeat this failed experiment over and
again is anybody’s guess, but it’s suspected that the courts and/or referring attorneys get kick-
backs, the courts and attorneys don’t have to take the heat for an evaluator’s random and/or
bad decisions, and simple ignorance about the shoddy science behind the “evaluations.” Here’s
why:

1. Kick-backs. Judges take campaign contributions from anyone. If an attorney gives more than a
certain dollar amount ($1,000 in California), the judge must disclose the contribution if the
attorney appears in court before the judge. Under $1,000, no obligation. Rest assured every 730
expert/mediator and the myriad of supervisors, centers, profiting off of parental strife are making
contributions to every judge’s campaign — contributions coming out of your “evaluation” dollars.
Judges like this, and want to keep the cash machine on. They therefore push for dollar-
generating evaluations, supervision, centers, and etc. even when it’s entirely unwarranted and
more often than not harmful to children and parents alike. It’s plain old “you scratch my robed
back, and I’ll keep feeding you divorcing families.”

2. Judges are elected. If they are put on the spot to make difficult custody decisions, or if they
make a decision and it turns out to be the wrong call, they take all the heat in the paper and at
the next election. But, if they can put a “professional evaluator” or “mediator” on the hot seat,
they have a ready scape-goat. “The evaluator made me do it, so blame the evaluator.” Of
course, the evaluator has already made their money (and kick-back campaign contribution) and
the evaluator can’t be thrown out of office. Poof — nobody to blame. It’s “pass the buck” politics
at its finest. You’ll see TONS of the “where’s the ball” tactics in blameless family court.

3. Courts have actually stated in family law cases that “psychologists are trained to predict
future human behavior.” After reading that, I had to literally pick myself off the floor. Courts
actually believe that a psychologist can “predict the future.” It’s such a stunning
misunderstanding of the science of psychology I’m embarrassed for my fellow legal professionals
(I’m trained and licensed in law and a long-time student of psychology). Forensic psychology can
be a useful tool, but it is not a crystal ball. Moreover, the present use of the science and tools is
so undisciplined that it makes voodoo look like rocket science.

Fact is judges have a weak grasp of the scientific method and little understanding of psychology.
Despite the fact that “forensic psychologists” are largely rejected by the clinical (i.e., legitimate
and therapeutic) psychology community, lawyers and judges welcome them with open arms.
Why? Because they make their own bullshit sound convincing.

No competent psychologist would dare to support the methodology and use of the work of
forensics. They’re considered a “bastard child” of psychology. Even their own proponents doubt
the usefulness. It’s modern snake oil sales.

Yet Courts, willfully or simply negligently ignorant themselves, and attorneys motivated by
avarice or other harmful desires, lick it up like puppy chow. Incompetence + power is rarely a
recipe for success.

Hence the toxic community-eroding direction of divorce court today.

Solution: Don’t hire any family court professional. No psychologists, no supervisors, no centers,
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no “old guard” attorneys. Bill Eddy’s group is good, and uptoparents.org is an excellent free
resource. Charlie Asher has said “you will either win together or lose together” — make a
decision to win for your kids and your ex. No matter what your attorney tells you, there is no
such thing as “winning” a divorce: A decision to hurt anyone is a decision to loose for everyone.
It’s a tough world — you and your children need love and support to thrive — depriving them of
that by a vicious divorce war is child abuse, spousal abuse, and sadly, self-abuse.

Just say “no.”

Good luck and God Bless.

#4 Comment By OneMoreFamilyScrewedByFamilyCourt On October 17, 2010 @ 12:38 am

Family court judges use psychologists to no end, for reasons of which “OneOfThousands” points
out.
Predict the future? Wow. Shouldn’t they know-it-all then, if they can predict the future, and
people’s behaviors? Shouldn’t that knowledge then, be worth Billions?
Judges allow them to do their dirtywork in court for one simple reason: It takes the responsibility
off the judges shoulders, and supposedly puts it onto the tarat card readers shoulders. It is a
matter of spreading the responsibility around, and also a matter of spreading our children’s
college funds around as well.
DON’T HIRE DIVORCE LAWYERS
DON’T HIRE COURT RECOMMENDED/APPROVED PSYCHOLOGISTS.
They believe they have the best interests of your children in mind.
IT IS A HOAX. THEY HAVE THEIR INCOMES IN MIND, NOTHING MORE.

#5 Comment By Withheld-a Mom On October 18, 2010 @ 7:50 pm

I’m on this website because I oppose what hell Mr. Fine has been through, and have begun to
see the blood-curdling extent of corruption in the courts. I also recommend the site
“parentadvocate.org” and ask people to consider (see what happened to Mr. Fine’s home after
he was incarcerated falsely, etc.) how the next (and going strong) line of business is in probate
takeovers, “not dying fast enough elders,” and in general, Lord help us!

Regarding restraining orders; they are the doorway into family court, which is where people who
have received them run to hide, and be drained of their life energies. Also, they’re
unenforceable, and draw federal funding. BUT I’m here writing you: sometimes, restraining
orders save lives. Mine did. Had it not been issued, my husband (who had been collecting
weapons AND talking about doing this) was going to shoot, stab or otherwise kill someone,
which might’ve been me, or might’ve been both, and we had children. The best thing ever done
for him, and us, was to separate; it gave us a fighting chance. … His father later did commit
suicide (with gun) in another state. This could’ve been us.

People who sought restraining orders did not create the family law system. In Mr. Fine, Marv
Bryer, et al, you can see the financial origins of this system.

Whoever Dr. Tadros is, he’s not using the word “mediator” as it’s practiced in N. and S. CA, when
it comes to court-appointed. And the no-contact as a crime is rarely enforced; civil restraining
orders with kids typically go right to mediation. The first thing my mediator did was to undo ours,
practically making a lose-lose situation for the children.

I don’t know why year after year, the Parental Alienation conferences are acting like the poor,
distressed parties in this matter. AFCC runs conferences on this, judges jail “alienators” now
(see my recent post) — but find me one man who was jailed for “alienating” a child.

The fact that real abuse does happen to children in families, and to women, has to be
addressed. I don’t buy this “united we stand” line when I was asked to (if I continued to buy
that line) sacrifice my young daughters’ potential at staying alive, physically, (or continuing to
grow up with this role model) as well as mine. I’m a Christian. “I bowed the knee,” a few
decades earlier, and when forced to choose between the idol called a farce of a marriage with
beatings, slappings, throwings, and deprivations, then show up in church and smile, with kids
wondering which way was up. For taking action to save all of our lives, I became a family (of
origin) outcast. I’m with you in we live in a lawless system, and against in profiling people by
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their gender, or by which court actions they chose to file.

Read the “ABCs of family court on my website to find out what this system is based in, and let’s
drop the rhetoric which departs from analysis. The more emotional people are, the less able to
reason they are. Family law exists to compromise restraining orders, not to accommodate and
produce restraining orders. Add to that the religious aspect, and no one is thinking clearly. It
also happens to be a racket (based on federal grants) doesn’t eradicate the federal grants on
the other side of the picture (something for everyone in this venue).

I am 10 years post restraining order, and still the court case is not closed and there has not
been one custody evaluator in there yet. No court orders are enforceable, and to punish me, my
ex dropped the children (after taking them from me) off with his ex-girlfriend, and hid this from
the courts (and me) after forcibbly — and in violation of court orders — cutting off all contact. This
is common to women who report abuse or domestic violence, of them, OR their kids. We are not
considered “alienated” parents by the courts, or by groups promoting alienation, although many
times this is exactly what happens. What we are really alienated from is society, who won’t let
women stay in safety (under sanctity of it’s a private matter) or leave in safety (under “sanctity”
of it’s best for kids to have ongoing contact with a parent whose behavior has been criminal). Or
be a single mother safely, either.

Ecclesiastes, to every thing, there is a season…. There are times to break up marriages, when
marriages are breaking up houses, or people’s physical bodies — that’s past time. Those who
want to push marriage at the expense of everything else are asking someone else — not
themselves — to lay down possibly a physical life, including sometimes of minor children, and risk
death. That’s not their choice to make!

I agree with boycott everything possible in family court, but I do not stand with angiemedia in
trashing groups of people one is not familiar with. Not all allegations are false. And police do not
always arrest even after violence has happened, producing a criminal record. Arrests do not
always result in prosecution — but they do result in upsetting the other parent and in subequent
retaliation. Unless you’ve walked in those shoes, weighing the pros and cons (without knowing
the full scope of possibilities) and risk even as some psychologists (thereafter) in the courts
pretend to do this — spare me, OK?

Let’s focus the judicial bribes issues, and I personally favor dismantling (or, as said, boycotting)
family law system, which is an unholy hybrid business referral/wealth transfer enterprise,
obviously. If it’s possible to cease from blaming it on the feminists or whoever the other side is at
the time, I’d appreciate it. Signed, “I survived a religious marriage — barely.”

NB. I’m still a Christian, but steer clear of churches; works OK so far.

#6 Comment By Rob On October 20, 2010 @ 1:11 am

Withheld-a Mom,

Thank you for your comments.

We don’t deny that domestic violence occurs. It’s clearly obvious that it does. It is far more
common than most people realize.

The truth of the matter is, however, that domestic violence is a lot more than physical assault.
When you include psychological violence via emotional and verbal abuse, domestic violence is a
routine matter that occurs in a large number of relationships between adults and between
adults and children. The emphasis on physical violence to the exclusion of psychological violence
causes severe misunderstandings of the scope and nature of the problems. The same harm is
caused by the wrongful emphasis on gender.

We’re not totally against the idea of protecting people in need of it. Please see some of our past
articles discussing topics such as [22] for examples of this.

That said, it is very clear that restraining orders are often used as a means to abuse others and
deprive them of their rights. It is not unusual for the violent party in a relationship to file for a
restraining order against the non-violent or less violent party to gain an immediate advantage.
The first to accuse is generally the winner, even if the accusations are baseless.

Restraining orders on their very face are an abomination of due process. The failure to punish
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anybody to be worse off from filing for a restraining order falsely.

Further, even when a restraining order is granted against a genuinely violent person, the way it
is done is often directly instigating further violence that in many cases is far worse than any
violence which already occurred. So you end up seeing people murdered as a result of how the
legal system mismanages these conflicts and drives people to desperate actions. You point to
many cases of men murdering women and children, but there are also many cases of women
murdering children and sometimes men, too. Sociopathic behaviors are not exclusive to either
gender.

If the intent of restraining orders was to ensure people avoid further physical conflict, then they
should be issued as “mutual keep away orders” that imply no fault and don’t penalize anybody
until there is a hearing with a chance to present allegations and defend against them.

By your comments, you seem to understand that the very act of getting a restraining order
against another person is enough to encourage retaliation. That’s so even if the target of the
restraining order is not violent and abusive. Nobody likes to be blamed and have their rights
taken away. Being falsely treated this way is enough to really anger a lot of non-violent people.

But even if the target of the restraining order is actually violent and abusive, the current
practices provide great motivation for these people to retaliate with violence. Criminals don’t like
to be called out for their crimes — just look at the way judges, lawyers, and other scum
populating our nation behave when they are caught red-handed abusing, stealing, and ruining
other people’s lives. The result of the current practices regarding restraining orders is to increase
murders, assaults, and other crimes that are directly precipitated by restraining orders and
would likely not have happened if the courts had simply clearly stated “you two are not getting
along and we don’t yet know why — stay away from each other!”

Restraining orders are about money. Money to be made by the lawyers. Money to be made by
the “experts”. Money to be made by “domestic violence” organizations spouting rhetoric that
makes it sounds like they are opposed to DV while actually doing everything they can to ensure
it and they government funding will continue.

In a nation with a highly heterogeneous mix of cultures such as the United States, the current
approach to domestic violence is particularly troublesome. I personally consider spanking a child
to be on the edge of domestic violence and the context is very important to determining on
which side of the line it falls, yet others may think spanking is a normal and proper parental
behavior. Likewise, an immigrant from another land may consider whipping a child with a belt to
be acceptable punishment, whereas most people born here in the last three or four decades
would not. Throwing these people in jail or slapping restraining orders on them it not likely to
produce the best possible outcome.

The first step dealing with domestic violence that is short of leaving serious physical injuries,
those more severe than something resembling the minor bruises, cuts, and scrapes a child could
easily inflict upon himself or herself running and falling on a sidewalk, should be education and
counseling, not law enforcement and the courts. But today’s laws provide money and other
incentives for lawyers, judges, therapists, counselors, cops, teachers, and activists to accuse
anybody and everybody they can, even when the people they are accusing are often much more
victims than perpetrators. The mandatory abuse reporting laws are even written to penalize
them if they do not accuse somebody, yet they know that often when they do report legitimate
concerns about abuse that the children are more traumatized by what CPS does to them than by
their actual injuries and the abuse doesn’t stop anyway.

As for the absence of articles on alienating fathers being arrested or jailed for parental
alienation, that’s because it happens even less often than the already rare case of alienating
mothers being arrested or jailed for parental alienation. Off the top of my head, I can only think
of a handful of cases we’ve reported on that included jail time for an alienating mother, and
those were only after many years of severe alienation in violation of court orders. When it comes
right down to it, I don’t believe any parent should be thrown into jail by a family law court. If the
case isn’t strong enough to get a conviction in criminal court, then jail is probably not a
reasonable option given how family law courts make decisions often more on bias and who is the
better liar than on fair and impartial due process based upon factual evidence.

At their core, parental alienation and domestic violence are not gender issues. But gender
groups and politicians have turned them into gender issues to the detriment of many including
legitimate victims, children, parents, and society.

If you know of any cases regarding alienating fathers who have been jailed for this crime, we’d
welcome hearing about them. From your website, it looks like you haven’t found any such cases
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but have, like us, found a few cases of mothers being jailed for parental alienation.

As much as it may appear to be just reward to jail somebody for parental alienation, it is
probably not the best way to be handling this sort of problem even if it were severe enough to
warrant a criminal conviction. You have to remember that most, perhaps nearly all, alienators
were abused as children and developed their hostile, manipulative, and controlling behaviors as
adaptive means to deal with child abuse. These people regard the breakup of a relationship as a
kind of threat that reminds them of abuse and thus triggers their same anxieties and
manipulative behaviors anew, this time with the other parent as a target and the children as
pawns in their conflict.

Finally, as for your comment about “trashing groups of people one is not familiar with” it would
be helpful for you to be more specific. That comment plus your own website seems to imply you
think we are trashing mothers. That is definitely not the case. There are many cases of excellent
and perfectly adequate mothers who are being victimized by the government, courts, and ex-
partners and whose children are badly suffering. Because of the obvious anti-male bias in society
regarding anything to do with families, these women have an even harder time getting any
justice or fair treatment. People look at them and think that a mother who has been banned
from contact with her children must really have something wrong with her, even worse than
most fathers in the same position. Sexism is hurting these mothers just as it is hurting so many
fathers.

On your website you seem to identify yourself as being a “protective mother” and associate and
identify with similar people. It appears you also point out that some of these people are such
extremists that they are doing themselves and their children a great disservice. We agree. That’s
why we think that putting “mother” or “father” into the name of an organization dealing with the
family law, child abuse, and domestic violence industries is counterproductive. You instantly
anger and bias a lot of people who might have been your allies. Some organizations with such
names are clearly not sexist in their actual practices (Fathers & Families appears to be an
example of such an organization, as does National Association of Non-Custodial Moms), but they
actually have to overcome a sexist first impression created by their names.

In the meantime, there are plenty of very sexist organizations that don’t even begin to consider
that abuse is not a gender issue because they are so busy trashing virtually all members of the
opposite gender. The Claudine Dombrowski style freaks are among these people, implying we
support slavery for women because we reported multiple names — including the “slave name”
(i.e. married name) — used by a child abducting mother and that this clearly means we are sexist
and horrible people and should burn in hell along with all who think like us.

In one of your articles, you made a statement “Joint legal custody — one cannot do “joint legal
custody” with an abuser; there is no “we” anywhere in there” that seems to be from your own
experience. We have likewise seen the actual abusers awarded with sole legal custody, people
who are completely unwilling to discuss anything, hide information on care providers, illnesses,
injuries, doctors, schools, etc. from the other parent who simply wants to be involved in their
children’s lives and has a right to do so. The courts often side with such abusers and cut the
healthier parent out of the children’s lives because that healthier parent is not an expert on
lying, cheating, and manipulating other people and so comes off looking like a problem next to
the real abuser who is an expert at all of that and more. In reality, virtually anything the
maligned falsely accused parent has done “wrong” was as the direct result of abuse and
misconduct directed at him or her along with a complete lack of support for helping protect the
children and them from the actual abuser. When you are being lied about, lied to, and your
children are hurting, what prepares you to deal with this? It is not like people are trained in
school or anywhere else on how to handle such situations. So they try to apply what they do
know, that you tell the truth and talk with people to try to stop the problems. And this is turned
against them, soon they are being painted as the troublemakers because they have talked with
doctors, CPS, etc. trying to stop the abuse against their children. This happens to mothers and
fathers alike. The system is set up to reward and assist the party who is an expert at lying and
manipulating others.

Pointing all of this out is not bashing mothers, it is simply telling it like it is. We’re quite sure that
many mothers are getting persecuted in courts, but there is no denying that many fathers are
also being persecuted. It’s not a gender issue, it is one of the law being violated and people’s
rights being tramped upon by parties (judges, lawyers, experts, etc.) who have a financial
interest in keeping the conflict going to bleed families of their assets.

#7 Comment By one of thousands On October 20, 2010 @ 7:24 am
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Excellent and balanced comments Rob. I too am frequently surprised at how some (not all)
gender-based groups so quickly resort to gender stereotypes. Having personally witnessed the
agony of both mothers and fathers, it couldn’t be clearer that the problem is not “male” vs.
“female”, but a system that is entirely ineffective at dealing with escalated hostilities. What’s
worse, the divorce court system completely overlooks the fact that it frequently amplifies the
conflict that it is intended to resolve. See my prior posts on the spiral of conflict. Divorce court
encourages initial hostility by being hypersensitive to an aggressor parent’s (often false but
always hostility-inducing) allegations. Rob is correct–in these cases the “first accuser” almost
always gains advantage, thereby encouraging aggression. This in turn promotes counter-
aggression, which promotes counter-aggression, etc., until the spiral is completely out of control.

For purposes of analysis we have to separate the cases of actual abuse from alleged abuse–we
often see moms who appear to be the legitimate victims of abuse, or appear to have legitimate
concerns about the safety of their children become enraged when the topic of false allegations is
raised. This is understandable–if they are legitimate victims, it may feel like a personal attack on
them to hear someone state that some–perhaps most–allegations of abuse are false. They
respond “you’re calling me a liar, therefore you’re wrong and very, very bad.”

But these moms ignore the (equally insidious) problem of false allegations–one parent taking
advantage of the sensitivity of the broken system for advantage. I’m not aware of any reliable
statistics on the percentage of false or exaggerated allegations, but I wouldn’t doubt that it is
substantial if not the majority. Further, these moms ignore the fact that the hostile environment
created by the “morality play” of divorce court is itself an extraordinarily harmful force–perhaps
even more harmful than the actual physical abuse that does occur.

It’s unfortunate that victims of real abuse become hostile at victims of false allegations or just
general aggression. The real target of their anger shouldn’t be a falsely-accused parent–it
should be at the false accuser and the system that perpetuates–indeed encourages–such
behavior. Falsely-accused and non-aggressive parents are victims of the divorce process as well.
Abuse victims–whether it be physical, sexual, or system/aggression-oriented abuse–should be
standing together to enact reforms to address all types of abuse. That they do not simply
impedes reform, perpetuating harm to both categories of victims.

Truth be told, courthouses and psychologists offices are simply not the right places to be judging
people’s characters as parents. Sure, there are the (relatively rare) cases of clear physical or
sexual abuse which should be dealt with–in criminal court. However little is said about the
absolute incapacity of courts to accurately judge one parent’s relative strength against another
in cases where both parents meet basic fitness thresholds. Moreover, little is mentioned about
ways of addressing fitness “issues” other than a change of custody. There are many options
available to courts such as education, awareness, or other “kinder, gentler” ways of improving
behavior. Instead, courts and psychologists dangle the “prize” of full custody, watch parents go
at each other, then pick a “winner.” Problem is, that process is so arbitrary and capricious, and
so damaging to both parents, that it is simply not possible to win–both parents and children
emerge emotionally traumatized, financially drained, and distracted from more productive
activities such as parenting and career, that everybody loses. The current system, then, get
this–guarantees failure by both parents and their children. Its a microcosm of “Mutually Assured
Destruction” of the Cold War era gone terribly wrong.

Makes sense if you’re a divorce lawyer, third party service provider, or others dependent on that
system living off of the misery of divorcing parents and their children, but if you’re a parent
realize it makes no sense for you or your kids. Your obligation–stay out of the system. Don’t be
tempted to initiate the fight that will inevitably backfire (if you don’t think it will backfire, you’re
blind, and should look into your blindness as it’s a common trait of NPD/BPD and other
psychopathological behavior). Research solutions such as uptoparents.org or the many other
cooperative solutions to avoid escalating conflict. Avoid hiring negative advocates such as Jeff
Fritz, Marilyn Bierer, and others. Even if you and your ex can’t agree on anything, you should be
able to agree that a nasty battle will hurt you both and harm your child.

The system is simply set up to fail. How to fix it? Vote out all incumbent judges who have
presided over this bloodbath with apparent glee, and only hire attorneys who pledge to
cooperate. Work with your ex to seek cooperation rather than disastrous warfare. Avoid “service
providers” by seeking non-family law solutions. Believe me, all of the above are so steeped in
and dependent on the cesspool of family court that they can’t help you do the right thing for
yourself and your kids. Commit yourself to sharing with a fit co-parent, and make every
reasonable accommodation you can. Put your fear, anger, and hurt behind you and think about
your and your kid’s future.

Good luck parents–there is never a wrong time to do the right thing.
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#8 Comment By Withheld-a Mom On October 20, 2010 @ 11:49 pm

Dear Rob:

Do you believe in God? If so, then that’s good, I hope we all (who do) believe also in a
resurrection. At that time, it’s very likely an account will be asked of how we spent our time here,
including if I took more time to engage with someone who enjoys paragraph after paragraph of
pronouncements about how the world works.

I see you are taking apart my comment for the readers. Fair enough, I don’t care particularly
what they (or you) think of me.

Hebrews 4:12 is a good starting point, and a fool (this includes me many times) is known by a
multitude of “words.” (Sayings). 4:13 “All things are naked and opened in the eyes of him with
whom we have to deal.”

Above, I just stated how a restraining order saved my life, which was my reason for commenting
at all. The response, prating on some more, again, “Restraining orders are about money. ” and
paragraphs upon paragraphs of critique of my comments, and your wisdom, and another fan? of
your wisdom. Did you or did you not miss that? Would it have been better to have no restraining
orders in the world and me and my family be dead? Thanks a lot.

If a restraining order gets someone angry, and they retaliate and kill someone, the people
issuing it lacked honesty (i.e., Gonzales v. Castlerock. Read some more of my site– you might
learn things as I learn them also). But murder is murder, and that person is responsible. No
shifting blame.

I have a question. Why were they needed to start with? Perhaps if police considered crimes
against family members (assault & battery, etc.) appropriately, and prosecuted for them,
someone might get the idea, no deal. Alternately, witnesses, close family members, church or
mosque members, neighbors, employers, others could certainly protest or do something. But,
sad to say, they don’t.

Psychology
Although you also complain about the psychologists, etc., there’s plenty of psychology on the
links here, narcissism, sociopath, borderline, etc. Why not just boycott some of that language
also? But when there’s complaint about the psychologists in the family law system, and then link
after link to the right, and words straight out of the playbook at the top (“High Conflict”"Mental
Illness”) — what profession are you? Are you in support of the mental health profession? That’s
hypocrisy. I picked up on it in some earlier visits (I search things on line, sites come up). This
person likes to pronounce, be the expert on situations.

Look, to me: “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.” If you fear God, you have enough
self-restraint to not be a crook, liar, thief, fraud, cheat, etc. (did I say adulterer?). It’s that simple.

Re: Claudine-bashing. Give me a _ _ _ _ing break. I’ve looked at her court docket — it’s on my
site. Why don’t you? Tell us not to notice gender bias in that court docket? ??? She was
forbidden to call the police, and tried to go bleed in a neighboring county so the family law court
wouldn’t nail her for breaking its orders. This didn’t work, because that hospital was required to
report, and it still caused a problem. Other parents are being gagged in court. We had also a
married couple parent (in Texas) being gagged after a caseworker was flown to Boston to take
control of a young daughter, and slap the Mom with a supervised visitation order for her own
sons. Crime? Being poor.

Claudine has drawn a lot of hate because she keeps speaking up. Her case has gone on 14
years! Legislators have called it a disgrace. There are fatherhood organizations all over Kansas,
and a Fathering Court in KCMO (as I recall). There’s a group “Fathers.com” in the same area as
the governor of the state, and there are still more “fatherhood initiatives” being passed state
level as well as federal. When will this be enough? Which came first — those, or VAWA? (Hint:
read my site for a clue). Obama is behind fathers, too, “fatherhood.gov” and it’s still apparently
not enough for people, although he can barely say the word “mothers” in public, and the topic of
women didn’t even rate a mention in his inauguration speech.

It’s easy to yak. It’s hard to put your money where your mouth has. Claudine has, and she’s
going to the UN level. Shouldn’t have had to, but she did. So did others, including some children
who kept getting sent back to their abusive father.
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Also, she’s a friend of mine. Few friends are left after some years in the la-la- land of the family
law court, and sometimes professions run away too. I dedicated myself to researching in some
atypical places, and many links are right up there — links to Congressional Records, Executive
Orders, printouts of grants (lots of those), organizational genealogies, analyses, and more. I
based this a lot on NAFCJ.net, and after checking out the data (not the “rhetoric”) the pattern
became clear. Then I went back to my own state, and looked at the courtinfo site, and sho ’nuff,
there were the Access Visitation grants to “help” “Facilitate” noncustodial parents gain contact
with their kids. I have looked at this situation from the top down, from the bottom up (meaning
Local to Fed) and also tracked many times who’s on who’s conference circuit. And in the street
level too.

Some of us, the crime was being female. That issue isn’t going away because it’s uncomfortable.
Regarding it’s not a gender issue — that sounds like a man talking. Maybe you just didn’t
appreciate it being noticed, that vote came to women in WHICH century?

In case I’m not clear on this again: Why not focus on the issues raised by Dr. Zernik in Los
Angeles on the dual-system Court dockets, i.e., change from PACER to SUSTAIN? That’s a major
topic, and pertains, as I originally came her, to Richard Fine’s case. Also, there’s the relationship
of the probate takeovers to bribes judges are getting. These are worth following and pursuing.

(in the middle of the blog on Alienated Ex-wife jailed, I put some links).

Not sure if this comment was….

#9 Comment By One of Thousands On October 21, 2010 @ 2:19 pm

@Witheld-a mom:

It sounds like you’ve been through an extraordinarily tough and potentially dangerous situation.
I’ve very, very sorry for what you’ve been through. Believe me, many of us–men and women–can
relate very deeply with your pain and trouble.

I do have a couple questions for you–you mention that the DVTRO saved your life. I wonder why
you think that a piece of paper could have done that? Certainly it didn’t put a shield around you–
if your ex was truly intent on hurting you (and I’m not saying he wasn’t), what about that piece
of paper prevented him from hurting you? In fact, recent events seem to indicate that a DVTRO
can have exactly the opposite effect–instigating rather than preventing violence. Witness the
horrible tragedy of the Evan Nash murder/suicide by his father Bill Hoffine ( [23]). My impression
is that the DVTRO may have sent Hoffine off the deep end, actually instigating the violence it was
intended to prevent. The recent stories of parents–both moms and dads–instigating violence in
response to court action are numerous and tragic.

I’d suggest that a far, far more effective way of preventing such violence is to calm parents
down, and assure that fit parents (i.e., those who have no history of abuse) receive relatively
unencumbered, relatively equal access to their children. Few life events would drive a fit parent
to radical violence other than the threat of separation from their offspring. From what I’ve seen,
media accounts of the multitude of violent events focus on the “spurned lover” aspect–
someone’s upset at getting dumped.

But I question if that’s in fact true. I’d be willing to bet that the violent episode probably has
much more to do with the offender facing loss of a meaningful relationship with the child, or
some other calamity such as loss of property, a job, or other serious threat. Would it make sense
to find cooperative solutions through mediation, collaborative solutions, etc., instead of imposing
rulings resulting in such catastrophic consequences (which are common in divorce court)? I tend
to think it would, but I’d like to hear the opinions of others.

And to be fair to Rob, he didn’t suggest that TROs were never justified, but his suggestion that a
TRO be a “mutual stay-away” order might have addressed this problem–it’s one thing for a court
to say “you’re the bad guy, so we’re punishing you.”–that’s an accusation that may or may not
be accurate. Would it be less “insulting” for a court to issue mutual orders, essentially saying
“you guys are having a hard time getting along, so we’re going to keep you apart for a short
period until we can figure out a better method of resolving this.”

Here’s a thought about how to simplify divorce and potentially save lives and well-being. My
experience and the experience of many others familiar with divorce court indicates that judges
often take extreme action in divorce court without carefully weighing the necessity for such
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action. For example, Rob mentioned that the “first to file” has an advantage. I tend to agree. The
first party can seek immediate DVTROs, stay-aways, support orders, etc. in an Ex Parte OSC with
24 hours notice. Judges rarely read these papers but almost always grant the requested orders
without taking responsibility to set further hearings for clarification. This sets in place a “status
quo” that can be difficult to overcome. Strike first, get the kids and the house, then make the
other guy (or girl) fight uphill. I experienced it in my separation, and I know many others–moms
and dads–who have as well.

But the larger problem is that family court judges operate under such broad, vague standards
that everything is “up for grabs.” “Best interest of the child” and “standard of living during the
marriage” are so vague that a judge’s likely ruling becomes wildly unpredictable. A confession:
I’m a lawyer (not family law, thank Providence), and am often asked by clients to predict the
outcome of a given motion, hearing, or other issue. I usually can with reasonable certainty, and
that’s because in my area of law (civil litigation) judges have fairly clear guidelines that must be
followed.

However in family law this it’s exactly the opposite. Not one of the several attorneys I worked
with would offer predictions of likely outcomes, always stating “it depends on the judge.” They
were right too–my ex brought the exact same issue up before five different judges (another
problem in family court–the revolving judicial door), and each of them ruled on the matter
differently. When she finally got the ruling she wanted (after four failures), she locked in.

It seems to me that the major problem here is that the lack of predictability and intimate nature
of divorce court in putting people’s lives under a microscope, taking over the most important
things in most people’s lives (their children, assets, and ability to earn a living), can drive people
nuts. Sure, separation from a loved one is tough–especially if you don’t want to end the
relationship–but when you add to that the threat that you’ll be homeless, unable to work, and
unable to see your kids until they’re 18 is far, far more stressful–especially if it’s imposed
arbitrarily, based on lies or half-truths, and driven by someone who perhaps is happy to see you
suffer.

I’d invite your comments on the site uptoparents.org–do you think that if parents are ordered to
complete such programs (I believe there are several) before the animosities become entrenched
during the spiral of conflict that your fears would have been the same? I’m genuinely curious and
in no way am attempting to prove a point here–I truly value your perspective.

Best to all.

#10 Comment By Randy Berg On October 22, 2010 @ 6:30 am

This is a very good article. Dr. Tadros does a very good job of explaining how these Crooks
operate on people’s assets, bank accounts and credit cards.

I think that Lawyers, or at least the 90-99% that are Crooks (whom I refer to as Lieyers), should
all be removed from our courts: as they are NOT there for the public good, but rather for the
MONEY that they can steal from hard-working Americans who love their kids.

I feel the same way about MANY of the therapists as well: who are there for the MONEY. Anyone
with common sense can act as a therapist. No special training is needed, and even if it is, it is a
person’s Integrity and concern for others that’s important: especially when dealing with people
who are hurting: as in those going through a divorce.

Alec Baldwin got it right when he compared Family Court officials to paramedics who arrive on the
scene, not to stop the bleeding, but to control it and let it go on and on: all the while bilking
those who don’t know what is going on, and think they are being “treated.”

#11 Comment By one of thousands On October 22, 2010 @ 11:22 am

I echo Randy’s sentiments and invite others to voice their opinions on these very important
issues.

On a related note, if you’d like to see a fine example of the lack of integrity of the San Diego
County courts (including family, DV, and criminal), see the Commission on Judicial Performance’s
scathing indictment of Judge DeAnn Salcido here (Salcido’s matter is at the bottom):Cal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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[24]

Salcido’s unbelievably erratic, biased conduct clearly demonstrates that we do not have a
competent judiciary system in San Diego–and remember folks–I’m an experienced lawyer and
know these people very well. Fact is they’re ex DA types who’ve done nothing significant in their
lives other than throw people in a government cage. But what’s worse is that even though
Salcido was stupid enough to show the prevailing mentality of the San Diego bench in public,
there are likely many more judges who are clever enough to hide their incompetence and bias.
While many might indict Salcido for her lack of respect for law and, in many cases, downright
viscousness, they don’t realize that her abusive mentality is prevalent among many, if not most,
ex-DA judges.

I say this not only as a practicing lawyer, but as a former prosecutor and colleague of many DAs.
They have a very specific mentality–normally it’s “everyone’s guilty and I’m going to fix them.”
This is preposterous, of course, yet it’s prevalent in San Diego courts.

Solution? Vote them out. We cannot continue to blindly rely on a judge’s present status as a
judge to be a reliable indicator of competence. Courts love the public’s impression of them as
competent and unbiased, but the reality is they’re far too consumed with their own power. It’s
easy to build a great impression of yourself if you can hammer (judges use a gavel) and goons
with guns and shields are able to push people around. They begin to think “hey, I can use this
power to shut people up, make them kiss my ass, and throw them in a cage. I must be pretty
sharp.” Yet they don’t realize that they’re not model citizens, and their ideals aren’t consistent
with their oaths to protect and defend the constitution. Result: a corrupted and overly-inflated
self image wielded by very mediocre (at best) lawyers.

Result: Tyranny. I can’t say it better than this guy you may have heard about named Thomas
Jefferson:

“The germ of destruction of our nation is in the power of the judiciary, an irresponsible body –
working like gravity by night and by day, gaining a little today and a little tomorrow, and
advancing its noiseless step like a thief over the field of jurisdiction, until all shall render
powerless the checks of one branch over the other and will become as venal and oppressive as
the government from which we separated.” – Thomas Jefferson

“When the people fear the government, you have tyranny. When the government fears the
people, you have liberty.” – Thomas Jefferson

Good luck people–it’s your county, your country, and your money. They work for you. Don’t let
them forget it.

#12 Comment By Enemy of the Evil State On October 22, 2010 @ 8:58 pm

The comment about family law judges being former DA prosecutors touches on the real truth.
Family law courts are sham used to prosecute innocent people and get convictions. The DA can’t
make a case in a criminal court where the jury would laugh them out of the courtroom, but they
don’t want their work to go to waste. So they talk it over with their good friends like Christine
Goldsmith and Lorna Alksne behind the scenes. These people get together all the time at social
functions and professional gatherings and lunch meetings where they plot out their evil-doings.
Then the judges are sure to “convict” and “sentence” a parent all on their own. That the
evidence doesn’t support their actions does not matter because there are no juries and judges
control the evidence. They can admit lies, deny truths, and add more lies of their own all to
support the predetermined outcomes. Judges in family law courts can do whatever they like,
especially if they go for the kill and destroy a parent’s spirits and financial means to fight. Then
the parent can’t afford the appeal process.

You hear these judges all the time talk about “my law” and being God. They believe it.

If you get justice in a US court, it is because the government didn’t see how to ream you for its
own purposes. There is no true justice in the United States courts.

The government controls the outcome, to get what it wants or help out its friends. Consider
Richard Fine in LA. He exposes their corruption and won’t stop publicizing it, so they threw him
into solitary confinement for 18 months to shut him up and destroy his reputation and finances
to limit his ability to oppose them. Courts all over the US are like this. Fine had enough friends to
raise a stink, few other people do.
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True justice requires lethal injections and firing squads for many of these judges. They are
treasonous criminals who deserve nothing more lenient. Before learning the truth, I used to
oppose the death penalty. I still do for common citizens — so many of them are railroaded by the
government. But now I think the death penalty should be applied widely to government officials
convicted of corruption, human rights deprivations, and treasonous violations of the Constitution.
Their current punishments of luxury prisons are obviously not enough to act as a deterrent for
their treasonous criminal ways.

#13 Comment By BS On October 23, 2010 @ 1:50 am

…or what about Doctor Emad Tadros exposing the fraud and corruption, blowing the whistle on
Stephen Doyne and the Court for his fraud and lies and CRC violations, and for the Court’s CRC
violations… now they make Doc Tadros pay ding-dong-Doyne 85k for exposing the fraud, lies,
and violations? Now they remove a file from his case that should be there?

There you have it, yet another example of tyranny brought by those who have lost their moral
compass, lost respect for the Constitution, their duty, their colleagues, and the fabric that will
make or break this great country, the Families.

Oppose them and this is what you’ll get… you’ll get ordered to pay the one with “cat
credentials.”

#14 Pingback By San Diego Judge DeAnn Salcido Demeans Litigants and Justice to Create Demo
Videos for Her Proposed TV Show | angiEmedia On October 23, 2010 @ 10:25 am

[...] that judicial tyranny has been defeated and the rule of law will again prevail.Further
ReadingSan Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing Families Using
Restraining OrdersJudge Lorna Alksne On The Way Out After Home PicketedA Judge’s View of
“Best Interests [...]

#15 Comment By Randy Berg On October 25, 2010 @ 6:39 am

Withheld A Mom said:

Whoever Dr. Tadros is, he’s not using the word “mediator” as it’s practiced in N. and S. CA, when
it comes to court-appointed. And … civil restraining orders with kids typically go right to
mediation. The first thing my mediator did was to undo ours, practically making a lose-lose
situation for the children.

Response: The first thing our court mediator did was to order that I be “supervised.” Thank God
we got a mediator who had some integrity, and a psychologist as well: who both agreed that
supervision was not necessary: after six months (and $10,000 worth of it). In fact our supervisor
said that I was one of “the best parents he had ever seen.”

About the time that the supervision was over with they had us firmly attached to a “Private
Mediator” who at first seemed like she was going to help. But two years (and three false
charges, and over 20 “sessions”) later, I could see that they had no intention of admonishing my
Ex for anything (including bold-faced lies), but rather covering up for her, and continuing to milk
our contentious divorce for ALL it was worth. So I did what many others have done, and walked
out of the nitpick / feel good SCAM, that doesn’t work in highly contentious cases. And the
mediator promptly trashed me in her report, and covering up for the “most nitpicky client” she
ever had.

And rather than send our case to “High confict resolution” the “Judge-Buddy” appointed 3 more
SCAM artists to continue the same thing: one of which was another SCAM artist mediator: who is
there ONLY for the MONEY, and who had even less integrity than the first one: and was charging
six times as much MONEY.

So NO, mediation is not always a good thing: especially in a high conflict case: where the less
that a mediator does to fix something (or anything) the MORE MONEY they make.
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Withheld-A-Mom continues:
… I’m a Christian. “I bowed the knee,” a few decades earlier, and when forced to choose
between the idol called a farce of a marriage with beatings, slappings, throwings, and
deprivations, then show up in church and smile, with kids wondering which way was up. For
taking action to save all of our lives, I became a family … outcast. I’m with you in we live in a
lawless system …

snip …
Let’s focus the judicial bribes issues, and I personally favor dismantling (or … boycotting) family
law system, which is an unholy hybrid business referral/wealth transfer enterprise …

Response: Good advice.

WAM continues: If it’s possible to cease from blaming it on the feminists or whoever the other
side is at the time, I’d appreciate it. Signed, “I survived a religious marriage — barely.”

Response: The feminists have gone way overboard: with their hatred of men, and deserve to
have their funding slashed … They claim that there are still 1400 incidences a year (out of a
nation of 308,000,000 people) of men who murder their spouses, or intimate partners … but
ignore the 15,000 times a year that an alienated and/or outcast father commits suicide as as
direct result of being cut off from his children: and I suspect MANY time unjustly, and for the most
trivial of reasons (and/or false charges) … I know because I am one of them. In fact, my former
spouse even accused me of being “suicidal” and of planning Evil things … none of which came to
pass — except me being needlessly separated from my Daughter.

And NO TRO was ever needed, nor issued: during the 5.5 year $120KKK ordeal.

WAM continues: NB. I’m still a Christian, but steer clear of churches; works OK so far.

Response: I too am a Christian, and saddened that virtually none of the churches are speaking
out about the travesty of Family Court, much less WARNING their people to STAY AWAY from the
professional Lieyers and Thieves.

————————————————————————————————

Rob said:
… today’s laws provide money and other incentives for lawyers, judges, therapists, counselors,
cops, teachers, and activists to accuse anybody and everybody they can, even when the people
they are accusing are often much more victims than perpetrators. The mandatory abuse
reporting laws are even written to penalize them if they do not accuse somebody, yet they know
that often when they do report legitimate concerns about abuse that the children are more
traumatized by what CPS does to them than by their actual injuries and the abuse doesn’t stop
anyway.

Response: In my case CPS found that the charges were false: which they were…. but since the
Court-O-Crooks didn’t punish the False Accuser, she didn’t stop, and finally succeeded in getting
the court to (no kidding) order me to NOT Talk to my Daughter about God … which set up a
situation where I had to choose between my conscience and worshipping a Crooked Court that
could not put 2+2 Two-gether : partially because the Private mediators were pissed off that they
were being cut out of the LOOT-LOOP. And rather than recommend “high conflict resolution” that
costs a LOT LESS, they settled for another legalized Max-Loot-Extraction / Kid SALE.

snip …

Rob continues : I can only think of a handful of cases we’ve reported on that included jail time for
an alienating mother, and those were only after many years of severe alienation in violation of
court orders. When it comes right down to it, I don’t believe any parent should be thrown into
jail by a family law court. If the case isn’t strong enough to get a conviction in criminal court, then
jail is probably not a reasonable option given how family law courts make decisions often more
on bias and who is the better liar than on fair and impartial due process based upon factual
evidence.

Response: Since DA’s almost Never prosecute perjury, or false Charges, this means that a
Criminal Court case would have to be funded by the falsely accused parent: on top of paying
double and Triple child support payments — to the Family Court’s cohort of Crooks.

If a Family Court judge doesn’t punish a parent or other court official who gets caught lying to
the court, then that “judge” is a Coward who has NO BUSINESS being a Judge.

Rob continues: You have to remember that most, perhaps nearly all, alienators were abused as
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children and developed their hostile, manipulative, and controlling behaviors as adaptive means
to deal with child abuse.

Response: In other words, they don’t have to forgive, nor to grow up, but to “manipulate” and
“control” everyone around them … so as to alway get their way.

Rob continues:
These people regard the breakup of a relationship as a kind of threat that reminds them of
abuse and thus triggers their same anxieties and manipulative behaviors anew, this time with
the other parent as a target and the children as pawns in their conflict.

Response: I was rejected various times before I met my former spouse, but I got over it, and
learned from it and changed, and moved on with my life. Your assertion may have some truth to
it, but in the final analysis, you are saying it’s OK for them to control and manipulate and that
they don’t have to change. Nor to realize that it is their controlling behavior that often pushes
other people away from them in the first place.

Rob continues: The courts often side with such abusers and cut the healthier parent out of the
children’s lives because that healthier parent is not an expert on lying, cheating, and
manipulating other people and so comes off looking like a problem next to the real abuser who is
an expert at all of that and more….

Response: Here you are Right On, and why our courts need to be taken over by parents, and
former parents, and ALL of the Lieyers and Thieves given the BOOT and Ordered out of the
People’s Courts: as they are NOT their for the Kids, but rather for the Money, and for
themselves.

One of Thousands said:
What’s worse, the divorce court system completely overlooks the fact that it frequently amplifies
the conflict that it is intended to resolve. See my prior posts on the spiral of conflict. Divorce court
encourages initial hostility by being hypersensitive to an aggressor parent’s (often false but
always hostility-inducing) allegations. Rob is correct–in these cases the “first accuser” almost
always gains advantage, thereby encouraging aggression. This in turn promotes counter-
aggression, which promotes counter-aggression, etc., until the spiral is completely out of control.

Response: Well said! Most Lawyers and Therapists (and their Judge-Buddies) are Sociopaths,
who themselves NEED Help. For those who don’t know, a sociopath is basically a Nazi soldier
(during World War II) before the Americans and Russians invaded Germany. People who had no
compassion whatsoever, and whose power was virtually unlimited.

One of Thousands contin:
For purposes of analysis we have to separate the cases of actual abuse from alleged abuse–we
often see moms who appear to be the legitimate victims of abuse, or appear to have legitimate
concerns about the safety of their children become enraged when the topic of false allegations is
raised. This is understandable–if they are legitimate victims, it may feel like a personal attack on
them to hear someone state that some–perhaps most–allegations of abuse are false. They
respond “you’re calling me a liar, therefore you’re wrong and very, very bad.”

Response: Very True, but when the person accused has No Crime record, No Driving record,
doesn’t do drugs, had no record of violent behavior, etc. then that should be taken into account,
yet in Family Court you are considered guilty as charged, and even when it is clear that you were
falsely accused, Nothing is done to the false accuser … except in many cases they are Rewarded
with MORE, and MORE custody until the Falsely accused is ran out of Loot, and forced to walk
away from their own child. In other words, the Crooks “strengthen the hands of evildoers, so
that no one (is) turned back from their wickedness.” Jer. 23:14 …

One of Thousands… But these moms ignore the (equally insidious) problem of false allegations–
one parent taking advantage of the sensitivity of the broken system for advantage. I’m not
aware of any reliable statistics on the percentage of false or exaggerated allegations,

Response: I am: In 2004 it was 80% … of custody disputes that contained False allegations.
See the following article at: [25]

reference #10

One of Thousands: It’s unfortunate that victims of real abuse become hostile at victims of false
allegations or just general aggression. The real target of their anger shouldn’t be a falsely-
accused parent–it should be at the false accuser and the system that perpetuates–indeed
encourages–such behavior. Falsely-accused and non-aggressive parents are victims of the
divorce process as well. Abuse victims–whether it be physical, sexual, or system/aggression-
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oriented abuse–should be standing together to enact reforms to address all types of abuse.
That they do not simply impedes reform, perpetuating harm to both categories of victims.

Response: I could’t agee more. Just because you were abused, Does Not mean that ALL men are
abusive, nor violent: as radical feminists seem to think.

One of Thousands: There are many options available to courts such as education, awareness, or
other “kinder, gentler” ways of improving behavior. Instead, courts and psychologists dangle the
“prize” of full custody, watch parents go at each other, then pick a “winner.” Problem is, that
process is so arbitrary and capricious, and so damaging to both parents, that it is simply not
possible to win–both parents and children emerge emotionally traumatized, financially drained,
and distracted from more productive activities such as parenting and career, that everybody
loses.

Response: And the Crooks emerge a little bit Richer.

One of Thousands: The system is simply set up to fail. How to fix it? Vote out all incumbent
judges who have presided over this bloodbath … and only hire attorneys who pledge to
cooperate.

Response: No I don’t think that is going to work: as there are too many attorneys who are there
for the MONEY, and they are all (basically) bosom-buddies. Until attorneys are held to some
standard of accountability of ethical behavior, and demonstrate that they actually care about
(other people’s) kids, they have NO business being involved with Divorcing families. And the fact
that they have insulated themselves via “litigation priviledge” and “release of liability”forms,
proves that they are a bunch of Crooks: who are NOT even sworn to tell the truth.

Withheld-A-Mom said: … “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.” If you fear God, you
have enough self-restraint to not be a crook, liar, thief, fraud, cheat, etc. (did I say adulterer?).
It’s that simple.

Well said!

Obama is behind fathers, too, “fatherhood.gov” and it’s still apparently not enough for people,
although he can barely say the word “mothers” in public, and the topic of women didn’t even
rate a mention in his inauguration speech.

Obama said: “Spend time with your kids … play with them, go to the park and … Take time to be
a dad today.”

Hurray for Obama: Now when are you going to do something to Fix the current B-r-o-k-e-n Court
system of Lieyers and Thieves, who are doing virtually EVERYTHING in their power to come
between a Father and his Children: UNLESS he can KEEP ON PAYING for their ENDLESS
“services.”

From what I have so far seen of Obama, he is NOT a Christian, but rather a slick politician who
supports unrestricted abortion, gay wrongs, open borders, Goldman Sachs former employees,
gutting the CIA, and God knows what else???

One of Thousands said:
… a DVTRO can have exactly the opposite effect–instigating rather than preventing violence.
Witness the horrible tragedy of the Evan Nash murder/suicide by his father Bill Hoffine ( [23]). My
impression is that the DVTRO may have sent Hoffine off the deep end, actually instigating the
violence it was intended to prevent. The recent stories of parents–both moms and dads–
instigating violence in response to court action are numerous and tragic.
I’d suggest that a far, far more effective way of preventing such violence is to calm parents
down, and assure that fit parents (i.e., those who have no history of abuse) receive relatively
unencumbered, relatively equal access to their children. Few life events would drive a fit parent
to radical violence other than the threat of separation from their offspring. From what I’ve seen,
media accounts of the multitude of violent events focus on the “spurned lover” aspect–
someone’s upset at getting dumped.

But I question if that’s in fact true. I’d be willing to bet that the violent episode probably has
much more to do with the offender facing loss of a meaningful relationship with the child,

Response: Hoffine was a Doyne victim for many years. He was milked (probably for hundred’s of
thousands of Dollars) over a 12-year period, till he ran out of MONEY, and then Doyne & Co (and
a cooperative mom who didn’t Want Dad around anymore) were going to shove him off of the
back of the bus … and because he didn’t have enough character, or friends, or a strong
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relationship with the Lord, he cracked … and decided to go on a rampage. I also suspect that his
son was being coerced to choose ONLY to live with Mom, and to NOT see him anymore.

Hoffine also filed a complaint with the State licensing board against Doyne the Crook, but since
they have a ZERO level of Accountability, they tossed it in the TRASH…. just like they did with the
complaint filed by Dr. Emad Tadros (MD) also against Doyne the CROOK.

#16 Comment By One of Thousands On October 25, 2010 @ 2:50 pm

I agree with Mr. Berg completely. This divorce court cancer has become a deadly threat to our
communities. Vote them–all of them–out.

#17 Comment By Randy Berg On October 25, 2010 @ 7:59 pm

In my first “Response” paragraph above, I meant to say a “supervisor with some integrity” —
whose name is John Baddour: and who actually cares about Kids. And while our first “Private
Mediator” / LCSW (licensed clinical social worker) — a Majorie J. Ospeck — did tell the truth (at
first: as LONG as she knew that the GAME was going to continue, and you were going to PAY her
another $150 for another session … … … but if (or when) you run out of Loot, or get tired of
being treated like a teenage kid who is always getting into trouble, and you walk out on the
perpetualy Mediation Money Game, then she will very likely bend the truth a bit: to make you
look Bad and the False accuser look good. In my case she was so anxious to do so that she
forgot to call our Daughter’s “play therapist” to see how she was doing, and instead assumed
the opposite of what was. But the Court could care less … about anything other than protecting
their own and how much Loot they can make off of another family breakup.

On a sidenote about Judge Salcido. She was biased in favor of Mom — and didn’t even have her
take the 6-week co-parenting class — because she had a degree in “early childhood
development” (which I, suppose teaches one all about Co-parenting), but when my Ex. (who
was always looking for something bad to say about me) brought up the fact that (years before I
was married) I had taken “homeless people” into my house, Judge Salcido began to show some
compassion for me, and contempt for my Ex. — whose parents are multi-millionaires who
routinely give 3-day notices for late rent, and boot-em out if they don’t pay up. … sort of like our
All-In-the-Family-Courts.

Regarding contempt for case Law and the Family Court Judge’s “Rules of the Court” or something
like that…. I happen to know that in Emad Tadros’ case, Judge Bloom also did what he wanted to
do: which was to defend Doyne at all Costs: for once the Barrel-O-Worms is open, then Look out
… and plug yer nose. … the Musk Oxen circle has been broken… and the kids have to grow up.

#18 Comment By Rob On October 27, 2010 @ 3:56 am

Randy,

I’d like to clarify that simply because I point out that many abusers who engage in false
allegations were abused themselves does not mean that I condone, excuse, or endorse that
behavior. Most certainly I do not. Having been falsely accused of domestic violence, child sexual
molestation, and many other heinous crimes, I know first hand what it is like to have one’s life
ruined by such an abuser using endless false allegations with the full help of the courts and
government.

In my case, I strongly believe my ex developed BPD or something similar from a childhood filled
with physical, emotional, verbal, and sexual abuse. I can have sympathy for that, and feel badly
that she was so abused, while despising what she has done to our children, my family, and me.

It is my strong belief that she will never change. She to this day continues her parental
alienation tactics, seeks to attack my family and me, suborns perjury, and perjures herself. I
frankly am having a very difficult time dealing with it because the government sides with her, the
abuser, and every time they call her on her false accusations they either reward her for them or
simply let her off the hook. They do absolutely nothing about stopping her abusive behaviors.
They even go so far as to punish me for following court orders and professional advice andCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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rewarding her for violating court orders and professional advice.

She’s learned that lying wins in US family law courts, just as lying often wins in US society. I’m
not talking about little white lies, I am talking about whoppers — sexually penetrating young
children, beating another person, murderous psychopathic rages, etc. She tells such lies and
instantly is rewarded with making me homeless, banned from seeing our children, and treated as
a criminal with her spreading these lies everywhere she can. My family and I suffer having to
pour money into lawyers and supervised visitation and mental healthcare for myself and our
children. Her lies are repeatedly disproven by the court’s own admission, yet she is consistently
either rewarded or never punished. That the children actually did suffer documented injuries and
harm by her and people associated with her doesn’t matter, only the false accusations that
distract attention from those real abuses matter.

Basically it comes down to this — you call into court that your kids are being burned, bruised,
scarred, etc. repeatedly and there is photographic and medical documentation of this and your
ex refuses to disclose who is caring for them, what is happening to cause these problems, and
you even have solid evidence of her lying about several points regarding the problems the
children are having. So your sociopathic ex gets nervous and starts spewing false child sexual
abuse allegations to distract from what is really happening. Now all the attention shifts to the
false sexual abuse allegations, you are ripped out of your children’s lives and treated as a
criminal and zero attention is paid to the real injuries and damage because everybody is too
busy persecuting you based upon lies. When it finally becomes clear she was lying, then they
won’t admit they did very bad things. No, it is “blame the victim” and “oh, she is such a good
mother — she has had to take care of the children by herself for years!” to cover up after their
own mistakes and misconduct. They then fill the court record with more provable lies to back up
their position, to make themselves look blameless.

It becomes a life filled with win/never-lose opportunities for her. Every time she lies, she can be
confident that she will not be punished and that their is a good chance I will be punished
instead, even if they figure out she is the one who lied. If she tells enough lies, there is a strong
chance that she will get some of what she wants, such as sole custody of the children, causing
hundreds of thousands of dollars in financial damages to people she hates, hurting extended
family by depriving them of contact with the children, etc. That she is hurting her own children in
the process does not matter one bit to her. She and people like her are so sick and selfish that
they willingly harm their children if it will cause harm to others they dislike.

A person like her will not change, not without being held accountable. Even if she was held
accountable with serious punishments including prison time, she may still be unable to change.
After all, she has had a lifetime of being able to lie about and abuse other people to get her way.
How easy would it ever be to change the perceptions and behaviors built up over multiple
decades? Not easy at all. But the courts will not even try, they do nothing to protect the rest of
us from her ongoing abuse. I believe that’s because they are complicit in it and so they have a
vested interest in adding even more lies and defamation to distract from the great deal of evil
they themselves have been doing.

Even though she and people like her are often ordered to attend therapy, it is basically
pointless. Judges think therapy helps somehow. It only helps people who are willing to be at
least somewhat honest. Sociopaths are far from that, for them dishonesty is the cardinal rule.

So they lie to the therapist, use the therapist to file false child abuse or DV allegations against
others, and paint themselves as victims to gain control over the therapist. If the therapist starts
to catch on over things like having heard five different versions of the same abuse incident —
sociopaths lie so much and are so enamored of playing the victim that they often keep inventing
new lies to top the old ones — that are at serious odds with each other, there might be some
growing doubts. So then a sociopath will switch therapists and give some excuse for doing so
about insurance, money, location, etc. Therapists do not see the full picture, only the lies, and so
often the only clue they are dealing with a sociopath rather than a victim is that the lies just
don’t add up. It’s easy for a sociopath to control people like this for long periods of time, even if
they are therapists.

That’s a stark contrast to my therapist who has seen and heard about all of the allegations, read
most court documents including the ones she has filed, talked with many other parties involved,
and from all of this can understand that while I may react badly to being attacked and lied about
for year after year, that’s a far cry from having a personality disorder or being a sociopath. It is
clear from such a complete picture that she acts like she has a personality disorder. That is
based both upon years of interaction with me, having full access to evidence and the time to
discuss it, and being fully exposed to the outrageous lies and spin jobs she continues to spew.
My therapist won’t diagnose her having never seen her, but it is clear there is no doubt there
that she is seriously ill, my beliefs about her having a personality disorder are entirelyCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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reasonable, and she is not likely to improve her conduct.

But yet I am ridiculed by the court for having expressed the opinion that she behaves as if she
has BPD given a very long long list of reasons that support this conclusion, even though I clearly
stated it was never formally diagnosed. No, a psychologist must know better, after all I am not a
professional. But any honest and competent psychologist or psychiatrist will tell you that highly
sociopathic people like this are often quite capable of fooling a lot of people for very long periods
of time, often far longer than they will stay in therapy with any particular therapist. That’s part of
why groups like NAMI state that diagnosing a person with BPD takes on average 5 YEARS of
therapy. That’s an average, including the cutting/suicidal self-harming people who are way
easier to detect than the really nasty sociopaths. So you could imagine that a really smart
sociopath (and some of them are very smart) could evade detection for far longer, even decades.

If I were expecting that she will change, I’d be a fool. She will not change, why should she — she
has been an abuser most of her life and she is rewarded for being an abuser! She will go right
on being an abuser, terrorizing my family and me with the help of the courts and government
every step of the way, so long as they fail to prosecute her for the worst of her crimes and/or
put in place adequate safeguards to stop the abuse. They will do neither, however.

The real accountability here lies with the courts and government. While it may be impractical to
prosecute all perjury, it is clear that judges and government officials who fail to prosecute and
punish for lies that cause massive damage to another person are aiding and abetting in the
abuse. The false domestic violence allegations and her taking nearly all our money instantly
rendered me homeless without even enough money to pay my basic living expenses. When that
didn’t succeed, less than a year later she started in with the false sexual abuse allegations that
have destroyed my life, having caused hundreds of thousands of dollars in damage, major
depression, anxiety, fear of other people, etc. Yet even though she was found to have lied about
all of this, to have coached the children to lie, and the full evidence shows her allegations were
ridiculous and she knew it, nothing is done to hold her accountable for her crimes. Instead, it is
“poor woman, she has had to care for those children for all these years — bad man!”

I know full well that the gender reverse of this does happen. While determining if a sociopathic
man is abusing a woman using the courts and government as helpers can be difficult, it appears
such cases usually involve some rich and/or well-connected man — lawyers, doctors, judges,
cops, etc. — who persecute their ex-wives just like my ex has persecuted me. The government is
an accessory in these crimes, just as they have been in my case.

“How can Dr. Sunshine be a narcissistic abuser? Everybody knows and likes him, no, the MOTHER
must be evil!” seems to be how these people reason. The truth should not be a popularity
contest, but whether you are a man or a woman, the courts and government treat it like it is a
popularity contest. It’s the old “oh I need your skilled help, you generous wonderful person, to
help me from the horrible man/woman/beast that is attacking me!” played by the sociopathic
wolf in sheep’s clothing. This is immensely advantageous to sociopaths who know how to butter
up and manipulate others to get what they want. Their victims often haven’t even 1/10th the
skill at manipulating other people and often come across as serious disturbed people because of
the psychological abuse being inflicted upon them.

I hold the courts, divorce industry, and government far more accountable for my ex’s actions
than she herself is. They had a responsibility to investigate her allegations, but they played
games hiding evidence and sometimes themselves lying for years to buy time for more
investigation and pad their billable hours until it became totally clear to everybody that there
was no case and my ex was caught lying over and over again. But to cover for their crimes, they
simply lie some more, painting me to be a problem and spinning and soft-pedaling every crime
and abuse my ex has committed.

In the meantime, they caused immense damage that would have been tiny if they had done their
jobs competently and honestly. They should know better and have a responsibility to society
stop these abuses and to follow the law, indeed they are paid to do that by the taxpayers. She,
by contrast, is so messed up psychologically and variously rewarded and never punished that
she has every reason to continue her abusive ways.

Maybe this is a very fine distinction to make, but I think it is critical. Whether you want to call the
abuser in your life a nasty nutcase, personality disordered abuser, Borderline, Narcissist, or
sociopath, you cannot legally stop such a person without the help of the courts and government.
They will virtually always find somebody else to abuse, even if a target manages to escape by
disappearing.

In my case, she’s been abusing others since childhood and I’m not the only current target. She is
today still actively engaging in abuse against our children and their extended family on my side
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via parental alienation, false allegations, threats, harassment, and intimidation.

What is particularly sickening is that any step I have taken to defend myself from her defamation
campaign and highly damaging lies either is lied about further or painted as a sign that I’m the
real problem. It goes so far as the judicial “officer” point blank lying about evidence, sequence of
events, etc. directly contradicting all evidence and testimony. In these people’s worlds, because
they played the role of Nazis supplying concentration camps with poison gas, that means
everybody should be focused on how the US is at fault for causing World War II by bombing
Japan with nuclear weapons. Japan and Germany were simply defending themselves against a
genocidal onslaught from the aggression Americans. This is how both sociopaths and their allies
think.

As a more concrete example, consider the evil ex makes false domestic violence and sexual
abuse allegations and causes massive damage. You point out evil ex is lying, provide evidence
refuting the lies, and explain that it appears the reason why evil ex is doing this she or he was
heavily abused as a child and is behaving like a Borderline like has been the case for many
years. But that could possibly embarrass the evil ex in the process to the people to whom he or
she has been lying, and that is just SO MEAN! So the courts and government then paint the
victim as the bad guy. Who does the court reward? The evil ex! Wasn’t it horrible that somebody
said something bad about her or him! Who does it punish? The falsely accused, accused people
in American have no right to defend themselves and should just sit back and let their entire lives
be destroyed as the court refuses to enforce its orders, refuses to put in place safeguards to
stop the abuse, and refuses to do anything but delay, delay, delay after having immediately
assumed every lie was true and acting accordingly. That is how American courts work, reward
the sociopath and persecute the victim.

That this goes on and on is the fault of the courts and government who disregard the abuse
simply because it didn’t involve a gun, knife, or other weapon. I would much rather have been
stabbed with a knife or shot with a gun than to endure what I have been through. The recovery
time would be far less, as would the damage to so many people. I have lost my home, my job,
most of my assets, my health, most of the time with my children, and all peace of mind. And the
courts encourage it to continue, even after finding clearly she has lied with big damaging
horrendous lies over and over again.

If the courts and government did not lock up a repeatedly convicted serial murderer or rapist and
he or she killed or raped again and again, each time being told “don’t do that”, being passed a
$1000 bill and more time with future victims, and hearing the judge tell off the victim “nasty
person, you wasted our time defending yourself — you are a bad, bad person!”, do you think the
worst offender is the sociopath or the government? I’d say it is the government. They should
know better, they have the power to do something to stop the crimes, and they instead chose
to reward, encourage, and actively participate in the abuse.

Likewise, if the government randomly vacillates between rewarding a personality disordered
abuser for aggression and simply doing nothing to punish nor reward their aggression, who is
the worst offender? Again, it is the government. The government is actively training sociopaths
to abuse others as a winning way to live that is free from any real risk. “Not getting more
money” or “not getting sole custody of the children” is not a risk, especially when the option to
lie some more to get those things is always kept open by the government.

It is in the sociopath’s nature to continue to hurt other people. She or her cannot change this. It
is no different than a rabid dog. Should animal control let the rabid dog loose because he or she
is infected, the infection causes aggression and attacks, and the dog cannot change? No, they
should lock it up or use some means to protect others, people and dogs and other animals, from
that rabid dog.

A sociopath is much like a rabid dog that will live several more decades. Typically sociopaths
were infected with evil by being abused as children, then went on to do much evil themselves
and even infect a few more people turning them into sociopaths via abusive conditioning, and
they will hurt others (especially their children and other family members) if they are let loose to
continue their attacks.

In the case of a rabid dog, the only option may be to put it down or lock it up and let it die.

In the case of a sociopath, there are usually means to disable the sociopath’s ability to abuse
others badly without locking them up forever or executing them. But today, the courts and
government do not even try at all. Short of one of these sociopaths killing or seriously physically
injuring somebody, they let them run around free and help them set the stage to further attack
their victims over and over again. If you dare call them on it, they will turn on you and behave as
sociopaths, too.
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Ultimately, when a sociopath has trouble exercising self-control and is taught that being a
sociopath is a good thing, is the sociopath to blame? No, the government should bear the blame.

Today, we have a government that aids and abets sociopaths, possibly because it is populated
with many sociopaths who like it this way. It teaches them how to be sociopaths, rewards them
for being sociopaths, and encourages them to continue to engage in sociopath behaviors.

Expecting sociopaths to clean up their acts in such a perverse world is totally unrealistic.

I hope this helps clear up my meaning and that I really do understand how badly people are
being hurt by sociopathic abusers.

Rob

#19 Comment By One of Thousands On October 27, 2010 @ 9:34 am

Thank you Mr. Berg.

San Diego judges are corrupt losers who have done a terrible job of policing their own. If they
won’t do it, you can. Kick their sorry asses onto the street as soon as you possibly can. Next
week works.

Good luck to all.

#20 Comment By Randy Berg On October 28, 2010 @ 10:34 pm

Rob summarized what is going on quite well. I can relate with, and I agree with, just about
Everything he said, for example that …

Quoting from Above: “But the courts will not even try, they do nothing to protect the rest of us
from her ongoing abuse. I believe that’s because they are complicit in it and so they have a
vested interest in adding even more lies and defamation to distract from the great deal of evil
they themselves have been doing.”

That was what I was told Five YEARS before I lost custody of my Daughter: i.e. that I was
“Dealing with a Bunch of Crooks who are ALL in cahoots” … AND even though I didn’t believe
what he was telling me at the time …. he predicted that I would also LOSE CUSTODY not long
after I stopped paying a Lawyer, and a therapist, and a private mediator to keep playing the
GAME of milking Parents until they are BROKE and covering up for Liars and False accusers time
and time and time again.

And the man who told me this was one of only TWO people in the US who took on the IRS to
their faces — in public — with a 2,000 page book on how to STOP PAYING taxes: that he now
offers as a FREE pdf download. He was also sued by the Justice Dept. in Federal court — to try to
get him to Stop, and/or to shut down his web site, and he won the case: since he had broken no
laws.

Private Mediator, Marjorie J. Ospeck, LCSW, also caught my Ex telling Whoppers, but covered up
for her shortly after I walked out: after two years of the SCAM, and over 20 joint dog-fight
“sessions.” Dr. Robert J. Fox was even WORSE: as in one of the BIGGEST SCAM artists in the
courts: next to Doyne and Bill Benjamin or Billy the Kidnapper as I now call him.

At first I was mad at my former spouse for what she was doing and getting away with.

Then I was angry at the Court for their complicity and egging her on to create more trouble.

Then I was mad at our Cowardly and/or ignorant, and/or “politically correct” and or apathetic
mass media: that has done next to nothing to expose what is, and has been going on for Many
years.

Then I was angry at our politicians for allowing so much corruption and passing laws that allow
for ZERO accountability for virtually ALL Court officials.

And now I am upset and perplexed by the complicity of Christian leaders and parachurch
organizations like “Focus on the Family” who have “family oriented programs” on well over 1600Cal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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Radio stations in the US and Canada — and have for many years — yet do next to nothing to
expose the corruption in our Family Courts and CPS and DCSS … and in the so-called “therapy”
and “psychology” business … nor (to my knowledge) have they taken the time to interview even
one so-called “deadbeat dad” who just “walked away from his children” and then mysteriously
stopped paying child support …. in over 30 years of interviews on “family related” topics: that are
almost all directed at intact families and single moms: who are (in many cases of their own
choice) raising their children without Dad’s help: in many cases because they DROVE him off: with
lie after lie after lie …

I feel for you, as what you said about your ex constantly slandering you and your family, I also
went through, and would probably still be enduring it, had I not ran out of “offerings” to the
family court gods: who are a bunch of Liars, cowards, Thieves, and child traffickers.

In my case these CROOKS had shut off visitation with my Daughter in less than a week after I
stopped paying for an attorney: after four years of so-doing (and over $45KKK of offerings) over
and above “child support” ostensibly because I was said to be on the verge of “suicide” and
planning to go on a rampage. That was over four years ago, and I have not seen, nor spoken to
my daughter in over 2.5 years … and it was also a boldfaced lie. But the court nevertheless used
it to try to coerce me to see a psychiatrist to see it “Anti-Liar and/or Anti-Thief” medication might
help me with my so-called “impulse control” problem that was diagnosed by two of their SCAM
artist Lieyers: whose names are William M. Benjamin and Robert W. Lesh. They in turn say that
they got their information from Dr. Robert J. (Sly) Fox, who was ticked off that I walked out of his
(do-nothing) GAME as well. The same Dr. Fox who was supposed to write a report, but got out of
it by making a phone call to Bob, who in turn (violated a court order and) gave his permission …
and two Transcripts were Altered in order to cover it up.

So there you have it, Another child is growing up without a Dad — or in more and more cases a
Mom — and the sociopathic Family Court Crooks could care less: since it isn’t THEIR KIDS nor
THEIR MONEY that we’re talkin about.

And in case you didn’t know, the FEDS also have a Solution in the works … to the problem that
they Created: an RFID implant, and constant monitoring of everyone. Otherwise known as the
“mark of the beast.”

#21 Pingback By Amicus Brief in Emad Tadros v. Stephen Doyne Appeal in San Diego | angiEmedia
On November 23, 2010 @ 5:19 am

[...] a PDF file.Further ReadingSan Diego Judge DeAnn Salcido Resigns Under Fire, Yet Shows CJP
Is CorruptSan Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing Families Using
Restraining OrdersJudge Lorna Alksne On The Way Out After Home PicketedA Judge’s View of
“Best Interests [...]

#22 Pingback By San Diego Superior Court Seeks New Grand Jury For 2011 / 2012 | angiEmedia On
December 14, 2010 @ 1:18 am

[...] and courts.Further ReadingSan Diego Judge DeAnn Salcido Resigns Under Fire, Yet Shows
CJP Is CorruptSan Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing Families Using
Restraining OrdersRichard Fine Complaint Against Judge David Yaffe, Sheriff Leroy “Lee” Baca,
and Others [...]

#23 Comment By Emad Tadros MD and the Chronically Cheated Public At Large On December 16,
2010 @ 8:23 pm

On 4-15-10 I stated in public, to Judge Bloom that FL326 is mandated to be filed “Under The
Penalty of Perjury.” On this form, a verified signature by the evaluator is mandated according to
Rule 5.225 k-1-b, which states in BOLD that this form must be filled out and signed “Under The
Penalty of Perjury” 10 days “BEFORE- BEFORE” ANY custody work starts, by any evaluator.

The ethical, legal and professional instructions from the SDCBA to all San Diego attorneys, who
are supposed to care about the child Best Interest, is to never touch any old cases as it is illegal
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on its face and according to the clear cut mandate outlined by 5.225 k-1-b.

As a matter of fact filing these forms after the fact is only committing perjury in day-light.

Any layman would wonder: was this prompting to flagrantly violate CRC, serve the public or
serve the Attorneys?

Was this about Child’s Best Interest or was it about taking the candy out of the kids mouth and
keep the attorneys sucking on it, instead?

PLEASE READ AND EXAMINE WHAT WAS ALREADY FILED PUBLIC AND NOW OUTLINED IN THE
PENDING TO BE FILED AMIUCS…….

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: [26]

To: [27]

Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 12:34:31 AM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Email from Robert Lesh to Family Law Community

Emad,

Below is a forwarded email I received from an anonymous source who is a member of the San
Diego Family Law community. I was told that this email was sent as a mass emailing to all
members of the San Diego County Bar Association who practice in family law. I had originally
received this email in early October of 2009 and as you recall, had forwarded it to you and
various other members of the ‘Doyned’ community at that time.

If required, I can and will testify under oath as to the conditions that I received this
communication under and the integrity of the individual who forwarded this document to me and
his/her professional affiliation (a practicing member of the family law section of the San Diego Bar
Association) in order that you can legally establish the veracity of this document with the courts.

Regards!
John van Doorn
—————————————————————————–

Robert Lesh [mailto:wrl@leshlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 5:19 PM
To: SDCBA Family Law Section
Subject: [sdcbafamilylaw] Important Custody Evaluation Forms/Orders

SDCBA Community Message Sent by: W. Lesh. To reply privately to W. Lesh,
Click Here

Note: By replying to this message, your response will be e-mailed
directly to the individual sender. Click “Reply to All” in your e-mail
client to send your response to all SDCBA Family Law Section members
instantly. This is a PRIVATE list for members of the SDCBA’s Family Law
Section. Do not forward messages or post confidential case or client
data on this list server. For a list of SDCBA list serve guidelines,
click here.

To permanently unsubscribe from this listserve, Click Here

I have been advised that a press conference occurred today (October 1)
which involved the issue of custody evaluations and the submission to
the Court of the attached Family Law Forms 326 and 327. As you may be
aware from a prior e-mail I sent to all of you, these forms are
mandatory and have been now for some time. Whenever you are involved in
a custody evaluation matter, you need to make sure that your custody
evaluators sign form FL-326 and that that gets filed with the Court, as
there is a strong possibility that the custody evaluator will not be
paid for work that they perform prior to the form being signed and
submitted to the Court.

As to Family Law 327, that also needs to be signed and contained in the
case file.

It seems apparent that there is going to be a tremendous amount of
scrutiny being placed upon these forms and if you have any old casesCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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still pending where these forms have not been used, please make sure
that they are filed appropriately as you risk claims from your client
that the matter was not properly handled, if they later disagree with
the recommendations from the evaluator.

If you have any particular questions regarding this, feel free to
contact me.

Bob Lesh
CFLS Chair
__.___._

ABOUT THIS MESSAGE FROM THE FAMILY LAW SECTION

You are a receiving this email as a member of the San Diego County Bar
Association’s Family Law Section. This email was generated through a
listserve, and does not represent the views of the San Diego County Bar
Association, or the San Diego County Bar Association’s Family Law
Section. To adjust your list delivery settings and subscription options
for all SDCBA list servers and communities, Click Here.

NOTE: By replying to this message, you will be replying to the
individual sender. Click “Reply to All” to send your message to all
members of the Family Law Section

To send your own message, send email to
[28]

To permanently unsubscribe from the Family Law Section listserve, Click
Here.
_.___.__

#24 Comment By California Coalition for Families and Children/CCFC On December 18, 2010 @ 7:48
pm

September 15,2010
San Diego

Dear Senator Boxer:

The pleadings that are screamed aloud by the violated San Diego Families are real, and are of
extreme concern. Our San Diego County Judiciary now fits the criteria of a Fascist establishment
that operates in conjunction with a specific group of the private industry, who constantly and
illegally fund judges’ election campaigns, all to collude and rip off the families and grandparents
of their assets while using the suffering children as PAWNS. “Pay for play,” otherwise the
financially capable parent cannot be able to see his/her children. The San Diego Court
professionals have been unprofessional thugs violating California Rules/CRC of Court for the last
9 years. The CRC were made Mandatory for a reason! As a result parents and their children have
been constantly broken down financially, professionally and as a human being stripped off their
basic rights.

The California Administrative Office of the Courts/AOC (which employs the California Judicial
Council that establishes California Rules of the Court/CRC), has been cleverly represented by Mr.
Eric Pulido. He is, in my opinion, specifically “hand-picked” to be as diplomatic as he can, absorb,
waste time and frustrate the complainants from the “clear as day” violated families! By doing so,
families feel hopeless, go no further and throw in the towel. All in my opinion, at the hands of the
top of our state, the AOC that is located in San Francisco. The Public is not allowed any formal
communication with these public officials. Their email is held “confidential.” The one thing allowed
is 866-865-6400 with only a recording and very limited time to leave a message for a maximum
of 30-45 seconds or so.

Repeated Phone calls and pleadings to the AOC have not been returned to many of our citizens
for a reason! And when AOC does (with much prompting) The documentation is left up to the
interpretation and bias of the AOC listener or complaint taker, Erik Pulido. Nobody knows how
and what AOC exactly writes when they take such a phone complaint. They have taken some of
our email addresses or contact information and said that they would send us a confirmation of
our complaints. So far, AOC has done nothing.
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This is exactly what happened in my case, total silence from the AOC. I met with the Senate
Judiciary Committee at the State Capital in Sacramento, they expressed that the AOC is the “Fox
in the Hen-House.” Is it true?

AOC very cleverly established a masked “Performa” Complaint Process. They refuse to give their
email out and they tell you to locate their physical address off the internet, but they will not give
it to you over the phone and God only knows why the AOC behaves this way?

The AOC only allow a general fax (never a personal one) and this never confirms whether or not
they received anything and how many pages they received to start with? Therefore, the AOC has
created a complaint process whereby there is no formal way of documenting anything. The AOC
makes sure not to have it formal for a very good reason!

The thievery, lies and deception all in the name of Justice is atop our nose. We are a group of
committed high-functioning San Diego parents numbering in the 100s, and on their behalf, CCFC
is NOT going to keep quiet with those local and state corrupt officials who are all conspiring
“wide eyed,” ripping off family assets, all in the name of justice.

We are ready to fly to the White House. Whom should we ask to arrange a meeting with our
President? Can you help us out?

Referenced Google sites are:

Angeimedia Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family COurt Under Fire
[29]

Channel 10 blog Custody Evaluator’ credentials questioned in a lawsuit
[30]

Stephen Doyne City Search Reviews
[31]

Emad Tadros, M.D.
Diplomate American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
858-775-2122
Cofounder/California Coalition for Families and Children

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “benjamin palmer”
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2010 7:29:12 AM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Fwd: [32]

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “Saskia Kim”
Cc: “Equalparenting” , “cole” , “Eileen Lasher” , “Maureen Miller” , “Harold Rose” , “John Van
Doorn”
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2010 7:22:19 AM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Fwd: [32]

9-15-10
Dear Senator Saskia:

On the behalf of San Diego Parents, we are obligated to respect your office and your person as
long as your office serves and does not mislead the public! Any silence on what appears to be
Organized-Crime, will be carried forwards and WE will go to the White House and IT IS A MATTER
OF TIME.

Please allow me to express to you that I do not appreciate your silence which clearly conveys
unprofessional approach, corresponding with my serious concerns, in regards to our County
Parents who have constantly been ripped off all her assets by our court Personnel, for many
years, conducting illegal activities and flat out violating California Rules of the Court. I do not
believe that there should be an iota of any government official who should dream that he/she
will ever be “Above the Law.”

Please take a note that we are documenting any and all email communications with your office.
And that we so far, have received nothing from your office.
Emad Tadros, M.D.
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.—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “Saskia Kim”
Cc: “cole staurt” , [33] , [34]

Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 3:45:07 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Fwd: [32]

8-26-10
Dear Senator Saskia:

Did you receive my May 21 2010 earlier email and its same attachments? If you did, we at
California Coaliton for Families and Children/CCFC would appreciate your office’s professional
reply.. We have a lot of the ripped off families who lost their shirts because of our San Diego
county’s court derelict and unprofessional behavior! You reply is pivotal. Our San Diego County
Courts, BAR and judges continue to use Doyne who is the solid CA Rules of the Court
CRC/Violator and total fraud as their number one referral source and lecturer to our judges and
lawyers. I find this to be quite frustrating and is clearly building more anger in our county and our
families…. Are you going to do anything here?
Thank You..
Emad Tadros MD

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “Saskia Kim”
Cc: “cole”
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 3:13:29 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Fwd: [32]

Dear Senator Kim Saskia:

My name is Emad Tadros, MD, Diplomate American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. Your email
was sent to me from my previous attorney, Mr. Michael Aguirre who used to be the San Diego
City Attorney for many years. I accidentally found your email and discovered that I totally forgot
to send my requests to you.

Mr. Aguirre was handling my case as a plaintiff before the San Diego Superior Court accusing
Court officials of Fraud. Mr. Aguirre and I both mutually gave up on his further involvement as
long as my case stays in San Diego county Courts. Mr gruirre concluded that a BROAD San Diego
formal investigation of our county courts would reveal fraudulent and illegal utilization of state
funding by our County Courts.

We have discovered that San Diego county Superior Court had undertaken unusual and
unprofessional steps for the last nine years would mount to serious State and Federal Felony
Tax Evasion. Please investigate and I attached My Internal Revenue Service Letters for your
convenience.

Emad Tadros, MD
San Diego
[35]

office 619-291-4808
cell: 858-775-2122

Attorney Cole Stuart
858-335-2653
“cole” ;

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “michael aguirre”
To: [27]

Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2009 4:13:21 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: [32]

Michael J. Aguirre

Aguirre, Morris & Severson

444 West C Street, Suite 210

San Diego, CA 92129Cal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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(619) 876-5364

[36]

#25 Comment By California Coalition for Families and Children/CCFC On December 18, 2010 @ 8:21
pm

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “eric”
Cc: ……………………………………………….
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 4:18:41 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Formal email communication to request a Formal Investigation against San Diego
Judiciary filed CCFC

9-22-10

Dear Mr. Pulido:

We sincerely appreciate your professional approach handling our San Diego matter. While we will
try our best to put restraints on our frustrations to your office, we ask your administration to
realize the fact that the parties are at immediate harm, and who have been and continue to be
at a total loss are the helpless and “silenced” Children.

For clarification purposes, the court professionals who for decades put legal “duct tape” on the
children mouths to make sure never to allow them to vent their frustration and the truth about
who those court professional are, have been those same court professionals mostly Minor’s
Council and the Illegal 730 Evaluators, sheltered by our judges fostering such behavior! Some of
our honorable county judges are also Family Law Lawyers part-time! This is a gross conflict of
interest. One of whom has been a total fraud ripping off parents and putting liens on their
homes. Yes, this is done by some of the Family law Honorable, whom 33 (out of total 36) are in
the habit of not reporting Election Campaign Funds, when in-fact it is the law to report to the
public by filing Form 700 and report it in all relevant court hearings.

Our San Diego CEO Mr. Michael Roddy is well respected and honored to the point he received
medals of some judicial and special recognitions. Mr. Roddy was advanced to be one of the most
respected executive members of the California Judicial Committee/CJC and this has been the
case already for many years. This CJC is the one that is supposed to sincerely listen to the
public, act on behalf of the public, and execute CRC as requested, voted and mandated by the
Public.

These CJC Executive members owe us back Honesty, Integrity and Professionalism. As a result
Mr. Michael Roddy being one of the CJC Executive members, was the guard on the Hen House,
the state of California in general and San Diego specific.

Mr. Roddy is getting annual salary ~ $185,000.00 and to my understanding with “incentives”, he
gets paid around half a million more or less annually. As for donation to him or his office and who
donates to him, this remains to be a secret?

Mr. Roddy has been travelling to San Francisco on a regular basis (average twice a year or so
since ~~ 2000). Mr. Roddy noticed, approved and seconded the CRC 5.225 to:

1- Establish FL 325, 326 (both are serious forms and they both are signed under the penalty of
perjury from day one for a reason to protect the Public) and 327 as strongly recommended in
each CA county. To our Knowledge every CA county has been compliant in using those forms as
strongly recommended by our CJC Executive members except San Diego County Superior Court
where Mr. Roddy is actually the Court CEO! Why?

2- Every year thereafter these forms are more and more appreciated and detailed for a reason.
Yet Mr. Roddy would travel regularly, but somehow as soon as Roddy lands in San Diego, he
suffers from “Selective Amnesia” as to what was being strongly recommended under the penalty
of perjury in his own San Diego County where he sits as Court Executive Officer.

3- Starting January 2005 these forms, besides being under the penalty of perjury and being
more detailed annually, had become MANDATORY and again in every CA County. Yet, Mr. Roddy
somehow continues to suffer from this “Selective Amnesia” Process especially when they become
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Mandatory.

Was there a reason or financial incentive for the churning caused by the illegal 730 evaluations
who were constantly ripping off and committing frauds on the naive trusting parents and their
helpless children? These Evaluators in San Diego County alone have been charging upwards of
$350 per 45-minutes, or an average of $15,000 per Evaluation. This is grossly excessive.
Each and every Evaluator is a multimillionaire, drives a $100,000 Mercedes funded by the stolen
and illegally seized college funds, at the court order. To our knowledge many of them take
months vacations “around the world” and are cleverly fraudulent that you do not really know
where they invest their illegally stolen property at?

Those mostly led by the fraudulent Evaluator (who also illegally take on other roles by
chameleon the same parents case, with different professional colors, at the court order, such as
Mediator, Supervisor, Therapist, Reunification Therapist, Case Manager, Special Master) are not
held accountable for any of their fraudulent billings that continue on a day to day basis. This is a
custom to keep ripping off families with fraudulent work hours, fraudulent phone calls and
fraudulent contacts. Judges would not move an inch or ever allow the public any chance to
formally expose such a fraud! It is a custom not to make any court orders of any inquiry or allow
any details ordering such frauds who “IN REFUND” constantly and illegally fund the Judges’
Election Campaign. Why is that?

Most of our county judges have been sitting there for years and they un-contested with, in the
first place? I learned that it is unspoken language to never dare to challenge a judge on his/her
re-elction. The statistics are very low to challenge any judge and strongly speak against any
judge losing re-election! Therefore , why do our San Diego County judges (FL 327 repeated
Violators and passive violators of both FL325 and FL326) still allow parties at different
attorney/evaluators’ homes held for their re-election Campaign Funds? Is this called Money
Laundry or Bribery, committed by our San Diego County Judiciary?

In late 2009 I advised Jaqueline Hernandez MFT who was one the captives in the Riverside
Family Court(70 miles away from San Diego). She gave due diligence over Roy Bradbury, Phd
credentials claimed expertise, being taught by Doyne’s own CLE courses and his verified status
as a 730 Custody Evaluator. Ever since, Dr. Bradbury has been under the Credentials
Microscope. When he was due to formally file his credentials and expose them to the court as
mandated by the CJC, he shot himself committing suicide in a parking lot in Riverside County on
5-21-10. It was discovered that Bradbury never filled out the mandated CJC forms, same as
Doyne, since 2003. Also records confirm that Bradbury actually never fulfilled the legally required
CLE hours, to start with. Clearly such unchecked Bogus Credentials taught by Doyne were
ripping off and controlling thousands of families. This is totally expected when CRC were violated.
This is FRAUD! Fraud by Mr. Michael Roddy, fraud by the Evaluators!

THIS ALSO SPEAKS VOLUMES AS TO THE SERIOUS IMPORTANCE OF CRC AND AS TO WHY CRC
WERE ESTABLISHED IN THE FIRST PLACE?

We are not just parents who have been violated. We are speaking on the behalf of many
intentionally kept silent suffering children. For that, we have been spending much time and
finances uncovering every deceptive and fraudulent Court-Professional who dares to mess up
with the Children. Seeking immunity and shelter behind the judges’ robes and granting it to
those violators, have been the bread and butter practice, fostering Fraud in the name of Justice
in our San Diego County.

As long as I refused to keep quiet and or settle earlier with the Fraud Doyne, I am now ordered
to pay the Fraudulent Doyne $80,000 in Attorney fees by the Honorable Bloom who makes sure
to hold on to the case personally and never let it take a breath out of our corrupt San Diego
county, FOR A REASON. The order to pay the “clear as the sun” Fraudulent Doyne $80,000 is
nothing more than “Spread the Fear and Terror” in the hearts and minds of San Diego County
parents who dare to speak up and uncover the San Diego Superior and Family Court Chronic
Judicial Fraud.

So far, we have been stopping at nothing. We sincerely thank you and your office for taking us
seriously. We are sincerely hoping that you would help us to stop at your office and go no
further.
Respectfully,

Emad Tadros, MD
Diplomate American Board of Psyhciatry and Neurology
California Coalition for Families and Children/CCFC
858-775-2122
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Attached Hereto is my Petition for Writ of Mandate, to Recuse Judge Bloom in Tadros V. Doyne.
Due to email limitations, Petition by the 92 members of the public to Recuse judge Bloom off
Tadros V. Doyne filed by the public and filing with the State Supreme Court to recuse judge
bloom will be follow on another email.
Thank you again for your patience and professionalism with us.

—– Original Message —–
From: “Eric Pulido”
To: “Emad Tadros”
Cc: “Equalparenting” , “cole” , “Eileen Lasher” , “Maureen Miller”
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2010 4:46:54 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: RE: Emad Tadros Reply Brief from CCFC

Dr. Tadros,

At this time, today, I am in receipt of four messages with attachments from you with timestamps
of 3:27p, 3:31p, 3:39p, and 3:40p.

I am still reviewing all the documentation that both you and Mr. Siegfried provided on Friday. As
you know the volume of those submissions is also very high. I am reviewing the information on a
first-in-first out basis.

At the suggestion of Mr. Siegfried, I am carefully reviewing the documents. In addition to a full
workload before your group’s complaints and the high volume of documents submitted so far by
members of your group, it will take me some time to get through the information submitted so
far. This office is not staffed to handle this volume so I respectfully request your patience and
consideration.

You and your colleagues will receive acknowledgement letters soon. You and others in your
group have stated your individual and collective frustration. Considering this, I implore you and
others not to misinterpret the language in the letter as my office ignoring your complaints. Due
to the sensitive nature of any complaint process not much information is provided.

The information submitted thus far will be reviewed and if needed further contact will be made.
You are still welcome to submit more information; I do want you and your colleagues to be
aware it is taking time to get through the information.

Eric Pulido
Supervising Internal Auditor
Internal Audit Services
Judicial Council of California – Administrative Office of the Courts
455 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102-3688
415-865-8030, Fax 415-865-4331, [37]

[38]

“Serving the courts for the benefit of all Californians”

—–Original Message—–.
From: Emad Tadros [mailto:tadrosmd@pol.net]
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Pulido, Eric
Cc: Equalparenting; cole; Eileen Lasher; Maureen Miller
Subject: Fwd: Emad Tadros Reply Brief from CCFC

9-21-10

Dear Mr. Pulido:

I appreciate you looking into this serious Public matter. Please take a note of this PUBLIC
document (Reply Brief to change Venu filed for 6-11 hearing that never took place) as a part of
my formal complaint against what appears to clearly corrupt and unprofessional San Diego
Superior Court. This document among many serious concerns outlines the flat outright violation
of CRC since 2001 and that only 3 out of 26 judges reported election campaign funds in San
Diego County.

Please let me know that if you do not consider this as a formal document without my signature. I
will be glad to sign the last page and send it to you.

We at California Coalition for Families and Children/CCFC appreciate your candor andCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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professionalism approaching this serious matter. Please maintain this email for your records.
Signed
Emad Tadros, MD
Cofounder California Coalition for Families and Children
CC: Some Members of CCFC.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: The information transmitted in this e-mail message is intended to be
confidential and for the use of only the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you are in possession of
privileged information, also, you are hereby notified that any retention, dissemination,
distribution or copy of this e-mail message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error, immediately notify us via return e-mail at the address above, & discard, remove, delete, &
destroy any trace of it.

#26 Comment By Emad Tadros MD On January 22, 2011 @ 7:30 pm

This is my Clarification to the nationwide phone inquiries in regards to the “Authentic-Psychology-
Specialty Board”? Please note that we only mention the facts and not opinions.

The Facts Are:

The American Academy of Forensic Psychology/AAFP is the one and only legitimate / well
respected Forensic Psychology Board. It is the Forensic Sub-specialty branch of the APA: The
American Board of Professional Psychology or ABPP. There are a total of 11 sub-specialty ABPP
Boards. Each one of them is a well respected psychology subspecialty board recognized by the
APA/American Psychological Association as opposed to the counterfeit APA/American
Psychotherapy Association that is owned by Robert O’Block.

Why did O’Block recreate the same “APA-sounding” name?

Mr. O’Block created a counterfeit APA, (using the same APA initials) as the real APA: as if to
convey his entire sham organization as the real APA, and justifying it by calling it the American
Psychotherapy Association?

It is layman’s language to state the APA or AMA or FDA etc. and one rarely states the full three
words.

Would that fit the definition of Fraud?

The naïve public is victimized and deceived by such counterfeit APA Wall Plaques that appear
from a distance to be the real thing (read with the APA in big letters) but the actual words
underneath and their meaning need a magnifying lens to tell the difference.

It is obviously clever that Mr. O’block created a name that sounds exactly the same as the real
APA. O’Block’s “sleigh-of-hand” is cleverly crafted counterfeiting of the APA’s name. If you happen
to inquire from his phony certificate purchasers as to whether or not their certificate was
authorized by the APA, the answer would be “Yes”: Thus confusing and defrauding the naïve
public.

Please review the Real Diplomate Directory dated 9-26-06 under
stephendoyne.thepubliccourt.com, where it says 0 Dilpomate under the American Academy of
Forensic Psychology/AAFP for Stephen Doyne.

DIPLOMATE DIRECTORY SAYS:

“0 DIPLOMATE WHEN SEARCHING FOR STEPHEN DOYNE.”

[35]

#27 Pingback By New Evidence Stephen Doyne Violated Child Custody Evaluation Laws |
angiEmedia On March 18, 2011 @ 3:25 am

[...] thugs truly are.Further ReadingFiles outlining the misconduct of Psychologist Stephen
DoyneSan Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing Families Using
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Restraining OrdersJudge Lorna Alksne On The Way Out After Home PicketedA Judge’s View of
“Best Interests [...]

#28 Comment By Filth-Buster On October 16, 2011 @ 5:20 am

“Occupy NY”?
“Occupy San Diego”?
“Occupy Rome”?

Even the uproars in Italy these past few days will pale in comparison to -

“OCCUPY THE FAMILY COURT BUILDINGS”

There aren’t nearly enough deputies or national guardsmen to keep the peace for that.

WATCH OUT, IT’S COMING SOON, VERY SOON

Article printed from angiEmedia: http://angiemedia.com
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San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals
Posted By Chris on November 19, 2009 | 22 Comments

I’ve been getting feedback on my recent article Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law
Courts Under Fire [1] from quite a few people. I’ll be sharing some of these comments and
stories with readers. While verifying the accuracy of all of these comments is probably
impossible given the amount of lying in courts and confidentiality rules and judicial gag
orders, they sound at least plausible. Some have included details that lend added credibility
to the reports. Please keep the reports coming. You can email them to info@angiemedia.com
or leave them as comments on any of my articles and note whether you’re OK publishing the
comment as-is or would like it to be anonymously contributed to the ongoing coverage of
corrupt family law courts.

Judge Lorna Alksne Orders Court Staff to Obtain Missing FL326/327 Forms

There have been many reports of missing or never filed FL326 and FL327 forms for
psychological evaluations in San Diego County. It’s been common practice to ignore the
requirements for these forms. Now it appears that the court staff may be attempting to
remedy or cover up (the appropriate phrase depends upon your viewpoint) this missing
information by going through files and asking the evaluators to send the forms for
psychological evaluations that may have been filed months or even years previously.

While it would be good if the paperwork was in order, filing these forms after the completion
of an evaluation seems to significantly compromise the purpose of the forms. They are
supposed to be filed before the evaluation begins. Yet it has been common practice for them
to be filed along with the evaluation or never.

By attempting to “fix” the missing paperwork in this way, Alksne and her judicial employees
are creating a perception of a cover-up. That may not be their intention, but as the saying
goes, perception is reality.

Lost Psychological Evaluation Reports

Alksne’s department F5 court clerk, Lilia Garibay-Sanchez, recently called a San Diego County
section 730 psychological evaluator to get copies of the psychological evaluation report in a
case that had been decided some time ago. While court employees were reviewing files due
to the widespread complaints about the lack of state-required FL326 and FL327 forms in
many cases, someone noticed this particular case file was missing the forms.

The former judge (reportedly Judge Patricia Garcia) had ordered that the evaluation reports
not be released to either parent. Instead, they were to be held in the court file. The concern
by the evaluator and court was that one of the parents in particular has a habit of misusing
documents to attack the other party in unwarranted fashions.

When Garibay-Sanchez called to request the missing forms from the evaluator, she was told
two signed copies had been sent to the court and the required forms had been signed and
attached to the reports. Yet not only could she not find a copy of the forms, she couldn’t find
the report in the file. Garibay-Sanchez indicated that she would have to check with Alksne to
see if the judge would want copies of the report in the file, then called back a while later to
ask for more copies of the report to be sent.

It is suspected that the unstable parent in the case may have viewed the file in the court
records office and simply walked away with part of it, thus removing the evaluation report
and obtaining a copy for herself. Security on court files is reportedly poor and theft and
alteration of files occurs because of this, despite such actions being a felony.

Recommend Send One person recommends this. Be the first of your friends.
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Evaluation Reports Can Be Misused

As psychological evaluation reports tend to be critical of both parents and often
embarrassing allegations and facts are discussed in them, these documents disappearing
from court files and ending up who knows where is potentially a very damaging problem.
Even if there is nothing really incriminating in the report, its uncontrolled release can mean
trouble.

Child custody litigants have been known to abridge, alter, and fabricate documents to
support their positions that they should get sole custody because the other parent is a
horrible, dangerous, and abusive person. They can use documents such as the psychological
evaluations as part of a character assassination effort against a target parent using
misinformation which can be very authentic looking, enough that they can twist the
perceptions of other people into attacking the target parent. While not all of the parents
pulling such games have personality disorders, the article BPD Distortion Campaigns [2]

discusses many of means they use in such attacks.

Missing Reports Can Yield Bad Judicial Decisions

Furthermore, it is not unusual for child custody, child support, and other motions to be filed
repeatedly for years after the psychological evaluation is done. If the parties are not allowed
to have copies and the court’s copy is “lost” or stolen or destroyed, a parent who had been
criticized heavily in the report might be able to gain an advantage from this.

Judges often have trouble remembering old cases and many of these cases are reassigned
to new judges as the old ones get out of the dismal family law courts. The judge may not
have any recollection of the case, so the lack of the report in the court file could become a
critical problem.

While the problem could be fixed if the section 730 evaluator still has the records, the weeks
it may take to obtain replacement copies could cause the courts to make worse decisions
than they might otherwise make or to delay taking action that would be clearly appropriate
were the report available. For example, it is not uncommon for ex-parte motions to be filed
over abuse allegations asking for one parent’s custody to be revoked. If the report that says
the accusing parent is not reliable and tends to fabricate stories and train the children to lie
is missing from the file, the judge hearing the ex-parte motion may grant it even though
doing so is inappropriate.

Further Reading

Unjust Delays in San Diego Family Law Courts [3]

Eileen Lasher on San Diego CPS/Family Law Court Misconduct [4]

Amicus Curiae brief filed for Emad Tadros v. Stephen Doyne [5]

Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [1]

California Legislature Orders Investigation of Family Law Courts [6]

Unconstitutional Child Custody Decisions [7]

Holding Family Law Judges Accountable [8]

California Family Law: Elkins Task Force [9]

22 Comments To "San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and
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#1 Comment By KIM On December 4, 2009 @ 11:37 am

What a nightmare the abuse of ex parte is. How can we live in a country and allow the
removal of Due Process in order for a parent, who undergoes no background check & can be
abusive or worse, can pay their way to court in order to destroy the other parent?

#2 Pingback By Unjust Delays in San Diego Family Law Courts | angiEmedia On December 5,
2009 @ 8:34 pm

[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#3 Pingback By Why Is San Diego Judge Lisa Schall Still On The Bench? | angiEmedia On
January 22, 2010 @ 2:48 am

[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#4 Pingback By Reader Feedback on San Diego Judge Lisa Schall | angiEmedia On January 25,
2010 @ 5:47 pm

[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#5 Pingback By CCFC Family Court Reform Presentation in Del Mar, California | angiEmedia On
March 4, 2010 @ 5:14 pm

[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#6 Pingback By Judge Lorna Alksne in Cindy Dumas v. Eric Moelter | angiEmedia On April 1,
2010 @ 2:22 pm

[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#7 Pingback By CCFC Family Law Protest in San Diego Results in Arrest of Group Leader |
angiEmedia On April 16, 2010 @ 4:32 am

[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#8 Pingback By CCFC Protests San Diego Family Courts on April 15, 2010 | angiEmedia On April
16, 2010 @ 12:31 pm

[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#9 Pingback By San Diego Lawyer Jeffrey Fritz Increases Conflict and Costs | angiEmedia On
April 16, 2010 @ 6:26 pm
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[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#10 Pingback By Eric Moelter Speaks Against Cindy Dumas Distortion Campaign | angiEmedia
On April 20, 2010 @ 10:14 pm

[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#11 Pingback By Richard Fine Complaint Against Judge David Yaffe, Sheriff Leroy “Lee” Baca,
and Others Filed with US Attorney | angiEmedia On July 27, 2010 @ 10:02 am

[...] and juvenile courts in general probably deserve the highest amount of criticisms. Even
seemingly simple matters of required record keeping are resulting in cover-ups. They also
appear to operate as a cartel with divorce industry professionals intent on bilking the [...]

#12 Pingback By A Judge’s View of “Best Interests of the Children” | angiEmedia On July 29,
2010 @ 5:21 pm

[...] San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [...]

#13 Pingback By San Diego Judge DeAnn Salcido Demeans Litigants and Justice to Create
Demo Videos for Her Proposed TV Show | angiEmedia On October 23, 2010 @ 10:26 am

[...] into the trash.Maybe she got the idea that destroying filings is acceptable conduct from
her friend Judge Lorna Alksne who has been involved in the cover-up of court misconduct
regarding misfiling and… going back many years, including all the years during which she has
been Supervising Judge, and [...]

#14 Pingback By San Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing Families
Using Restraining Orders | angiEmedia On October 28, 2010 @ 11:33 pm

[...] Lasher on San Diego CPS/Family Law Court MisconductFlyer Protest in San Diego Family
Law CourtsSan Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych EvalsStephen Doyne and
San Diego Family Law Courts Under FireCrimes Against Children: “Zero [...]

#15 Pingback By San Diego Superior Court Seeks New Grand Jury For 2011 / 2012 |
angiEmedia On December 14, 2010 @ 1:26 am

[...] with abuse, corruption, illegal conduct, and disreputable judges such as drunk driver Lisa
Schall, cover-up scam artist Lorna Alksne, abusive Christine Goldsmith with her nepotistic
control over the San Diego City Attorney, and [...]

#16 Comment By Ben On December 18, 2010 @ 8:11 pm

Lorna Alksne is a corrupt cover-up artist in my honest opinion. I have written her a few
letters about my case FL327 and FL326, neither of which are in my case file. I’ve shownCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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Alksne all the proof she needs to see verifying every bit of proof regarding these forms, who
voted on them, when they became mandatory, proof that Stephen Doyne did not even have
the required training as mandated by State Law, every bit of proof possible about the FLs
and Doyne, and in the last mailing I packaged all of those details for Alksne with highlighted
specifics so that any ding-dong could see very clearly what needs to be seen to prove
beyond a doubt, the facts. I have not heard from Lorna Alksne since then. She knows exactly
what is going on and is working to ignore me, and in the process she is denying me a
complaint process, due process that I should have been given years ago. Both of these
processes are MANDATORY, no exceptions. She is extremely unprofessional and corrupt. San
Diego Superior Court on all levels is ignoring these very rules and any complaint about them.
They have never acknowledged that they have made mistakes and consequently showed
steps for proper remedy. I believe they just want to bury their heads in the sand and make
this all go away. When, when Mr. Roddy and when, when Lorna Alksne are you going to be
honest and forthright and make remedy for your mistakes and ignorance???

#17 Pingback By New Evidence Stephen Doyne Violated Child Custody Evaluation Laws |
angiEmedia On March 16, 2011 @ 2:26 am

[...] of misconduct by Doyne and the San Diego family law court system. Previously, we
reported on the systematic cover-up of failure to file legally required FL-325, FL-326, and FL-
327 forms by the the …. While there was some appearance of them trying to correct the
problem going forward, the facts [...]

#18 Pingback By Amicus Brief in Emad Tadros v. Stephen Doyne Appeal in San Diego |
angiEmedia On July 13, 2011 @ 7:31 pm

[...] Lasher on San Diego CPS/Family Law Court MisconductFlyer Protest in San Diego Family
Law CourtsSan Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych EvalsStephen Doyne and
San Diego Family Law Courts Under FirePlease sign the Amicus Brief ASAPChild [...]

#19 Pingback By Cole Stuart Considers $10M False Arrest Suit Against SDCBA | angiEmedia On
July 13, 2011 @ 7:47 pm

[...] and San Diego Family Law Courts Under FireAmicus Curiae brief filed for Emad Tadros v.
Stephen DoyneSan Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych EvalsUnjust Delays in
San Diego Family Law CourtsEileen Lasher on San Diego CPS/Family Law Court [...]

#20 Pingback By CJP Investigation of Judge Lisa Schall Heats Up, Citizen Input Sought |
angiEmedia On November 11, 2011 @ 6:08 am

[...] CPS/Family Law Court Misconduct”>San Diego County Grand Jury Cites Further CPS
MisconductSan Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych EvalsStephen Doyne and
San Diego Family Law Courts Under FireSan Diego DA Bonnie Dumanis Attempts to [...]

#21 Pingback By Repeat Until Enough Believe It, Then Pass a State-level Statute to Authorize:
“Parenting Coordination, Parenting Coordination!” « Let'sGetHonestBlog On January 13, 2012 @
12:10 am

[...] Grand Juries Stymied from Investigating Courts [...]

#22 Pingback By Eileen Lasher and Dr. Emad Tadros Interviewed Regarding “Kids for Cash”
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San Diego Family Law Court Crimes | angiEmedia On April 21, 2012 @ 8:25 pm

[...] documentation in court) to cover their failures to follow court rules.We previously
reported that Alksne herself had her clerk call custody evaluators to request they file missing
forms in what looks like an effort to cover for her failure to enforce the court rules months or
years [...]
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New Evidence Stephen Doyne Violated Child Custody Evaluation Laws
Posted By Chris on March 16, 2011 | 14 Comments

We’ve recently received a FL-325 document for a San Diego family law case involving ill-
reputed custody evaluator Stephen Doyne [1]. The source, Dr. Emad Tadros of the California
Coalition for Families and Children, states that he has verified the authenticity of this
document. Apparently the party who provided him this document does not want the names
of the family members disclosed at this time.

According to the family law rules for custody evaluation as expressed on this form, Doyne
was to have signed and filed the FL-325 form no more than 10 days after appointment and
before beginning work on the case. He was appointed to this case on August 27, 2008, but
the information on the form indicates he did not sign it until more than a year later on
September 30, 2009. If this document is legitimate as is claimed, it appears to be further
evidence of misconduct by Doyne and the San Diego family law court system.

Previously, we reported on the systematic cover-up of failure to file legally required FL-325,
FL-326, and FL-327 forms by the the San Diego Superior Court and its judges and clerks [2].
While there was some appearance of them trying to correct the problem going forward, the
facts appear to show that there continues to be disregard for the law by Doyne and complicit
court staff.

Often custody evaluators are used to help the family law system extort vast sums of money
out of a family and to try to “pick the better parent”. Instead, they frequently succeed at
abusing the children and parent who is willing to share the children, often siding with an
emotionally abusive parental alienator who is completely unwilling to share the kids and is
willing to resort to a campaign of terror and intimidation to destroy the other parent. The
custody evaluation process often results in suppression of legitimate evidence, refusal to talk
with parties who have deep insights into the long-term abusive nature of the alienating
parent, and thereby often creates a false impression that the abuser is the better parent.
Such impressions are then used as justifications to strip the target parent and children of
their rights without affording them the protection of an impartial jury of peers and true due
process.

We have observed that frequently San Diego parents who are being abused by the courts
and/or an abusive ex-spouse can point to plentiful bias and violation of family law policies by
judges who believe they, not the law, are the ultimate authority. Such parents justifiably
mistrust the courts and particularly certain judges.

In desperation to get help for their children, these parents may publicly disclose evidence of
the judicial and professional misconduct being perpetrated upon their families. As retaliation,
the judges involved frequently punish these parents for talking about the matter publicly. By
doing so, the courts show clear intent to violate both the First Amendment and Fourteenth
Amendment rights of parents and children. As a result, they severely undercut any moral and
legal authority they have and reinforce their well-earned reputation of bias and self-interest.

Such judges often make rulings that flout the basic civil rights of Americans. They issue
orders that parents may not “blog” or “write publicly” or “discuss the case” or “reveal the
names of the children” claiming that this somehow is “in the best interests of the children.”
But often the real purpose is not to protect the children as they claim. Instead, they aim to
protect themselves and their friends and associates from being held accountable for their
abuses and misconduct. Victimized parents and children are thereby held hostage under
threat of severe punishment if they dare disclose the judicial and governmental abuses they
are experiencing.

Frequently parents try for years to get the courts to stop aiding and abetting in the abuse of
their children without any success. They often go bankrupt in the process. Many suffer
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disastrous impact to their careers and health. Such parents often come to realize that the
only legal option they have left to protect their children and families is to try to shine the light
of public scrutiny on the reprehensible abusers and profiteering parasites involved in the
disaster.

Secrecy and suppression of free speech are common problems with both family law and
juvenile courts that often prevent such accountability. Punitive sanctions, jail time, and
violations of civil rights are common means the San Diego courts use to quash the rights of
children and parents and silence those who dare criticize the courts, judges, or their many
friends such as the disreputable Stephen Doyne.

For this to change, San Diego parents must be willing to open up about the atrocities they
are facing at the hands of the San Diego family and juvenile courts. We believe that the full
disclosure of the widespread criminal and abusive conduct of the judges and “professionals”
in this system is absolutely necessary to protect innocent children and parents from further
abuses. That the courts are willing to threaten and severely penalize many who dare to
challenge their abuses simply goes to show just how criminal these black-robed thugs truly
are.

Further Reading

Files outlining the misconduct of Psychologist Stephen Doyne [3]

San Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing Families Using Restraining
Orders [4]

Judge Lorna Alksne On The Way Out After Home Picketed [5]

A Judge’s View of “Best Interests of the Children” [6]

Cole Stuart Considers $10M False Arrest Suit Against SDCBA [7]

CCFC Family Law Protest in San Diego Results in Arrest of Group Leader [8]

Judge Lorna Alksne Eager For New Weapons For Judicial Abuse [9]

CCFC Protests San Diego Family Courts on April 15, 2010 [10]

Reader Feedback on San Diego Judge Lisa Schall [11]

Why Is San Diego Judge Lisa Schall Still On The Bench? [12]

Eileen Lasher on San Diego CPS/Family Law Court Misconduct [13]

Flyer Protest in San Diego Family Law Courts [14]

San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [2]

Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [15]

14 Comments To "New Evidence Stephen Doyne Violated Child
Custody Evaluation Laws"

#1 Comment By Mom Missing Kids On March 24, 2011 @ 5:44 pm

Doyne isn’t the only custody evaluator violating these rules. Stephen Sparta has done the
same failure to file legally mandated forms for years.
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#2 Comment By mmeeee On March 28, 2011 @ 5:12 pm

F*cking stupid web site.

#3 Comment By admin On March 28, 2011 @ 6:40 pm

The above commenter is violating the terms of use of this site and therefore is subject to
disclosure of identifying information regarding the commenter.

According to DNS records and security logs, the above comment was posted from an IP
address 63.239.159.137 belonging to Entropic Communications at 6290 Sequence Drive, San
Diego, California 92121 phone number 858-768-3600. The ISP was Qwest Communications.
The local time (San Diego) of the posting was approximately 10:12am on March 28, 2011.

According to DNS records, the technical contact information for this organization is:

OrgTechHandle: PZO2-ARIN
OrgTechName: ZOURIS, PHIL
OrgTechPhone: +1-858-625-0236
OrgTechEmail: [16]

OrgTechRef: [17]

If you are aware of an individual at Entropic Communications who may be attempting to
support, assist, commit, or cover up wrongdoings discussed in this article, you may wish to
contact Entropic Communications or us to further pursue the identity of the commenter.

We hope that Entropic Communications will take appropriate action against whatever
employee, consultant, or other person who used their network to provide moral support to
the broken and abusive family law system of San Diego.

#4 Comment By Mom Missing Kids On April 1, 2011 @ 7:09 pm

Custody evaluations usually do more harm than good. Consider this telling quote from [18]:

The only way to challenge a forensic report is to go through a full trial and then cross-
examine the evaluator; parties can also hire their own experts to critique the court-
appointed forensic, but generally cannot have the family evaluated by someone else.

In the meantime, judges are reading evaluators’ reports and making decisions based on
them, with no way to know whether the observations and conclusions are correct, said
William S. Beslow, a prominent matrimonial lawyer in Manhattan.

“In eight years, I have not participated in a case with a forensic report that was not
substantially erroneous in one of its major conclusions,” Mr. Beslow said. “And some are so
wrong that they have disastrous consequences for families.”

#5 Comment By Dan Dreblow On April 6, 2011 @ 1:46 am

As a former client of Dr. Doyne in Family Court, I would describe the man as evil who has a
total disregard for the value of Fathers in the lifes of their sons. Dr. Doyne only focus was on
generating massive fees. Dr. Doyne caused my two sons great harm that can not be
corrected.

#6 Comment By Ben S. On May 21, 2011 @ 5:50 pm
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Doyne has a bogus Diplomate certification from the same organization that gave a Diplomate
certification and PhD title to a pet cat named Zoe who is owned by Stephen Eichel. Google
“thecredentialingcon” to read about Zoe.

Doyne has falsified his teaching experience on his resume, the proof is online at
thepubliccourt.com.

Doyne teaches the very Rules of Court that he has violated for years. Title 5 CRC 5.225 –
5.230. These are stated on his resume and he never used the mandated forms that are
required to qualify an expert witness to legally serve as one over litigants. He’s never used
these forms until the Public caught him and the San Diego Superior Court in the gross
negligent act of violation of these rules. This makes Doyne the worst teacher imaginable.
These rules of court are very serious, but apparently the Court and Doyne don’t take them
seriously as they work to hide, oppress, ignore, and deny any complaint from litigants that
they are in on-going violation. The Court and Doyne fail to recognize they have seriously
erred, and fail to take responsibility for their negligent actions, and fail to provide any sort of
correction to those they have violated over “due process of law”, HIPAA violations, and
general illegal acts of negligence. Shame on the Court, shame on Doyne, and shame on
every other Custody Evaluator in San Diego County for their failure as well, and shame on
every FL Attorney in the County as well, and shame on every FL Judge — the bench books
are by their side, in their libraries, and they are now smeared with corruption and violation
wholesale as a local Judiciary community.

#7 Comment By One of Thousands On May 26, 2011 @ 3:47 pm

I agree with the above (substantive) comments: From the many parents I’ve spoken with
who have paid thousands or tens of thousands for Doyne-like evaluators or mediators,
they’re almost always highly destructive, universally make many errors (sometimes serious
ones), and are mis-interpreted or otherwise mis-used by the courts. If you’re a parent and
have an option–insist on not using them. The only workable solution is to find ways to work
with your spouse to share custody–regardless of the hurt, anger, or other destructive
emotions you may be experiencing. Courts are beginning to understand that “evaluations”
are not hepful anyway and frequently ignore them. It’s a tragically sad fact, but peoples lives
are regularly destroyed by the whim of a dishonest, biased, or otherwise incompetent
evaluator. Resources that encourage cooperation are far, far more productive and
stablizing–see [19] for just one excellent and free program.

Good luck parents–a destructive battle with your ex will damage or destroy both of you. Stay
strong through the hurt and keep the wolves that predominate family court (including your
own attorney sorry to say) at bay.

#8 Comment By Christine C On June 9, 2011 @ 1:07 pm

These allegations against Dr. Doyne are unsubstantiated and vicious. Without hesitation, I
stand behind Dr. Doyne as one of the most effective, fully aware and highly experienced child
advocates in the San Diego court system. I have two girls who were age 4 and 7 at the time
of my divorce. Dr. Doyne was assigned as the custody evaluator in the case. His grace and
wisdom not only made the process comfortable for my girls, but also for me. They bonded
with Dr. Doyne, in fact looked forward to the visits. I highly recommend Dr. Doyne for any
family that goes through high conflict or any divorce where children are concerned. After
careful evaluation, he created a custodial plan that was child centric and provided a sense of
predictability and calm for my girls. It is shameful what has been written about him. It’s an
obvious attempt at character assassination which appears to have been fueled by an irate
parent who didn’t get what he/she wanted. From the start, Dr. Doyne put my girls interest
first and as a result, 6 years later, they are thriving, healthy and hardly feel the impact of the
divorce. I will always be thankful that Dr. Doyne was our custody evaluator.
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#9 Comment By One of Thousands On June 15, 2011 @ 3:01 am

Christine:

Very glad you had a good experience with Stephen Doyne. Youre among the few.

For the rest of us he was a catastrophe, a conduit for the atrocity of women’s jealousy,
insecurity, anger and hysteria fueling an extremely voracious divorcd industry.

Good luck to all.

#10 Comment By One of Thousands On December 24, 2011 @ 7:48 am

Divorce has become a form of legalized theft. Should not be a surprise given the fact that
governments, state, local, and federal, take money at the point of a gun far, far more
frequently than petty thieves. They should all be shot dead.

San Diego–your government is illegitimate, immoral, thieving, stinky bums with guns and
shields. Doyne’s just one of many.

People, you’re getting raped by most of your government officials. You’re their bitches, sorry
to say. Ancient greeks, founding Americans, and millions of those terrorized by the
governments they were allied to knew the dangers of government far, far better than we do.
We’re so far across the line of tyranny in the U.S. that I’m not sure we can recover.

There was once a guy named George Washington who was said to have been “drug from
the plow” to lead an oppressed nation toward peace and freedom from such tyranny. We’ve
allowed our great nation of liberty, peace, and freedom to slip back into the hands of evil,
incompetent people intent on imposing their impeded consciences on everyone they can get
their hands on.

Solution: If any one of them–any one of them–fails to uphold their oath to protect and
defend our Constitutional freedoms from oppression, dead end road. And I mean “dead end
road.”

Blessings to all.

#11 Comment By SDCorruptFamLaw On January 4, 2012 @ 3:20 am

[20] To the contrary.Our children were 4 and 7 years old and felt very uncomfortable forced
to see Dr. Love and Dr. Doyne. They shared their honesty and pain, fell on deaf ears, no
regard to their tears or their best interests. They have changed and they are scarred. Money
was #1 and the one who had it won. I too have spoken to hundreds here in San Diego who
experienced this corrupt and horrific experience. Dr. Love and Dr. Doyne do not care what is
best for the children. The one who has the money to fill their greed, wins.

#12 Comment By Ben S On January 25, 2012 @ 11:57 am

@Christine C

You are unsubstantiated Christine, though I am happy to hear you had a good outcome with
ding-dong Doyne. Go to [21] or read the evidences about him here at angiemedia to see
SUBSTANTIATED proof he is a danger to society.

#13 Pingback By Eileen Lasher and Dr. Emad Tadros Interviewed Regarding “Kids for Cash”
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San Diego Family Law Court Crimes | angiEmedia On May 14, 2012 @ 9:54 pm

[...] New Evidence Stephen Doyne Violated Child Custody Evaluation Laws [...]

#14 Comment By Cole Stuart On May 24, 2013 @ 3:09 pm

I’ve posted a detailed review of San Diego Famil Court Evaluator Stephen Done and opened
a discussion forum at [22]. Parents are welcome to join the discussion and exchange
tips/advice/experiences about Doyne or any of the other problematic San Diego Custody
Evaluators. Please: Parents Only and focus on positive suggestions/advice rather than
trashing Doyne even more. There’s plenty that exists already online.
Best! (Sorry for posting this on several threads Angiemedia! It’s not spam (I Hope???)

Article printed from angiEmedia: http://angiemedia.com

URL to article: http://angiemedia.com/2011/03/16/new-evidence-stephen-doyne-
violated-child-custody-evaluation-laws/
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[1] a FL-325 document for a San Diego family law case involving ill-reputed custody evaluator
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[2] systematic cover-up of failure to file legally required FL-325, FL-326, and FL-327 forms by the
the San Diego Superior Court and its judges and clerks:
http://angiemedia.com/2009/11/19/san-diego-courts-cover-up-missing-forms-and-
psych-evals/
[3] Files outlining the misconduct of Psychologist Stephen Doyne:
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[14] Flyer Protest in San Diego Family Law Courts:
http://angiemedia.com/2009/11/20/flyer-protest-in-san-diego-family-law-courts/
[15] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire:
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under-fire/
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[19] : http://www.uptoparents.org
[20] : #comment-16787
[21] : http://thepubliccourt.com
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Eileen Lasher and Dr. Emad Tadros Interviewed Regarding “Kids for
Cash” San Diego Family Law Court Crimes
Posted By Chris on April 21, 2012 | 6 Comments

Eileen Lasher of the California Coalition for Families and Children was interviewed twice in
2011 by Walter Davis on his show PrPP orr grerr ss inii San Dieii go [1]. Dr. Emad Tadros, an outspoken
critic of the San Diego family courts, joined them in the first interview. The second interview
was shown in two segments.

In the interview segment below, Lasher discussed her experiences with the misconduct of
minor’s counsel attorneys and how taxpayers and parents are paying for what is in her view
an organized criminal enterprise. She says children and parents are being abused by the
courts and points out the taxpayers and the abused parents are paying the financial costs
for this misconduct.

San Diego Family Courts: Organized Crime Ring Targeting Middle and
Upper Classes

Lasher contends the San Diego family law courts are operated as a criminal business that
siphons the wealth from families and places it in the hands of the attorneys and experts
such as custody evaluators. She views judges who appoint custody evaluators and minor’s
counsel attorneys and many of those attorneys as particularly culpable. A minor’s counsel
attorney is to participate in a custody case by representing the children. However, such
attorneys oftff en have conflicts of interest. They also typically run their own family law
attorney business and are also in some cases are attorneys who are involved in probate
cases and serve as “pro tem” judges in family law court.

Discussion focused on how low income families seldom have minor’s counsel attorneys and
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psychological evaluators ordered by the courts. These families have little money, so it is not
lucrative to put them through the family court extortion process reserved for people who
have some money. Middle income or higher income families often suffer from these expensive
costs because they have significant assets and income that can be exploited by the divorce
industry.

You have a house, so the attorneys and court want your house to be forced into sale so
they can keep the proceeds and ensure their own wealth and job security at the expense of
you and your children. You have retirement savings, the attorneys want those, too. There
are college savings for the kids? Those can be raided, too.

How better to extort all or nearly all of a family’s wealth than to threaten their children? The
attorneys and judges know how lucrative this extortion is and are eager to bring it into play
when they see income and assets that can be pillaged.

If the parents don’t have substantial assets, the grandparents might. The court and its allies
know that threatening their grandchildren is often an equally effective means to “financially
gang rape” the family.

Generally speaking, San Diego family law courts operate by finanically raping the parents and
deep-sixing their children’s futures. While there are probably some judges in the system who
do not approve of the corruption and criminal conduct of other judges, it is evident that many
do. It is in the judge’s own self-serving interests to increase the amount of litigation in the
system. Busy inefficient courts mean more judges are “needed.” It is also in their interests to
line the pockets of their attorney and custody evaluator friends, many of whom contribute to
judicial re-election campaign funds or who may support them in future runs for political
offices. And if they decide not to run for re-election, having funneled millions into the hands
of their friends makes it easier for them to secure other employment in the same corrupt
divorce industry.

Middle Class Families Devastated by San Diego Family Law Courts

It is often the middle income families that are harmed the most severely. They cannot
afford to be spending hundreds of thousands of dollars on attorneys and court-appointed
“experts”. They lose their homes, retirement savings, and college savings for the children.

In a previous interview segment (video embedded below) with both Lasher and Dr. Emad
Tadros, also of the California Coalition for Families and Children, alarming patterns of
financial exploitation were mentioned. Dr. Tadros pointed out how the wealthier center to
north coastal region of San Diego County is very lucrative for the divorce industry. Cases in
this region are much more likely to involve expensive services such as custody evaluations
ordered by the courts. Cases in the less lucrative courts in El Cajon and Chula Vista are less
likely to involve expensive minor’s counsel attorneys, custody evaluators, and family court
battles that drag on for a decade or longer.
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Lasher says her divorce in the San Diego courts has been running since 1995. Her ex-
husband’s attorney, David Schulman, has been involved since 1996. She indicates that
typically the court continues the case without reaching decisions and does this six months at
a time. Seventeen years later, it is still not resolved. Cases that are churned like this for a
decade or more are highly lucrative and can transfer hundreds of thousands or even millions
of dollars to the lawyers involved.

Lasher indicated that last time she was in court, Commissioner Edlene McKenzie looked at
the case file and wondered how this could happen, commented she has no idea what is
happening in the case, and noted there has never been a case management conference.
CMCs (case management conferences) are intended to be used in high-conflict or long
running cases to understand how to run the case effff iciently. From what Lasher says, the
court has had no interest in running her divorce case effff iciently as there is more money to be
made by ineffff iciency.

Supervising Judge Lorna Alksne Acts With Bias

Lasher pointed out that she has written to the former family law Supervising Judge Lorna
Alksne. Alksne rejected her letter, saying it was “in the wrong format.” Litigants who have
requested Alksne recuse from cases due to obvious bias have also experienced this reaction.
She rejects the requests, again citing format or legal technicalities. It appears that Alksne’s
attitude is that she can disregard her duty to do her job and follow the law because when
parties or their attorneys submit letters or filings that she doesn’t like, she can ignore them
outright or do so by complaining about legal quibbles. It is as if the fire department refused
to come put out a fire and let your house burn down because in your distress you shouted
over the phone to the emergency dispatcher.

San Diego Bar Association Involvement

The San Diego family law courts run by Judge Lorna Alksne were publicly ostracized in 2009
and 2010 for widely violating the rules regarding state mandated disclosure forms involving
custody and psychological evaluations. Lasher and others put pressure on Alksne and court
CEO Michael Roddy to start following the court rules on the custody evaluation disclosure
forms. She reports that aftff er this, the San Diego County Bar Association advised member
attorneys to file backdated family law forms (which is viewed as filing fraudulent
documentation in court) to cover their failures to follow court rules.
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We previously reported that Alksne herself had her clerk call custody evaluators to request
they file missing forms [2] in what looks like an effort to cover for her failure to enforce the
court rules months or years later.

International Baby Selling Ring Used San Diego Courts

According to Lasher, Judge Lorna Alksne also oversaw the probate courts and the problems
in that system are horrific, too. There was an unusual spike in probate cases in the county
involving adoptions. Alksne apparently was asleep at the wheel — or worse. Parties outside
of San Diego are the ones who detected the reason for the spike in probate cases was an
international baby selling ring operating in San Diego County.

The international baby selling ring was operated by San Diego probate attorney Theresa
Erickson and others. When prosecuted by the US government, Erickson plea-bargained to
one count of criminal conspiracy to commit wire fraud for her role in a scheme in which
surrogate mothers were transported to Ukraine where they were impregnated. Each was
paid around $38,000 to $45,000 to carry the baby. Then the baby-selling ring shopped for
parents to whom the babies could be sold at a marked up price around $100,000.

Quote from Convicted Surrogacy Attorney: I’m Tip of Iceberg [3]

U.S. Attorney Laura Duffy released this statement regarding Erickson’s
sentencing:

“The surrogacy laws were enacted to protect both unborn babies and parents
seeking children. Erickson abused her position as a trusted legal advisor and
officer of the court by circumventing the law and undermining the rights of
children and intended parents. Out of sheer greed Erickson preyed upon
people’s most basic need: to raise a child. We cannot and will not allow
individuals like Erickson to profit by taking advantage of vulnerable people who
have a sincere desire to lawfully adopt and parent children.”

It is remarkable that Duffy’s statement also applies to the operations of the San Diego family
law courts. They exploit the “people’s most basic need: to raise a child” in order to financially
pillage families and operate a lucrative industry that does not serve the public good or follow
the law.

DA Fails to Prosecute Corrupt and Abusive Lawyers and Government
Officials

These crimes against California adoption and surrogacy laws continued for years as the San
Diego DA Dumanis and the San Diego courts looked the other way. Because of the severe
corruption throughout government and courts in the San Diego region, it took US federal
government intervention to put a stop to this baby selling ring.

Lasher criticizes District Attorney Bonnie Dumanis for failing to protect the community from
lawyers committing crimes. A frequent criticism from those familiar with Dumanis’ tenure as
DA is that the DA does little or nothing to prosecute people engaging in criminal conduct who
are aligned with her such as law enforcement officers, government officials, and her political
allies.

Tainted Credentials of Custody Evaluators

In the interview, Dr. David Green and Dr. Stephen Doyne were accused of misleading the
public using questionable credentials coming from a diploma mill operation. For more
information about this “credentialing con”, see our Stephen Doyne case files [4] and the
website The Public Court [5].

Corrupt Conflict of Interest

Lasher also cited San Diego attorney David Schulman’s mixed roles in court as a typical
example of conflict of interest which enables corrupt exploitation of families by the courts.
Schulman is a family law attorney and a probate attorney who also is a court-appointed
minor’s counsel attorney. He has also been a temporary child support judge for the San
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Diego courts. She says this kind of mixing of roles results in the court system being run for
the benefits of the attorneys. They get rich while parents lose their homes, savings, and
income and their children are robbed of resources needed to survive and have successful
futures.

What To Do If You Are Being Abused by San Diego Family Law Courts

If you are being affected by the abusive San Diego family law courts, you may want to meet
with other parents who are being similarly abused. Walter Davis offered contact information
for the San Diego County Community Coalition group with which he is affiliated. Their MeetUp
site [6] offers more details, or you may contact them via telephone at 760-917-1251.

California Coalition for Families and Children Video Interviews

Dr. Emad Tadros and Eileen Lasher with Walter Davis [7]

Eileen Lasher with Walter Davis Part 1 [8]

Eileen Lasher with Walter Davis Part 2 [9]

Face Up to Fred 2010 Episode 3 – Dr. Emad Tadros – Part 1 [10]

Face Up to Fred 2010 Episode 4 – Dr. Emad Tadros and Activist Lawyer Cole Stuart – Part 2
[11]

Face Up to Fred 2010 Episode 5 – Dr. Emad Tadros and Activist Lawyer Cole Stuart – Part 3
[12]

Further Reading

New Evidence Stephen Doyne Violated Child Custody Evaluation Laws [13]

San Diego Judge DeAnn Salcido Resigns Under Fire, Yet Shows CJP Is Corrupt [14]

San Diego Judge DeAnn Salcido Demeans Litigants and Justice to Create Demo Videos for
Her Proposed TV Show [15]

Eileen Lasher on San Diego CPS/Family Law Court Misconduct [16]

San Diego County Grand Jury Cites Further CPS Misconduct [17]

San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals [2]

Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [18]

San Diego DA Bonnie Dumanis Attempts to Pervert Justice [19]

San Diego County Grand Jury Letter Regarding CPS Abuses [20]

US FBI: Baby-Selling Ring Busted [21]

Convicted Surrogacy Attorney: I’m Tip of Iceberg [3]

Local lawyer guilty in baby-selling ring [22]

Lawyer in baby-selling ring sentenced [23]

Carlsbad Attorney Admits Taking Clients’ Funds for Personal Use [24]

Ex Carlsbad Attorney Patricia Gregory to Serve One Year in Jail [25]
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6 Comments To "Eileen Lasher and Dr. Emad Tadros Interviewed
Regarding “Kids for Cash” San Diego Family Law Court Crimes"

#1 Comment By Mafalda Casas Cordero On April 23, 2012 @ 9:47 am

Mr Walter Davis, THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THIS GREAT WORK, THIS INFORMATION IS SO
IMPORTANT FOR MANY REASONS, I WILL LIKE TO KNOW IF I CAN CONTACT YOU.

I AM FROM ARKANSAS, MY CASE WAS ILLEGALY MOVED TO CALIFORNIA. MY EX HUSBAND’S
BROTHER, LAWRENSE JOSEPH MIRA, WORKS FOR LOS ANGELES COUNTY, HE IS A JUDGE IN
THE MALIBU COURT HOUSE.
THE FATHER OF MY DAUGHTER KIDNAPPED MY DAUGHTER FROM ARKANSAS IN MARCH 2010. I
HAVE NOT SEEN MY DAUGHTER NOW TWO YEARS, MY DAUGHTER HAS BEEN MANIPULATED BY
A PSYCHOLOGIST, LAWYER AND THE FATHER. I WOULD LIKE TO SEE IF YOU CAN HELP.

I HAVE PRESENTED MY COMPLAINT TO THE CALIIFORNIA BOARD OF PSYCHOLOGISTS AND
AFTER THE INVESTIGATION THEY HAVE DECIDED TO SEND THE CASE TO THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL. I AM LOOKING FOR THEM TO TAKE THE LICENSE FROM THAT PSYCHOLOGIST ALSO. I
HAVE FILE A LAW SUIT TO AGAINST THAT PSYCHOLOGIST AND I WILL NEED HELP.

I AGREE 100% WITH EILEEN , JUDICIAL SYTEM = CORRUPTION.

WHAT I WILL ADD TO HER STATEMENT PSYCHOLOGIST WITH ONE LETTER WITH THEIR
SIGNATURE CAN DESTROY THE CHILD AND FAMILY’S LIFE.

I HOPE YOU CAN HELP ME. PLEASE LET ME KNOW.

MAFALDA

#2 Comment By Schulman Victim On May 18, 2012 @ 10:05 pm

Attorney Schulman is a thief if you ask me. He has used documents obtained in court to
perform identity theft against his victims. He does this to obtain financial account information
and take their money without subpoena or court order.

Schulman’s judge friends think it is acceptable conduct to violate California and federal
identity theft laws. The San Diego Bar Association believes that theft committed by a family
law attorney is profitable conduct to be encouraged.

Schulman’s business partner Margo Lewis is now a San Diego family law judge. She will be
sure to funnel more victims his direction.

#3 Pingback By A Vote for Bonnie Dumanis Is A Vote For Corruption And Abuse | angiEmedia On
May 22, 2012 @ 9:26 pm

[...] Diego family court critic Eileen Lasher has also criticized District Attorney Bonnie Dumanis
for failing to protect the community from lawyers committing crimes. One of her examples is
how San Diego attorney Theresa Erickson engaged in “baby selling [...]

#4 Comment By kathy petersen On July 4, 2012 @ 12:51 pm

El Dorado County California. I can see how the “special master” in my case rather than
squash conflict has increased discord and trauma to the children at the expense of the
parents.
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#5 Comment By Lets Get Honest On January 5, 2013 @ 7:56 pm

I am no fan of anything family-court related in the San Diego Area, and appreciate that Dr.
Tadros has exposed the Stephen Doyne credential fiasco, and that he’s taken a lot of heat
for this. My general take on this whole operation is closer to simply looking at the federal
incentives to corrupt justice in the courts, particularly HHS (but also DOJ) — as well
expressed by Anne Stevenson in her Huffington Post blog on the topic Top 5 HHS Programs
Dangerous to Women and Children, featuring interview of two fathers on the matter, and
including the DV industry as the 5th (with which I agree). I also recall that Dr. Tadros was on
a blogtalk radio a long time ago (I think the 64/34 effect?) parallel with Richard Fine, who
went to jail for exposing some collected, but not distributed, child support (Silva v Garcetti),
bribes to judges, and etc. as we can recall. I have been blogging on this as a parent since
2009.

I’m only commenting to ask why Ms. Lasher’s organization, the Coalition, which incorporated
in 2010 in California, has been twice asked to register as a nonprofit by the OAG, and has
not yet done so. Per the Sec. of State it is Corp #3284403 in Marina del Rey, but has no
EIN#. Is this a for-profit or a not-for-profit? If this coalition is a public interest group, it should
register properly.

I got burnt out looking up nonprofits that are scamming parents through the courts, and cut
to the chase after I learned we can look up our government’s comprehensive annual financial
statements for a better synthesis of how they work (see website). The only good thing to do
with the family courts, other than shut them down, is to somehow boycott them, and sorry,
but most psychologists will have to look elsewhere for their business, as this system is
creating nonstop business for the industry. This also will cut down on those who lack ethics,
and so need forced consumers through the courts. Happy New Year, otherwise.

#6 Comment By Cole Stuart On May 24, 2013 @ 3:07 pm

I’ve posted a detailed review of San Diego Famil Court Evaluator Stephen Done and opened
a discussion forum at [26]. Parents are welcome to join the discussion and exchange
tips/advice/experiences about Doyne or any of the other problematic San Diego Custody
Evaluators. Please: Parents Only and focus on positive suggestions/advice rather than
trashing Doyne even more. There’s plenty that exists already online.

Best! (Sorry for posting this on several threads Angiemedia! It’s not spam (I Hope???)

Article printed from angiEmedia: http://angiemedia.com

URL to article: http://angiemedia.com/2012/04/21/eileen-lasher-and-dr-emad-tadros-
interviewed-regarding-kids-for-cash-san-diego-family-law-court-crimes/
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http://angiemedia.com/2009/11/19/san-diego-courts-cover-up-missing-forms-and-
psych-evals/
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 [1]

County of San Diego Judge Lorna Alksne

- angiEmedia - http://angiemedia.com -

Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire
Posted By Chris on November 18, 2009 | 69 Comments

What started with a dispute over allegedly fraudulent credentials and work history of San Diego County,
California, family law section 730 child custody / psychological evaluator Stephen Doyne is expanding to
encompass the entire family law court system in the county. Flying about are accusations of corruption,

irresponsible conduct, law violations, and other problems committed by judges, judicial staff, lawyers, and the large community of “professionals”
associated with the San Diego family law courts who make their living off the conflict and misery of divorced families from which they profit and in some
cases encourage.

Psychological Evaluator Stephen Doyne, Ph.D. Sued for Fraud

Local TV channel KGTV (channel 10) news aired a story about the problems with psychological evaluations in the county and with Stephen Doyne in
particular. Doyne is being sued by father Emad Tadros [2] who is deputy head of psychiatry for Scripps Behavioral Health Services which is a large
health care organization in the area.

Tadros is suing Doyne [3] in relation to a psychological evaluation he performed connected with a child custody dispute. Based upon court records, the
problem case involves both Tadros and mother Yvonne Leijen. Leijen filed a paternity claim [4] in 2004. In 2009, she filed domestic violence actions
against Tadros. Oddly, she filed actions on the same day in two courts — both Central San Diego [5] and North County Vista [6] courts. Such filings are
routine tactics in California child custody battles, even when no domestic violence exists.

Doyne is claimed to have misrepresented his credentials and work history. To pump up his reputation, he lists a diploma-mill certificate from an
organization that has even issued such a certificate to a pet cat.

(from Custody Evaluator’s Credentials Questioned In Lawsuit [7])

“I think it’s a big deal to have misleading credentials, particularly when you are a child custody evaluator that the courts refer people to,”
pointed out Angelucci.

While Dr. Doyne is a licensed psychologist, questions remain, for instance, the “Diplomate” title Dr. Doyne uses.
In a letter filed in court documents, Dr. Doyne signs his name and calls himself a “Diplomate of the American College of Forensic Examiners.”

The college, Angelucci says, is a “sham organizations” that “sells fake diplomas.”

“They’ve given credentials to a cat,” he said.

The cat was named Zoe. D. Katze. The American Bar Association Journal reported how the housecat was credentialed.

The I-Team called the American College of Forensic Examiners for a comment. They were told they could not have any information without
the signed consent of the member they were calling about.

Doyne claims to have taught at universities including Alliant University, University of San Diego, and University of California at San Diego (UCSD). Yet
these organizations have reported to the court that there is no record of his employment with them.

The problems with Doyne and the family law courts are being discussed in many places on the web, among them in a Courthouse Forum thread [8] and
on the 10 News I-Team Blog [9].

Doyne Failed To Perform Basic Duties

One of the basic duties of a 730 evaluator is to talk with mental health professionals working with the family. Tadros and others claim that in their
cases, Doyne never made these basic professional contacts. As Tadros is a psychiatrist, he’s familiar with the standards for mental health care
professionals and believes that Doyne is an unethical fraud who doesn’t do the job he was hired to do.

(from The American Board of Nonexistence [10])

But the mental health professionals are not hired by the court. They’re hired jointly by the parties in the custody proceedings. Tadros was
in Doyne’s office to decide whether to hire him to perform a 730 evaluation in his 2005 custody case. “Doyne reassured me,” Tadros
continues in his court declaration, “that he was Board Certified in his line of work of forensic psychology and that the evaluation would be
confidential. I trusted and relied upon Doyne’s representations about his credentials and about confidentiality, and on that basis I entered
into an agreement with Doyne for him to be the custody evaluator.”

Tadros, who is a psychiatrist and the vice chief of Scripps Behavioral Health Services, came to regret the decision to hire Doyne (for $8000)
upon observing the latter’s methods. “Being a board certified psychiatrist,” Tadros states in a lawsuit he later filed against Doyne, “I
noticed that Doyne’s performance was poor and substandard. I also noticed what appeared to be unethical practices, such as billing for
things that never occurred, and incorrect billing records.”

Tadros adds that Doyne “never contacted my therapist even once as the court recommended. In addition, I was never able to confirm the

Recommend Send 16 people recommend this. Be the first of your friends.
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validity or truthfulness of Doyne’s contact with the mother’s therapist.”

Doyne turned in his custody evaluation on September 30, 2005. He signed it as a “Diplomate of American College of Forensic Examiners.”
Unhappy with the findings in Doyne’s custody evaluation and deeply suspicious of his professionalism, Tadros began investigating Doyne’s
qualifications. He discovered, his court declaration says, that “The ‘American College of Forensic Examiners’ and the ‘American Board of
Forensic Examiners’ are sham organizations known as ‘vanity boards’ or ‘certification mills’…run by the same con artist, Robert O’Block, who
sells fake mail-order credentials and ‘diplomas.’ Both of these organizations have specifically been exposed as mail-order credentialing
shams in various media and professional journal articles, including…a Wall Street Journal article that called the American College of Forensic
Examiners a ‘mail-order credentialing organization for which the applicants need only pay $350.00 and pass an ethics exam.’ ”

A 2002 article in the online journal of the American Bar Association chronicles how a psychologist obtained from organizations, one of them
affiliated with O’Block, several professional certifications for his cat under the name Zoe D. Katze.

Child Custody Battles Destroy Families Emotionally and Financially

Families who have been harmed by the family courts in San Diego have started to demand accountability. Supervising Judge Lorna A. Alksne is in charge
of the corrupt family law courts in San Diego County. She is coming under fire from a variety of parties for her failure to push towards reforms that would
fix the tragically slow and expensive custody battles taking place in the county. These can drain both parents of hundreds of thousands of dollars and
take years to be resolved. Children are often deprived of significant contact with a parent for months or years as psychological evaluations drag on and
judges try to hide behind the evaluator, claiming they cannot make a decision without the evaluator’s input. Some cases go back to court year after
year in a never-ending cycle of destruction for the family that can only be escaped when all the children are age 18 years or older.

Elkins Task Force: Ineffective Ploy?

Judge Lorna Alksne is a member of the California Elkins Task Force that is supposed to push reforms in family law in the state. But so far, the group has
accomplished little of any value other than offer false hopes to the judicially abused children and families of California.

There have been questions whether Alksne is even a suitable representative. Corruption involving the family law courts, DA Bonnie Dumanis [11], and
family law attorneys in the area has been alleged:

(from San Diego Elkins Task Force member [12])

This site covers Northern and Southern California. However, when it comes to crimes against children, between the absolute failure of San
Diego police, the DA and family court, San Diego as media has profiled, is in a class all by itself.

October, 2009: San Diego attorney Eric Fagan was arrested for murder in child custody case.

One silver lining. Steven Liss was not a member of the Elkins Task Force. When family law attorney Steven Liss was arrested on July 20,
2009, in a murder-for-hire plot targeting his wife, (Liss was charged with four solicitation) it was discovered Liss, although practicing law for
decades, had the blessings of the State Court, to return to an active family law practice.

That said, former Los Colinas deputy Lowell Bruce does set a new standard for low, as does DA Bonnie Dumanis for rushing to deliver aid
and comfort after he shot his wife in the face, in front of their child. Given Judge Preckel’s ruling in the FARTUNA KHEYRE matter, (D046830)
it hardly seems likely he was prejudiced against the murderous deputy.

Unfortunately, as current Grand jury is top heavy with retired law enforcement and police personnel, the selected leader, Victoria
Stubblefield – only the third woman selected in San Diego’s history, seems a push at best. Between four retired law enforcement types,
(including a police chief), three, former military personnel, and two retired attorneys, the public would be wise not to expect much in the
way of San Diego judges who routinely put children at risk, or those who operate outside the law.

San Diego judge, Judge William Howatt in an effort to convince one litigant he studied the case, mentioned that he took the file over the
weekend. Howatt claimed to have made copies of eleven year old psych reports, (the new ones didn’t suit his feelings). But, hello:

Removing a file from the court is a felony.

Except in San Diego.

That’s just one demonstration of out-of-touch, San Diego judges. Sadly, when it comes to family court, the really out-of-touch are generally
in charge.

False Accusations Often Drive Custody Battles

Like many US family law courts, San Diego courts are quick to yank custody away from parents simply based upon allegations without a shred of
evidence. But while some courts quickly dispatch the terror tactic of falsely obtained domestic violence restraining orders used to obtain sole child
custody, such actions can drag on for years in San Diego. The accused is treated like a criminal, the accuser treated like a victim, and all this starts
before the accused even knows about it let alone has a chance to mount a defense.

As a general rule, in San Diego an accusing parent gets de facto sole custody of children for at least several weeks or months. Delays in fixing unjust
deviations from 50/50 custody splits can go on for years. Lawyers and judges claim they must wait for the psychological evaluator to complete the
report. They repeatedly reschedule hearings and trials and pull other games to delay decisions, too. Perhaps the judges are hoping that some other
judge will get the case after they rotate out of their unpopular family law assignments.

The parent who retains primary custody is frequently the one who makes false accusations against the other parent. This is where psychological
evaluations are often ordered by the court. However, the psychological evaluations themselves seldom take any less than half a year to a year and cost
upwards of $10,000. Some take over two years and cost upwards of $50,000. The Tadros case and some others result in multiple psychological
evaluations taking more than 3 years and/or rack up billable hours for the evaluator(s) in excess of $60,000.

Sometimes the party with the sole custody intentionally drags out the evaluation by refusing to pay for work, claiming it can’t be finished because more
evidence is pending, or other excuses. It is to this party’s advantage to drag out an evaluation for an extra year or more because it gains more near
100% custody time with the accusing parent. Then seemingly as a result, the psychological evaluation often concludes it would be in the “children’s best
interests” to continue to have little contact with the parent cut out of their lives, not because that parent is severely flawed, but because the children
are used to it.

The San Diego courts crawl like slugs for years while children suffer from being deprived of one of their parents. Often that parent’s entire family
including grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins are blocked from contact with the children due to the inhumane collusion of the accusing parent and
the courts.

Extortion by San Diego Family Courts

Parents are often forced to pay vast sums of money not only for lawyers to defend themselves against litigious ex-spouse, but also for psychological
evaluations in San Diego County and for expensive psychotherapy which might not even be needed were they and their children not being abused by
the courts, lawyers, CPS, police, and other parties who involve themselves in family law cases. Often these people take sides without examining
evidence. Judges even refuse to read filings, then turn around and illegally admit evidence that was obtained by criminal means and has questionable
value.

If parents can’t pay for the psychological evaluation, the evaluator will not provide it to the court. The courts generally won’t order the evaluator to
provide the report, even though in theory that should be in the best interests of the children. Instead, the courts collude with the evaluators to ensure
that the evaluators will get paid under threat of continued minimal or no contact with one of the parents. To such a parent and many who have seen
this happen, it is nothing short of a kidnapping/extortion racket with the courts and evaluators as perpetrators and children and at least one parent as
victims.

(from Parents Say They Are Drained Of Money By Court Professionals [1])

Wittmack said he had 50-50 custody of his children and that he and his wife typically were cordial to each other until the lawyers and
professionals became involved.
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He said he agreed to the first custody evaluation, but made it clear that he couldn’t afford the second one.

In a letter, the custody evaluator who worked on his case said Wittmack failed to pay the entire “cost of the assessment” up-front.

The evaluator wrote it “resulted in the court changing custody.”

Wittmack has his pictures of his children all around him, but he only has his children every other weekend.

Supervised Visitation Centers And Monitors

The lack of results from the psychological evaluation is often an excuse to not correct unfair and unjust custody situations for extended periods of time.
The judges pretend they can address these problems by ordering “supervised visitation” in which a parent is watched and often videotaped while with
their children. They must use supervised visitation centers or monitors approved by the court at rates often well in excess of $50 per hour to see their
children. While some of these centers vary rates based upon income of the parent, it is as if the rates are chosen to consume the parent’s entire
income. A order for 5 to 10 hours of supervised contact per week is not unusual. The cost per hour typically is anywhere from $30 to $100 (or more) per
hour depending upon the supervising party and the parent’s income.

It’s not unusual for supervised visitation for a parent to cost several thousand dollars per month, leaving the parent with having to decide between
having money to live, money to fight the court battle, or money to pay for seeing the children. Often there’s simply not enough money to pay for any
more than one of these, unless perhaps the parent is blessed with relatives who are willing to help. The San Diego family law system is happy with that
option when it occurs. It gives them hundreds of thousands of dollars more to swallow up, feeding a monster that is hurting many people.

Crime Rewarded by Family Law Courts

Litigants in this system often feel that in San Diego family law courts, crime pays. The courts reward the crimes of false accusations against good
parents. Government agencies such as the police and CPS frequently involve themselves in these cases, too. When they can’t find any criminal activity,
they virtually never go after the falsely accusing party. Instead, they sometimes punish accused parents without a trial or due process by helping to
deprive them of custody for months or years and to financially and emotionally destroy them.

In many cases, the government knows they have no way to prove there was ever any child abuse in the first place. But they want their pound of flesh.
So the police or CPS put their targets on child abuser watch lists that have been ruled as unconstitutional violations of the law. They and other
government agencies then use these lists as excuses to destroy the targets.

For example, the government can go after a target with financial attacks by revoking or refusing to issue professional licenses. One woman falsely
accused of child abuse had her years of training to be a nurse deep-sixed by the government as they refuse to issue her nursing license. She’s listed on
the CACI child abuse index because the investigation was marked “inconclusive”. She was never charged with a crime, nor did she ever get a trial. But
she’s been tried and found guilty by the police and is now stuck in a low-paying waitressing job because California bullies her unjustly.

CPS social workers often advocate against such parents and make custody orders that override court orders. The family law courts refuse to deal with
the problems caused by these dishonest and power-hungry social workers despite decades of documented civil rights abuses, due process violations,
and perjury by County of San Diego Child Welfare Services (aka CPS) staff.

If a family law judge does dare to tangle with CPS, CPS can request the case be yanked from the family law judge and put into juvenile court where it
has even more influence over the judges. A judge who actually cares about the case and family might not want that to happen as he knows the
juvenile court is likely to cause even more damage.

Lack of Confidence in Government

If you look at the expanding number of web sites and discussion forums which are describing the horrors of San Diego family law courts and their
associated government gangs including CPS, you’ll certainly understand why the public has lost confidence in the courts. But the problems go further.
The lack of accountability for government agencies, financial corruption, perjury, cover-ups, and the use of threats and judicial gag orders to hide many
of the problems is truly troubling.

When there is wrongdoing by attorneys, judges, and government employees including CPS social workers and police officers, sometimes the family law
judges go so far as to order the parties to not discuss the case with others. After being financially devastated by the San Diego family law courts, these
parties can seldom afford to mount law suits against others who have harmed them. It appears the judges intend to execute cover-ups to ensure that
this sick system continues to harm children and families for the profit of their friends and associates while maintaining their own job security.

(from Issues Judges and others with the Elkins Task Force should address. [13])

The problems which exist in California family court are legendary. Sadly, the same old people are relied upon for solutions. It’s not working.

We have no idea whether Judge George was made aware of either our request or recommendations listed on the page for San Diego.

We have no personal stake in Family Court, or animosity to the current Supervising Judge of San Diego Family Court. It’s just that someone
as unaware of San Diego’s painful history, as Judge Alksne demonstrated she is, remains the best example of a bad example of who
should serve on the commission.

Personally, we believe outside of the courtroom, Judge Alksne to be a very warm individual. However, as the Elkins Task Force asked for
input, then the first order of business is to address input received. Or, as a wise friend once remarked,

“If you always do what you always did – you’ll always get what you always got.”

Because Chief Justice Ronald George has been in office and removed to a large degree, from the stark reality of the abject failure of family
court, change will only begin when people who are not part of the problem, have input.

We remind Judge George although California is a, “no fault” state, judges by largely, ex-prosecutors looking for blame. Blame arrives via
custody evaluators, therapists, and police officers not doing their job. Ergo this site was created for the express purpose of education for
California’s top judge. We hope to hear from Chief George, and our sincere hope he is not shielded from it by countless intermediaries.

Personally, my request to speak to the Task Force stemmed from the three-fold frustration of:

1. San Diego judges continuing to order expensive services of individuals who have been exposed in print and television since 2001 as
fakes; (See news video, below);

2. Indifferent County Counsel chief, John Sansone who, since 2001, has refused to act on behalf of family court litigants, as authorized via
Family Code section 7507; (making the case for term limits) and

3. Every San Diego DA since 2001, continuing with DA Bonnie Dumanis who remains completely non-responsive to calls and letters for
appointments to address this and other issues. Her assistant, Terrie Gonzalez: 619-531-3522 neither returns calls or emails. Our tax
dollars at work?

How does this impact all Californians? Dumanis also sits on policy making boards for the State of California. Is there good news?

Pushing for Reform

Good news could come from the public forcing the government to truly change the courts in San Diego for the better. This probably has to start by
purging the current system of many of those who impede reform. As elected officials, judges can be recalled. Mount recall efforts against the family law
judges in San Diego starting with Judge Alksne. She sets the tone for the rest of the judges in the system. If they see her go down in flames in a recall
and replaced by a judge who will put an end to the problems, they might get the message.

However, even if Alksne is recalled, the remaining judges could simply elect a new supervising judge for the family law division who would still impede
reform. Or the governor could simply appoint a new set of anti-reform judges to fill in for open positions. It may take changes in state law and replacing
all of the family law judges in San Diego to push reform. With the current ruckus about Doyne, the San Diego family law courts, and the California state
budget crisis, now may be the best time in years to start this effort.
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account trashes psychiatry in general as a quack profession. Hagen (a psychology professor) assails
most of the diagnostic tools of the field in her text, which roams among court cases whose outcome
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junk science whose theories when extended to matters of legal culpability go against common sense.
Indeed, Hagen assumes the posture of that legendary legalism, the “reasonable person,” and her
prose is peppered with exclamations and rhetorical questions like “Who could believe that?” which
might annoy as many readers as it might convince about whatever points are in question. Among
them are such topically current items as battered-wife syndrome, recovered memory claims, post-
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#1 Pingback By California “Access to Justice in Family Court” Law Panel | angiEmedia On November 19, 2009 @ 4:56 am

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#2 Comment By Eileen Lasher On November 19, 2009 @ 11:17 am

My children and I have been held hostage in San Diego Family Law Court for 16 years and counting – no issues have ever been resolved. My husband
(we are not divorced yet the matter was brought to court in 1995) is a San Diego Police Officer and the agenda is to service him. Most recently the
request for child support was brought to San Diego Child Support Services and the request has been thrown out by Commissioner Radiken. San Diego
Child Support Services Representatives have brought evidence to her such as Officer Lasher and the San Diego Police Department have evaded service
and cost the tax payers extra. When San Diego Child Support Services hired a private process server to finally “catch” Officer Lasher and serve him
Commissioner Radiken is still siding with the Police Officer and has not made the order to provide his children with child support. The matter has been to
Court over 4 times and she has failed to review the facts but continues to service Officer Lasher and his Attorney Dave Schulman who also sits as a
temporary judge in San Diego Child Support Services. On November 17, 2009 I begged her to recuse herself as she is biased and is wasting the tax
payers’ money.

#3 Comment By FightingCorruptFamilyCourt On November 19, 2009 @ 4:14 pm

There is no more faith in family court as it is a failed experiment peopled with corrupt judges, psychologists and minor’s attorneys. If there is abuse it
should be investigated in criminal court. Other cases can be handled in civil court. Family court is too corrupt to continue. Alksne sets the tone for her
band of thugs. It’s all about money and “in-the-best-interest-of-the-child” is a catch phrase to hide behind as they continue to break the laws of our
State and our nation. Or as Commissioner Jeannie Lowe likes to say, “My Court; My Law.”

#4 Pingback By Amicus Curiae brief filed for Emad Tadros v. Stephen Doyne | angiEmedia On November 19, 2009 @ 6:18 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]
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#5 Comment By Deborah Barclay On November 19, 2009 @ 8:11 pm

This is not only happening in San Diego, it is happening all over the country in family courts. This is a National Epidemic and a National Disgrace!

#6 Comment By Cole Stuart On November 19, 2009 @ 8:47 pm

Dear Sir or Madame:

I have no idea who you are, but…

You just knocked the ball out of the park.

Your article entitled [27] could not have been a more accurate expression of the conditions in San Diego family Court, and the sentiments of hundreds of
thousands of San Diego families who have been defrauded through this extraordinarily careless, biased, and corrupt system. Your article was entirely
accurate, fair and balanced.

I am certain that tens or hundreds of thousands of San Diegans and Californians are today nodding their heads in agreement with the straight, daring,
but brutally honest truth about our government, society, and economy you’ve communicated.

Thank you for your courage, honesty, and dedication to the well-being of your fellow citizens.

You may be aware that this firm represents Amici in the Tadros case. We would be please to provide you with any relevant resources to assist you in
your search for truth and the health and welfare of San Diegan, Californian, and American families. There are hundreds of thousands behind us.

Cole Stuart,
President, California Coalition for Families and Children

#7 Comment By Ben Siegfried On November 19, 2009 @ 11:34 pm

I have heard enough stories and seen enough truth through all that have told their stories to fully believe that this article right on the money, so sad,
but so true.

#8 Pingback By San Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych Evals | angiEmedia On November 20, 2009 @ 1:59 am

[...] been getting feedback on my recent article Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire from quite a few people. I’ll be sharing
some of these comments and stories with readers. [...]

#9 Pingback By Flyer Protest in San Diego Family Law Courts | angiEmedia On November 20, 2009 @ 4:50 am

[...] rules in San Diego County regarding psychological evaluators. Check my recent articles, including Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts
Under Fire, for more information on that [...]

#10 Comment By Jimmy Trujillo On November 20, 2009 @ 2:48 pm

Thank you very much for courage to publish this article. The more I discover about the “business” of Family Court Services, the more disallusioned I
become. To my anger and dismay, my exhausting, expensive and degrading experience with Family Court is not unique; scores of parents in San Diego
have endured the same nightmare. I find it appalling and inexcusable that focus is shifted from what is truly best for our children to greasing the wheels
of the money machine that is Family Court.

#11 Comment By FightingCorruptFamilyCourt On November 20, 2009 @ 4:56 pm

When I first became involved in family court I was accused of Parental Alienation when my child told me he was being abused by his father. I met lots of
women who lost custody of their children when they accused their spouse of abuse. But now I am hearing from men who lost custody of their children in
family court as well. It appears that family court is structured to make certain that the litigation continues and parents are pitted against one another to
the detriment of the child. Frequently, the parent with the most money wins. Family court is a rico inspired ring of corrupt judges and lawyers who use
our children as money makers.

#12 Comment By Alienation Target On November 20, 2009 @ 7:50 pm

FightingCorruptFamilyCourt mentions she was accused of parental alienation when she believes her child was being abused.

Sad but true, there are many women who make false complaints of abuse and try all they can to keep the kids from seeing their fathers. There are
some fathers who do this, too, but the perception is that it’s mostly mothers. The result is the real cases of abuse often get ignored.

This isn’t a gender war. It’s a war between vicious liars and responsible parents with confused judges trying to call strikes and fouls.

Fully agree that the courts and lawyers push the litigation to keep right on going. But there are also alienating parents who do the exact same thing.
Bill Eddy’s book “High Conflict People in Legal Disputes” talks about these kinds of people. Often they are personality disordered due to childhood
abuse of their own. They can’t shake the feeling that the ex they hate so much must be abusing the kids just like they were abused by their own
parents. They are also often desperate for “love” from the children and feel jealous of any love the kids show to the other parent. So they make lots of
false and baseless accusations.

#13 Comment By Janette Isaacs On November 20, 2009 @ 8:20 pm

I was at the L.A. Elkins Family Law Public hearing all day. Doyne’s name came up over and over again. I have the exact same issue going on over her in
Los Angeles. Our Stephen Doyne here in Los Angeles is Dr. Gary A. Chase. He gets paid to do the same thing this SOB Stephen Doyne does. Yes, I have
proof. Please feel free to google my name Janette Isaacs, Jaymus Isaacs and Dr. Gary Chase. This story is protocol in our corrupt California Family
Courts. These sick SOB’s belong behind bars. Civil suits are the only way to go. Where are our class action attorneys?

#14 Comment By Laura Lynn On November 20, 2009 @ 10:59 pm
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Janette Isaacs rocks. The court is vicious and evil to take her away from her children. She does have overwhelming evidence of fraud and perjury in her
case, but no one in the court seems to care. They just keep finding in favor of the $1000 per hour attorney who represented her husband.

The court, specifically Judge Elizabeth Feffer does the same thing when attorney Laura Wasser steps into her court. Wasser sounded like an idiot to me.
But both women are second generation legal families and they go to the same synogogue I hear. I wonder what their God thinks of what they are
doing. At least they only need to repent one day a year, instead of every Sunday.

Ladies, you are making a mockery of the legal system and of your supposed faith.

#15 Pingback By Laura Wasser On November 25, 2009 @ 4:57 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire | angiEmedia (angiemedia.com) – November 18, 2009The court, specifically Judge
Elizabeth Feffer does the same thing when attorney Laura Wasser steps into her court. Wasser sounded like an idiot to me. But both women are
second generation legal famil… more Laura Wasser blog posts … [...]

#16 Comment By From Emad Tadros MD On December 1, 2009 @ 12:02 pm

From Emad Tadros, M.D.
“Rules and Regulations Are The Product of the Whistle Blowing On Earlier Corruption”,.. as stated by Past San Diego City Attorney “Mike Aguirre.”

Since 2001, The California Judicial Council called ALL California Court officials including the San Diego CEO Mr. Michael Roddy. On 2000, 2001, 2004,
2006, 2007 and 2009 meetings the motion of California Rules of The Court section 5.225 was seconded and starting 2005 CRC Forms FL326 and FL327
were A “MANDATE” for every CA Local Court to follow. The San Diego Family Court was well instructed to follow California Rules of The Court as a MUST.
Section 5.225 spells it out that it is MANDATORY to “Accept and Process” any and all complaints made against any 730 Evaluators. The State Officials
speak it out “loud and clear” that there is a reason to put each and every Evaluator under the microscope. Lacking such MANDATORY “Accept & Process”
any complaints that are only a MUST by the California Rules of the Court generated this Irresponsible, Reckless, Deceiving and Greedy Air leading to
such Unprofessional behavior. Not just that the San Diego Family Courts are derelict violating California Rules of the Court, but also the Board of
Psychology is responsible for issuing those “Professionals” their licenses and turning a blind and eye and a deaf ear on their professional conduct.

I send my respect to all those loving and caring parents who are clearly frustrated with this issue. I say to our supposed to be “Professionals” that I
interviewed many parents. They are well educated, mean very well and hard-working conscientious parents. They love their kids dearly and do not
suffer from any substance or alcohol abuse problems. They are overwhelmed with this Unending Sadness and Progressive Frustration” as a result of
this flat out unfairness grounded by the “Unprofessional Greedy Empire.” These parents came by The Book, looked for the Book and could not find the
Book in our Courts. This is such a shame and outrageous INJUSTICE and DISSERVICE to the trusting public.

I say to Jim, I am sorry for what you have been going through. You prove that you are an insightful and tolerant parent. I say to every caring parent
please do NOT be this trusting and therefore do not give any weapon to those “Family Dismantlers” whom their one and only agenda is to CLEARLY
Leach on your Kids College Funds. Respect and Prioritize the dignity of the other parent of your child, regardless of how much he/she wronged or lied
about you…”Lead By Example”, so your child can live in peace between you both. Any anger becomes the Feeding Frenzy for the Pathological and
cleverly Splitting Family Dismantlers to leach on you naming your case as a High Conflict. In their subtle communications “High Conflict” signals the clear-
cut cross-alert for the “Dismantlers found High Cash Flow” to pack their pockets with your Kids College Funds.

Thank you Channel 10 and the public for your support of THE TRUTH.

“The Truth is The Most Powerful Weapon.”
Emad Tadros, MD Diplomate American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology

#17 Pingback By Who’s Presenting at 2010 AFCC Conference « Let'sGetHonestBlog On December 15, 2009 @ 5:06 pm

[...] Supervised Visitation Centers And Monitors [...]

#18 Pingback By Who’s Presenting at 2010 AFCC Conference; Let’sGetHonestBlog « Battered Mothers Rights – A Human Rights Issue On December 15,
2009 @ 6:47 pm

[...] The web is full of angry men and women both, at this venue.  This one appears to be from a father, and HE doesn’t like supervised visitation,
either.  This deals with a professional whose credentials turned out to be spurious, and more.  Check out the rest of the link too — why not? Supervised
Visitation Centers And Monitors [...]

#19 Pingback By Killer Bonnie Hoult Made False Abuse Allegations Against Ex | angiEmedia On December 18, 2009 @ 9:45 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#20 Pingback By CCFC Family Court Reform Presentation in Del Mar, California | angiEmedia On January 4, 2010 @ 2:47 am

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire Feedjit Live Blog Stats Sphere: Related Content Child Custody, Children, Civil Rights,
Courts, Divorce, Family, Government Abuse, Legal, Politics Barbara Asher, California, California Coalition for Families and Children, CCFC, Charles Asher,
Child Abuse, Child Custody, Children, Cole Stuart, collaborative family law, contested child custody, custody evaluation, custody evaluator, Divorce,
Emad Tadros, family law court, Government Abuse, Legal, parental alienation, psychological evaluation Comments (0) Trackbacks (0) Leave a comment
Trackback [...]

#21 Pingback By “Support? System Down” Film Documents Evils of Family Law | angiEmedia On January 7, 2010 @ 9:28 pm

[...] Money is more important to local governments than children or parents are. Local governments derive a substantial portion of their revenue from
federal Title IV-D funding that rewards them for persecuting parents to collect child support, taking children from their families to put them into foster
care, and classifying parents as violent and abusive and reporting them on government black lists such as California’s Child Abuse Central Index. CACI
was ruled to be unconstitutional by the US 9th District Federal Court of Appeals in 2008 but is still in operation because the state and local governments
refuse to obey the courts and laws. The continue to treat people who have never been charged or convicted and even some who have been declared
“factually innocent” by courts. They can make money from the federal government by doing so due to the Title IV-D laws. Weighing revenue over rights,
the governments pick revenue consistently. (from Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire) [...]

#22 Pingback By Does Texas Judge Suzanne Stovall Deserve Re-election? | angiEmedia On January 9, 2010 @ 1:08 am
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[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#23 Pingback By Corrupt Judge David Yaffe Jails Political Prisoner Richard Fine | angiEmedia On January 12, 2010 @ 7:28 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#24 Pingback By Judge Lorna Alksne in Cindy Dumas v. Eric Moelter | angiEmedia On January 12, 2010 @ 7:51 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#25 Comment By Anna On January 14, 2010 @ 8:33 pm

I have been going to the Vista family court for over seven years now. I am so shocked at how corrupt the court system is, it has almost given me a
nervous breakdown.

One thing is for sure, the courts protect the criminals. After years of dealing with this one Judge, I was so relieved that he had moved to a different
department.

I went to court the other day, as my ex is in contempt of a court order. Commissioner Jeannie Lowe told me right off the bat that if it were up to her
that he would not pay anything. I told her that we went to trial and this was an order by another Judge, she repeated that again, “if it were up to me,
he would not pay you anything” and now we have another hearing coming up in February 9th, dept 18.

The Judgment was never drawn up and filed with the courts and she has given me little time to get this done, I don’t have the money to do that at the
moment, but she has made it clear that she will overturn the order if I do not have this done by our next court date.

I have filed a Permetry Challange sec, 170.6, as there is not a chance that I will get a fair hearing from Commissioner Lowe. I believe this statement
coming from a Judge that is supposed to be impartial to both parties is in violation of Cannon Rule 3.B.

I have fought this long and will not give up. I have represented myself for the past several years, it is not easy but I have learned a lot and actually
have not had much luck with my attorneys either. I am ready to fight this to the very end, and if anyone has any advice for me, I would love to hear it.

I am so sorry for what Dr. Tadros has had to go through, having his children taken from him because he was not given the chance to prove that
Stephen Doyne was a fraud. I am also sorry for all the other people’s lives Doyne has destroyed. I wish Dr. Tadros all the best and Thank You, because
you are helping more people than you know.

Anna

#26 Comment By From Emad Tadros MD On January 15, 2010 @ 10:52 pm

Anna: It is the atrocity, ongoing pain, growing sadness, furstration and agony that I have seen my patients going through, same as some of my dear
and well educated colleagues that ignited the torch to expose the Truth. My child is loved and cared by both parents at all times. As a psychiatrist, I was
able to see very clearly those so called “Professionals.” Some unique and CREATIVE Professionals make monster cash Income from your own life savings
by inciting and growing more conflict between parents. The Higher the Conflict the more the Cash-Flow for the Professionals to grab. Allowing a room to
split between parents does not help your children but only make them richer. Parents must not believe or listen to an iota of any statement those
professionals convey about the other parent, Period.

Unfortunately I thought their job is to convey “honestly.” Instead some are uniquely creative and the proof is in the CAT Diplomate. The average public
are embarrassed and keep quite and as you can see clearly this only invites the fraudulent and unprofessional to grow like Cancer. Read “Whores of
the Court” online page 98 and 99 and you will be able to easily put pieces together. This will not surprise you to discover that the Cat Diplomate was
teaching and running freely in our courts.

California Coalition of Families and Children/CCFC are a group of professional, dedicated, sincere and loving parents who are going to be public and
committed in supporting and alerting current and potential upcoming victims to take precautions and protect their Kids College Funds from the so called
“Professional Predators.”

Money is the origin of all evil. We appreciate some of our judges and we believe they have the heart and that is why they decided to be judges, to start
with. That we long for and trust that they will understand. It is not the atrocity of our enemy but the silence of our friends.

Emad Tadros, M.D.
Board Certified, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology.

#27 Pingback By Reader Feedback on San Diego Judge Lisa Schall | angiEmedia On January 25, 2010 @ 5:55 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#28 Pingback By Why Is San Diego Judge Lisa Schall Still On The Bench? | angiEmedia On January 25, 2010 @ 6:13 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#29 Comment By AGO On March 1, 2010 @ 4:25 pm

You think Doyne is bad, or rather a business-man the San Diego County Superior Court has fostered and encouraged, check out Dr. Parker. The guy
doesn’t even have a degree in psychology!

#30 Comment By From Emad Tadros MD On March 4, 2010 @ 4:26 pm

This is my reply to some public questions asked:

1- I want to assure the public that I am a part of California Coalition for Families and Children/CCFC. We are sincerely committed to the public’s interest
to expose the CAT Diplomate and his Fraudulent Associates, Regardless. CCFC will not settle and the CAT Fraudulent Fake Deceiving Diplomate will not
be allowed to purchase my silence. CCFC will relentlessly and dutifully shed the light until The CAT totally walks away from ANY and ALL activities that
has anything to do with children and/or families.

2-“Every parent who remains in conflict is used as the Fraudulent Evaluator’s asset/tools and a proof that custody evaluation(s), adversarial motions
and hearings, trials, appeals, and more evaluations to un-entangle the earlier destructive ones as necessary.” More ambiguity invites more evaluations
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invite more money for the un-professionals to legally and cleverly cash your children’s savings for years to come. It is as simple as that.

3- To expose this legal corruption, I believe we need parents who’ve fallen into that system but then rescued themselves and their families from it.
Every parent who remains in conflict, insists that he or she is saddled with a deficient or dangerous co-parent, is a victim of some other bias that needs
straightening out, so justice will emerge in the next adversarial proceeding, or just needs one more adversarial proceeding in a slightly altered state for
victory—each of these parents is cited as justification for the adversarial system we have. “See, Tommy, they’re crazy, so lucky for the kids that we’re
(Evaluators, therapists, supervisors etc) here.”

4- What we professionals rarely acknowledge and often don’t see is that the adversarial paradigms in the law and our work create a major share of
that conflict.”

*** Can you share your thoughts and recommendations at this time?

5- Answer: My professional input is that as long as you have minor children, keep your eyes open. Do not achieve the Fraudulent Evaluator’s subtle
advice and/or goal victimizing your children. Your children innocently become the fence for the Conflict-Ring that the Fraudulent Evaluator installs to lull
both parents fighting each other into it. Parents have been habitually lulled to be innocently lulled by the Fraudulent Evaluator’s Shopping Cart “High
Conflict” to keep fighting each other and the Fraudulent Evaluator sit on the side watching and cashing for their needed and/or court ordered
“SERVICES” for many years to come. It is such a sad state of affairs.

6- Naive trusting parents: please beware, listen and deeply think about these serious warnings. One would make sure to expose the unprofessional
Fraudulent Evaluator subtle signals and never keep quiet about them. If you were a rich parent, the Fraudulent Evaluator will fabricate your case to call
it: “High-Conflict” which means to fabricate negative exaggerated stories and misleading statements to the judiciary to achieve “High-Cash-Flow” for
the Fraudulent Evaluator’s Self Serving Financially Oriented Agenda.

7- Again, please allow me to emphasize and reiterate over and over, as there is no other solution: “Try your best to respect, love and forgive the other
parent and teach your kids the same, Regardless.” Never mention “my kids do not want to see their other parent”, as this is just the perfect recipe for
the Fraudulent Evaluator to widen the wedge deeper and deeper between parents.

8- Any Conflict is simply the flat out the feeding frenzy and launch-pad for such Fraudulent Evaluator to leach on your kids’ savings asking for more
evaluations to neutralize the earlier ones, thereby causing their market to grow like cancer. The net result is your kids will pay the hefty price and will
be too late to correct anything by the time you both figure this out.

9- To rear a healthy child, make sure to help your child to be “equally proud of both parents” and make sure to always help and lead the other parent in
that direction. Again “Lead By Example.” Do not believe your lawyer that you should hunt for more than 50/50, to get paid more money. At the end it is
all going to the private Dismantlers’ pockets who will maneuver getting court-order(s) to fix the havoc they only cultivated for 18 years or less, as you
request more than 50/50. The younger the child’s age, the bigger the investment size for the Fraudulent Evaluator and His Associates to collect.

10- Make sure to unconditionally care for and respect the other parent, regardless. Only, if you found that one of a behavior is directly and clearly
dangerous to the child, then make your warning professionally clear, that you will stop at nothing to protect your child.

11 – To the fact of what do for living, I was able to very easily read and uncover the Fraudulent Evaluator’s destructive and totally misleading agenda.
With this knowledge size, I will make sure to cooperatively grow and orient loving parents and that is what CCFC is all about. “This cooperative
measure, we believe IS absolutely necessary.”

Thank you.

Emad Tadros, M.D.
Board Certified, Diplomate American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology.

#31 Comment By Anonymous On March 5, 2010 @ 7:05 pm

If you’re referring to Dr. John Parker in La Mesa, California, I think you’re way off base. Simply because somebody doesn’t have a degree in
“psychology” doesn’t mean the person is not qualified to practice. My understanding is that Parker’s Ph.D. in education is from University of Michigan at
Ann Arbor based along the lines of a curriculum that has become a joint education/psychology Ph.D. program as described on the web page [28]:

The Combined Program is a coordinated set of courses and research experiences leading to a Ph.D. degree in Education and Psychology.
The focus is on instructional psychology, broadly defined. Students are trained to conduct research in school settings, on significant
educational problems related to:

Human development in context of schools, families and communities
Cognitive and learning sciences
Motivation and self-regulated learning
Culture, ethnicity, social and class influences on learning and motivation

#32 Comment By D On March 28, 2010 @ 12:24 am

I’m not sure I should be posting my comments. However, I’ve spent the last 2 months researching online, spending every Saturday afternoon at the
public law library downtown and going over the family court transcript from my San Diego family court hearing 2 months ago.

Here is my situation in a nutshell. I’m a single parent who has had custody for over 6 years with no incidents. Recently my ex filed for a physical custody
AND a move-away (which we all know is a big deal these days). He cited a recent CPS report against me, the one and only CPS report against me that
came back as “inconclusive”.

Based on this one CPS report and an adverse recommendation from the FCS mediator the newly assigned family court judge not only took custody of
my children from my, she granted the move away to my ex, allowing him to take our children from San Diego. I have been the primary care taker of my
children since they were born. They have lived with me in this house for 11 years. There has never been an issue with CPS until 2 months ago – and the
judge gave me 5 court days to get my ducks in a row (which wasn’t nearly enough time to call or subpoena witnesses) and I literally lost my kids in 5
court days…..with no history or past issues except for this one CPS “inconclusive” report.

I don’t understand, but trust me….I will one day. I’m preparing an appeal but I’m sketchy on the process. I’m also preparing a lengthy letter to
supervising judge Lorna Alskne. If anyone has any suggestions or comments it would be very appreciated.

#33 Comment By Jonny On March 28, 2010 @ 1:58 am

I feel for you. You are finding out now that what has happened to your kids and you is normal conduct in San Diego.

Falsely accusing the other parent of abuse is almost a guarantee to get full custody in that county.

Even convincing the court to find that the accusation was without merit may take months or years. Then the fact that you were away from the kids for
so long will be used as an argument why you should continue to be kept away from them.

Writing about what the courts have done to your family is risky. Many of the judges are against free speech. They punish people who admit to
publicizing the misconduct of judges or any of their friends. The punishment isn’t just berating them, it can including financial penalties and worse,
including little to no time with their children.

The supervising judge you think will help you probably won’t. She is one of the judges who oppose free speech and will punish people she suspects of
having said or written things she does not like, even when true. She and other San Diego judges are known to reward parents making abuse
allegations with increased custody even when they are found to be false.
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The only positive for you is that you’re female and female judges are often sexist. But don’t count on it helping you. Judges know they should appear
unbiased by gender. A female judge might decide she’s going to reward your ex’s abuse allegations to demonstrate she isn’t biased against men, to
offset the many the times she prejudicially sided with other women.

You should know you’re probably listed on the California child abuse index now. That’s what happens to many people in situations like yours.
“Inconclusive” means you’ll be considered a child abuser without a trial or hearing. This could be really bad for you. You may have trouble getting a job
or changing jobs. Your ex and CPS benefit from defaming you and will mention the accusations against you and use them to control outcomes.

The only way you don’t get listed in that index is if the investigation says the accusations are unfounded. What that means is very subjective, but CPS
has financial incentive to list you as a suspected child abuser so they tend to do it. I’ve read they get paid by Uncle Sam for labeling people as child
abusers.

Getting off that list is difficult. Even when people are found factually innocent and a court orders the government to remove their names, they won’t do
it. It can negatively impact parenting and child custody and even the employment of people who work in education, medical care, counseling, or
anything that might involve children.

Is that a violation of law to treat somebody as guilty without a trial? The government and courts don’t care. Look at [29] for an example of their
twisted reasons about why it is OK for the government to defame people as child abusers when they are not. That was in Yuba County, but San Diego
is no different.

#34 Comment By Jonny On March 28, 2010 @ 2:36 am

Dr. Tadros,

Don’t forgot another reason why so many families are bankrupted in California family law courts. The judges like it that way because it makes it
impossible for the families they victimized to appeal their cases.

Right up front, they expect the litigants to file disclosures telling everybody about all the assets and income. The judge and attorneys know exactly how
much litigation they can squeeze out of the family to maximize their fees and reduce the chances of appeal.

#35 Comment By Jonny On March 28, 2010 @ 2:40 am

Eileen Lasher,

Surely your kids must be adults by now? Why are you still fighting to get child support?

#36 Comment By Ben Siegfried On April 4, 2010 @ 7:25 pm

I have written letters to Lorna Alksne and she has written back.

Clear-cut violations of CRC Title 5 have been brought to her attention and she beats around the bush, evades the questions I ask, and well, basically
ignores the problem when it is her duty to handle the complaints against Custody Evaluators. I had Stephen Doyne who has violated CRC 5.225 for
years and in my case. He never legally attached to my case as a 730 evaluator. The proof is in the paperwork, yet Alksne does nothing. She is the worst
Supervising Judge imaginable, and Doyne is the worst violator imaginable. Doyne teaches the very CRC 5.225 that he violates. San Diego Family Court
doesn’t give a rat’s-rear about doing what is right and moral, all they care about is their own self-interests.

#37 Comment By Al On April 5, 2010 @ 6:33 pm

Why do you think San Diego divorce courts are so bad? I’ll give you a clue — the head judge, Supervising Judge Lorna Alksne, is an evasively duplicitous
and biased judge. She sets the standards for all the other judges she supervises in the divorce courts. Few will bother to rise above her miserable
examples of dragged out court battles with kid-abusing for the profit of her lawyer friends.

There’s a petition to recall Lorna Alksne being circulated at [30].

#38 Pingback By CCFC Protests San Diego Family Courts on April 15, 2010 | angiEmedia On April 12, 2010 @ 8:50 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#39 Pingback By CCFC Family Law Protest in San Diego Results in Arrest of Group Leader | angiEmedia On April 16, 2010 @ 4:43 am

[...] fraud, and malpractice alleged by many San Diego parents against psychological evaluator Stephen Doyne. It may not be far-fetched to say that
Doyne is the single person most responsible for the founding [...]

#40 Pingback By San Diego Lawyer Jeffrey Fritz Increases Conflict and Costs | angiEmedia On April 20, 2010 @ 10:05 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#41 Pingback By CCFC Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case | angiEmedia On April 20, 2010 @ 10:07 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#42 Pingback By Judge Lorna Alksne Eager For New Weapons For Judicial Abuse | angiEmedia On April 22, 2010 @ 3:13 am

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#43 Pingback By California AB 2475 To Strip Immunity from Custody Evaluators | angiEmedia On May 5, 2010 @ 1:42 am

[...] will probably find themselves sued out of practice. This is as it should be. Evaluators such as Stephen Doyne of San Diego amply deserve that [...]
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#44 Comment By justicedelayedisjusticedenied On May 18, 2010 @ 6:30 pm

The supervising judge should be brought before a criminal trial, with a jury of her peers. She would be found guilty of malfeasance, misfeasance,
negligence, incompetence. She would be behind bars for decades, probably to her grave.

#45 Pingback By Cole Stuart’s Review of Baskerville’s “Taken Into Custody” | angiEmedia On June 18, 2010 @ 8:34 pm

[...] court abuse banded together to form the California Coalition for Families and Children to oppose misconduct by San Diego judges and dishonest
“experts” such as Dr. Stephen Doyne. In 2010, he became the target for what appears to be illegal political persecution by Judges Lorna [...]

#46 Comment By From Emad Tadros MD On June 29, 2010 @ 8:11 pm

When I first got involved in the forum of family court I, like most parents dragged into this system, expected justice, fairness, and that courts would
respect the law. Every child is taught in school that our nation is founded on Constitutional principles of respect for citizens and limited government
intervention. Yet that is not the case in the United States today, particularly in family court.

Many of the comments I have made here are the result of my efforts to gather information to understand why the family courts are not working as most
parents would expect. At CCFC we’ve learned from many parents that courts are not operating to promote their communities and their citizens. Many
parents have been broken not only as parents, but as human beings. It is extraordinarily sad to hear how the courts have produced thousands of
frustrated, financially broke parents who, before entering this tragically broken system, were effective, functional, and loving parents. After leaving
family court their assets are decimated, likely owned by the so called multi-millionaire psychologists, attorneys, and others whom I have called Family
Dismantlers.

Most people don’t understand how the courts, psychologists, and the family court system operators have grown beyond their normal boundaries like a
treacherous malignancy. Rather than resolve disputes efficiently, attorneys, courts, and service providers have become quite adept at orienting moms
and dads to escalate conflict, setting up every family member, most tragically including the children, for failure, arrests, baseless accusations and on
many occasions for the children to be controlled by the state and deprived of their own very loving parents hands.

The state, acting often on no evidence whatsoever, prefers to traffic children into foster homes instead. By virtue of their baseless and irrational
actions, in a very real sense, our state is engaged in kidnapping, child trafficking, and child abuse.

Why would a state be charged with responsibility for promoting the general welfare and health and safety of its citizens take such action? The answer
is simple: As the whistleblower informant in the Nixon Watergate scandal deep-throat said: follow the money. During my years in practice and family
court I learned that when the Evaluator (or attorney at the start) fabricates and heats up instability between parents, the court personnel are
rewarded with their own “Stimulus-Package” of court-ordered payments taken out of the family’s savings paid to the so-called court ordered NEEDED
SERVICES:

Court-ordered therapists (I use that term with unabashed sarcasm) regularly charge parents $200-$400 per 45 minutes for services to remedy the very
havoc the attorneys themselves have engendered, and the courts have utterly failed to resolve. The more time spent fixing a fabricated and desired
havoc created by the therapist, the richer the court-ordered therapist becomes. In family court the therapists desire and do attempt to take years and
tens of thousands of dollars to resolve what? The problems the attorneys and courts themselves created, and the therapists perpetuate?

To be fair, the therapists are not the primary culprits of the system that incentivizes aggressive parents to engage in this extremely unhealthy battle is
the primary culprit. Parents are told that the system is broken and susceptible to manipulation.

They’re told that if they don’t strike first then they could be the victims. Like 29th century duelers, they face a terrifying choice, either I take advantage
of this easily-manipulated system first, or my ex-spouse will, leaving me broke and childless. Thus the system effectively encourages, perpetuates, and
feeds off of practices which are extremely harmful to litigants, their children, and communities. The
current practices in family court are a shocking offense to the rule of law, community order, our local and national economy, and human rights.

Parents who had never had problem parenting their own children before divorce once in the family court, are suddenly ordered to pay supervisors
$100-$200 per hour just to see their children. Why?
Because courts are ineffective at accurately evaluating when supervision is truly necessary, and fearing a blemish on their own political record, err on
the side of caution by placing parents into a supervision situation at the drop of a hat.

Yet courts shockingly fail to recognize the clear harm such orders cause by draining parental financial resources, interfering with parent-child
relationships, and encouraging abusive parents to use supervision to destroy the relationships between their child and the enemy parent. Often the
perceived enemy parent isn’t an enemy at all, but abusive parents driven by their own fears, anger, and aggression, stoked by attorneys and courts
are motivated to such actions out of harmful emotions of fear, anger, and vindictiveness. Under supervision, contact with your own children can cost
tens of thousands of dollars per year per child. And of course courts are reluctant to remove supervision as abusive parents seek to keep the hurdles in
place, the psychologists are eager to pass business off to their regular colleagues in the form of further Court Order Mediators, Case Managers, Special
Masters, Reunification Therapists, Evaluators, Exchangers, and others that justifies the family funds to be rechanneled to the Ancillary “SERVICES.”

And courts are fearful that if they remove supervision their own political careers may be impacted. Results burden the child and parents with costly,
always unnecessary, and incontrovertibly supervisors at the parent’s own cost, trouble, and expense further enabling the abusive parent and
incentivizing the psychologists, attorneys, and service providers to continue the abuse regardless of its legitimacy.

Courts regularly appoint Minor’s Counsel to speak for the child even though the child’s best interests are almost universally the same: Unfettered
access with both parents. Minor’s counsel, earning $250-300/hr., regularly have little or no real understanding of the child’s needs (and many have
never even seen the child), yet are paid handsomely to advocate for the child. In fact, however, they are advocating for their own job security by
perpetuating conflict and hence a need for their services.

Tragically, one of the worst things that could happen to a child (who didn’t hire, doesn’t need, and can’t fire his or her own attorney) is to be appointed
someone who doesn’t even know or love them, doesn’t know their parents, needs their money, and is willing to take it to promote their own career. As
often as not, minors counsel regularly put liens on the homes of the parents, thereby robbing their own clients of their inheritance and financial future.
It is a shocking and despicable practice fraught with conflicts of interest that should never be tolerated by any sane society.

Reunification Therapists (who are purportedly hired to unify what was dismantled by the court professionals) are equally unnecessary. Courts, rather
than simply avoid destroying the family in the first place, order that parents pay such professionals $250-300 a session to help to repair what the
courts themselves have destroyed. They often insist on taking many years. The younger the child’s age the bigger the investment size for those
professionals. If there was no isolation, there will no job for this job title.

A Specific Evaluator Court ordered by name who will evaluate, fabricate, intentionally dismantle for months, reevaluate for years at $250-300 an hour
and then kickback re-evaluations from other evaluators to un-entangle the havoc each evaluator created, in the first place. Would that fit the criteria of
a RACKET?

A Specific Case Manager and or Special Master is personally court ordered at the same $$ range to do the same. Would you expect anything? I mean
anything to EVER be managed?

In addition many claimed non-existent phone charges amongst the so called specific name court ordered professionals making claims of side talks with
each other billing and ripping off the parents thousands of dollars per child, per calendar year!

San Diego Parents ask me: How much does the San Diego court get $$ compensated monthly from placing every child away from his parents in foster
homes? Does anyone know?

How much the total to the court would be if foster home placements were ordered for many children? Would that be the millions? And if many children
were placed for few years, would that be in the tens of millions?

How much does the court get compensated for issuing restraining orders?
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Evaluator Stephen Doyne is a good product and live example of our San Diego County Courts. Does this fake credentialed Stephen Doyne, phd, whom
his judicial election donations remain secret and not publicly divulged, get his recommendations practically rubber stamped by the judges?

Why the Evaluator creates a havoc to successfully split between parents, fabricating the so-called professional recommendations, thereby creating
justification for the court to rubberstamp his referrals to only a specific names of court professionals but not others in the community while in-fact those
community’s ones carry REAL SPECIALTY CERTIFICATION credentials?

IS there a secret code or hidden language amongst the limited by names court ordered professionals?

Or is it because corrupt professionals do not wish be uncovered and be figured out by such real caliber certified professional colleagues of how
unprofessional they can be?

Would a good parent need the imaginary Evaluator’s and/or ancillary services? What would be the financial consequences on the Court appointed
“SERVICES” when stating the truth about a fit parent?

Would the result of stating the truth about how good and loving and of a parent he/she is, cause this specifically named Court Ordered professionals by
the judge(s) be broke? Yes or No?

Are these Election donations creating injustice, unfairness and inequity leading to such cesspool fake fraudulent fabricating un-professionals pirating
the innocent citizens and their family assets?

Do we have a subtle system that would cause the Kids Funds and family retirement and assets be siphoned down to nothing by such court
dismantlers? And Why?

Final question, When the Court lacks to condition its professional qualifications to the real and well respected actual specialty boards, why does the
court still limit its court orders against the trusting and innocent families by specifying the order to such deceiving and SPECIFIC NAMES?

Should we call this Justice or Racketeering?

Cole, I have no doubt in my mind that your intelligence was able to very easily see through this Chronic Judicial Fraud and CCFC is proud of you. Your
intelligence is striking, giving families and children many hopes and only causing the fraudulent(s) to be on the run. You are well balanced, sensible,
respectful and your approaches are professional. You can read others well and your approach is very skilled to all of us to act in the most professional
way approaching our San Diego County Courts from fostering any fraudulent behavior and/or violating California Rules of the Court that have been
already violated by our County Courts from 2001 till end of 2009. Your fervor is needed to aid those unfairly court ordered moms and dads and their
innocent suffering children. Time is on “the justice to prevail side” and I am confident that as we continue to blow the Justice-Horn, fraud associates will
vanish and IT IS MATTER OF TIME.

We are proud of you and Professor Baskerville whom both figured out those Family Dismantlers who operate by simply uncovering their “Legal-Art-of-
Non-Sense” funneling it down to fuel a High Conflict between moms and dads and victimize the children.

Wake up moms and dads. I do see every parent who continues to utilize the dismantlers’ services as naive and not being able to see the overall
picture, yet. Since when the dismantlers care about your child? If that is the case, would those multi-millionaires do it for free? … The dismantlers can
read you better than you think….

You do need to get down to the level of your innocent child’s heart desires and struggling mind, before it is too late suffering a product of a victimized
child on your hands who would need more of their SERVICES. If you taught your child directly or indirectly to disfavor the other parent; your child will
grow to learn how to hate, Period. Eventually you yourself will be added to your child’s hateful mind orchestrated by those clever Family Dismantlers.

If you could not make a homerun in your marriage, strike by the closest you can. This can only be accomplished by peace, love, admiration and respect
to each other parent, regardless. Be a good example to your own kids. When you read Baskerville and uptoparents.org, you all parents will realize that
you have to lead each other in the most loving and respectful direction of your own suffering child’s mind “I love mom and dad equally” to take the
control out of the frauds who are only focused on getting your monies and never your own Child’s Best Interest.

Uptoparents.org: “Tell your child of 10 good things about the other parent. Go down to day one of how you both started and give your child the priority
and not your own.

I personally believe that it is never how bad mom or dad is. It is how clever the ancillary destructive services parent to keep parents in the ring, fighting.

Undue pride, fabrication by parents as being guided by the dismantlers, justify the court dismantlers to come back full circle to fuel leaching on
everything you own down to the bone. Ask yourselves: Did I love mom more or dad more or both were 100% loved but just different?

Your child is not any different and this is what your child thinks. Both parents need to help your children “with their innate needs” and never our own. A
child reared by one parent is never healthier than a child reared by both parents, regardless of what the dismantlers falsify! Would one parent be in the
child’s best interest? It is in-fact the child’s worst interest!

Child’s best interest is the mantra that such fraudulent misleading San Diego County Continuing Legal Educator teacher, Resume Repeated Fraud,
Stephen Doyne phd, who publicizes to own Diplomate certification when in-fact he purchased a useless piece of paper over the internet for $350 to lull
the judges, deceive the attorneys and intimidate the naïve average public. He purchased it the same owner of this Diploma-Mill who sold a Diploma to
Zoe the cat.

Google Expertise to GO the Print by Mark Hansen & Professor Carolyn Henderson Scientific Evidence Review and Expert Witness Testimony in the Court
Room page 7 & 8 & the Credentialing Con. The truth, logic and science speak for itself here.

Thank you and wish both parents of every child the very best for your child’s endeavors.

Emad Tadros, M.D.
Diplomate American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology.
Co-Founder California Coalition for Families and Children/CCFC

#47 Comment By Ben Siegfried On June 30, 2010 @ 9:47 pm

Stephen Doyne has a phony Diplomate credential from a man who runs a certification mill who has given a Diplomate to a pet cat named Zoe, and to a
jailed convict. Doyne’s Diplomate is not a real Board certification like from the ABPP or ABFP. Doyne uses this Diplomate to fool you into believing he’s a
real bonified Diplomate. Google below and see what is fact about the certification mill Diplomate he has.

Google… the credentialing con
[31]

Google… The Print Vol. 16 by Mark Hansen
[32]

Google… Professor Carol Henderson Scientific Evidence Review: admissibility and use of expert witness (Read pp.1-8 that come up)
[33]

Doyne also lies on his CV. See courthouseforum.com for the facts. Do a search within that site for “Doyne,” then view pp.7-13. Doyne lies about his
teaching experience.

Ask him for his CV or his credentials, he won’t give them to you. Real professionals would practically be running to their copy machine to share their
achievements with real pride, but not Doyne. Why? View the facts and you’ll see why.

Doyne also says on his CV that he teaches CRC 5.225 and 5.230. This would mean that he has filed a form FL-326 for every litigant he has done a 730
custody evaluation for from 2001 onward. FL-326 is THE form for due process of an evaluator legally attaching to litigants in a custody evaluation. It
also allows him to prove he is properly trained and has the lawful training and education as mandated by the State of CA. FL-326 is a MUST. Prior to July
24, 2009 Doyne never used FL-326, therefore he has been nothing but an illegal interloper in 1000s of custody evaluations he has done from 2001 to
2009. Go look in anyone’s case file you know who has had a custody evaluation, you won’t find an FL-326 for anyone from 2001 to July 24, 2009, not
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with the clerk of the court or in any litigants case file, and you won’t find one that was completed in the proper time-frame as mandated by the State.
Again, Doyne says on his CV that in 2004 he taught CRC 5.225 and 5.230. Doyne lies! He lies and is a CA State Rules of Court violator. He has NEVER
been qualified to be a 730 Code Custody Evaluator from the time FL-326 became mandatory to July 24, 2009. Beware of this so-called professional. I
recommend using real Board certified professionals that don’t lie. Good luck finding one in San Diego, San Diego Superior Court NEVER used Forms FL-
327 and FL-326 prior to July 24, 2009. These forms have been black letter law for mandatory use, a MUST, for years. Beware San Diego Parents.
Beware of the unFamily Court and its unprofessionals. They will violate you in more ways than you can ever imagine.

#48 Comment By Chris On July 1, 2010 @ 2:26 am

Ben is on the mark with regards to FL-326 form violations in San Diego family law courts.

Judge Lorna Alksne and her staff have been involved in attempting to “fix” or “cover up” this mess as we described in our article [34] from November
2009.

#49 Pingback By A Judge’s View of “Best Interests of the Children” | angiEmedia On July 6, 2010 @ 9:28 pm

[...] I particularly thank Sheriff Bill Gore, City Attorney Jan Goldsmith, and our esteemed friend Stephen Doyne who have all done so much for our
community. Thank you also to the entire San Diego County Bar [...]

#50 Pingback By San Diego Judge Edward Allard On The Way Out for Misconduct? | angiEmedia On July 19, 2010 @ 1:25 pm

[...] Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts Under Fire [...]

#51 Comment By LANN RINGLING On August 6, 2010 @ 10:26 pm

I HAD A SOCIAL WORKER ACTIVE WHO WAS ARE 730 EVULATOR CAUGHT GIVEING FALSE CPS REPORT ASWELL INFORMATION HELPING THE OTHER PARTY
TO THE POINT CPSSENT A REP IN A UN ANOUNCED VISIT TO MY HEARNG TELLING THE COURT THIS PERSON COMMITTED PLAJERICM? PERJURY AND WAS
NO BIAS INFACT SHE WAS HELPING PETIONER TO THE CRIMINAL LEVEL THEY APOLGIZED OVERLY SUGGESTED THE COURT REMOVE THIS PERSON WHO
HAD DELAYED REPORT FOR 18 MONTHS THEY PROMISED CRIMINAL ACTION NIETHER COURT OR SOCIAL SERVICES DID ANY THING DO I HAVE A LAWSUIT
AFTERALL THIS PERSON TOLD ME MY SON WAS TAKEN FROM ME BY CPS ND REPORTED IT TO COURT I WAS A WRECK TELL TH HEARING ASWELL AS I
PAYED THIS PERSON 714 228 1076 LANN RINGLING

#52 Comment By C. Signs On August 28, 2010 @ 1:50 am

I whole hardly agree with these accusations, my daughter was put through the court system in Vista. The father of her child lied on the stand as well as
his two sisters. I couldn’t believe that liars could win in a court system. We paid a lot of money to my daughter’s lawyers. The dad is getting child
support and spousal support, this is unbelieveable!!!! He is a dead beat. I just have lost faith in the court system in this state for moms.

#53 Comment By From Emad Tadros MD On September 3, 2010 @ 4:53 pm

List of Animals With Fraudulent Credentials-Whores of the Court- Snake Oil Saleman

As a part of ongoing CCFC Mission to our community with sincere advice, we now present our professional findings with sincere hopes alerting the
public and be politely constructive to our judiciary:
1- What is and what is not Specialty Board Certified? 2- Why Specialty Board-Certification is Pivotal and was created as early as 1947?
3- Were there fraudulent psychologists that created a clear and convincing evidence justifying the existence and growth of such ABPP, which is the real
board certification?
4- What is meaning of having a “Diploma”?
5- Why Stephen Doyne was very clever using the word Diploma but in the same breath and in all Truth Doyne was successfully deceiving the judges,
attorneys and the public at large and why this took place for many years?
6- What was ZOEKATZE dot com or Credentialing con, CAT owner Dr. Eitchel trying to tell our nation in the most practical way?
7- Did the CAT owner and Dr. Tadros prove their point and actually proved it well?
8- Would there be a shred of professional integrity, science or any clinical credibility when a well trusted child custody Evaluator allows himself to kick-
back between other court professionals for all be paid for all roles such as either as Evaluator or Parents’ or Child Therapist or Mediator or Special
Master or Reunification Therapist; who then excels in defrauding the public and legal community with totally deceiving credentials and for many years?
Public BEWARE that Stephen Doyne Phd and “His Associates” have taken the Extra MIle to intimidate the Courthouse Forum by removing all the
concrete evidence that was posted in the form of True and Factual Exhibits landing on a dime pinpointing Doyne’s fraud and as a matter of fact. The
exhibits that were removed are already filed in San Diego Superior Court that some of them are now mysteriously gone missing!!! In those Exhibits
Doyne shifted between 3 Diplomas: a- Diplomate American college of Forensic Psychology which neither heard of Doyne nor ever issued a single
Diploma.
b- Diplomate American College of Forensic Examiners which is never the real board with 14 counterfit boards for a PRICE, one of which Doyne shifted to
and called himself: c- The American “Board” (same as the college in #2) of forensic Examiners. Again, this college is only a Propaganda sham piece of
paper purchased for $299 when it is on sale, otherwise it is $350 for a worthless piece of paper, looking good enough to convey credibility, printed at a
2500 square foot home on 2750 East Sunshine Springfield Missouri, built in 1957, owned by Robert O’Block, who has been cited by Google: 1- Attorney
Mark Hansen Expertise to GO at the Print by the ABA, 2- Scientific Evidence review and admissibility of the Expert Evidence in the Courtroom/Chapter 1
Expert Witness Qualifications and Testimony page 7 & 8, Professor of Law Carolyn Henderson – Stetson School of Law- and President of the American
Academy of Forensic Sciences. 3- The Credentialing Con. 4- The Wall Street Article by Elizabeth McDonald: “It is in the Credentials,” which is now
removed from being publicly posted on Courthouse Forum as it is impossible to get it on line. You will have to go to either the main Law library on Front
Street or the main public library on 10th or 11th street? 5- Selected publication of Golding, Stephen. L. (1999). The Voir Dire of Forensic Experts: Issues
of qualification and training [Subtitle: "Sheepskins for sale: Shortcut to Slaughter?]. Google these articles and compare the details as to what is the
REAL ABPP is all about, Doyne and his Associate Frauds will speak for themselves.
THE AMERICAN BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, INC. (ABPP) 600 Market St., Suite 300 Chapel Hill, NC 27516 [35] org is the Real specialty Board
which never heard of Doyne as Eligible or ever Certified for anything! With our Best Wishes to San Diego Public….
Posted by California Coalition for Families and Children/CCFC

#54 Comment By From Emad Tadros MD On September 3, 2010 @ 5:04 pm

Whores Of the Court page 98 & 99 Snake Oil Saleman  –  – 2010-09-01
What is wrong is that the psychological industry takes advantage of the public’s desperate need for answers to impossible psychological questions and
claims to be able to satisfy that need. It is a lie. These snake oil salesmen PRETEND to a gullible public and to our courts to know things-to have been
trained in things-they cannot possibly know anything about, and pretend to be able to provide help
they cannot possibly provide. Worse, professional organizations stand behind these claims of psychological expertise, not only by permitting advertising
but by providing continuing education credit for what is nothing more than complete nonsense. Worse, our state governments
license practitioners to make claims of expertise based on this same nonsense.

It is crucial that we determine whether someone will kill againCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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or if a child will be harmed in a particular setting, whether someone is guilty of a particular action, when someone is lying. Because these matters are so
vital, our courts are desperate for certainty and they search for this certainty beyond their own limitations. In the current system of American
jurisprudence, psychologists are asked to make these decisions under the assumption that theyunlike their poor, benighted, nonpsychological brethren-
are specially
trained and skilled at making these decisions. They are not.
They cannot be.

Claims about psychological expertise are being made on and off the witness stand, and psychological “services” are being offered to the public by
entrepreneurs who represent themselves as CERTIFIED and licensed and expertly knowledgeable in matters about which they cannot possibly qualify
as true experts because no one on earth could.
Let us be very clear about the true state of the psychologist’s art.

Psychologists do not know any more about behavior than the average man or woman in the jury box or the judge’s robes. Psychologists do not know
what causes behavior and they are entirely incapable of pinpointing some hypothetical event in the past that has led to the present state of an
individual. They do not know what got done, how it got done, or whodunit. And not only are they unable to predict future behavior any better than the
man or woman on the street, they …..(page99)… are actually worse at it, blinded as they are by the illusion of their own expertise. Diagnostic
categories are not validly established and diagnoses cannot be rendered reliably. Neither can therapy be reliably used to change the behavior of our
citizens, juvenile or adult, violent or simply wayward. Psychologists have no special ability to read into the soul-or
mind or psyche-of another human with any more accuracy than the rest of us. Upon finishing graduate or medical school they are not gven special
soulographs or psychometers that let them plumb the depths of anyone’s psychological being. There simply is no mental stethoscope, no matter how
much our justice system wishes there were.
Clinicians are not trained to perform the myriad tasks the legal
system asks them to perform because no body of knowledge exists to support such training. It is a sorry state of affairs, but it is the onlystate we’ve
got.

This an our ongoing commitment to Alert the Naive Trusting Public, Promote the One and Only Real Specialty Board Certification and weed out the Bogus
Propaganda Credentials Frauds starting with their Leader, Stephen Doyne Phd.

Posted for Educational and Credentials Enhancement Purposes by California Coalition for Famileis and Children/CCFC..

#55 Pingback By Alleged Medical Fraud in La Mesa, California, by Stowe BioTherapy Selling “Stem Cell Cure” for ALS | angiEmedia On September 13, 2010
@ 5:35 pm

[...] and his allegedly fradulent practice of medicine. The reader has likened it to the case of San Diego’s Stephen Doyne, Ph.D., the psychologist in ill
repute for his dishonest credentials from diploma mills as well as his [...]

#56 Comment By One of Thousands On September 17, 2010 @ 8:39 am

Doyne has been exposed to have fraudulent certifications, to have lied on his resume three times, to have changed the names of institutions he claimed
granted him legitimate credentials, has bilked dozens of parents out of millions of dollars, has been sued numerous times for fraud, malpractice, lying
and theft.

These are not controvertible facts — see the evidence by searching Doyne, Channel 10, San Diego Reader, or simply review the files for yourself at [16].

That’s troubling. But even more troubling is that he’s now propagating even more lies and abuse. At events he speaks at he regularly tells audiences
that the lawsuits have “been dismissed.”

First, that’s a lie. There are at least two ongoing lawsuits involving Doyne. None have been dismissed.

But even more untruthful is that Doyne does not tell his audience members that the only reason he is able to protect himself against these charges —
which are demonstrably true — is that he is hiding behind what he calls “quasi-governmental immunity.” In other words, he’s saying “I’ve been
successful in thwarting efforts to hold me accountable for my lies, fraud, and abuse because I work in a courthouse sometimes.”

No kidding folks — he believes that he can lie, cheat, and steal, but that the law allows him to do it with impunity. Yet despite the fact that he
essentially admits to these acts — he hasn’t issued any apology, hasn’t changed his thieving ways, hasn’t refunded any client’s money, and most
troubling repeatedly continues to make the very same misrepresentation that have been proven false.

In other words, he’s thumbing his nose at the courts, attorneys, his clients, and their children and our community, yet continues to earn millions under
the nose of those who we’ve entrusted with the responsibility to care for our community.

This is a disturbing reality that shows exactly what George Carlin stated in 2007 before his death: “Your government doesn’t give a s**t about you.”
Your government, San Diego, is saying “sure, it’s clear Doyne rips people off, lies, and harms people and their kids, but we’re okay with that.” No
kidding folks — your government is complicit in, and indeed encourages, illegal conduct. If that doesn’t give you reason to wake up and throw these
crooked judges and bureaucrats out of office I don’t know what will.

San Diego — if you’re willing to permit judges who permit this kind of corruption and abuse to remain in office, you’re either stupid, in on the deal, or
taking way too much Prozac. Wake up people — you’re getting screwed big time.

What to do about it? Only one solution: throw the bastards out, vote for judges who will roll up sleeves and clean up the cesspool that is divorce court,
and take back the democracy that the blood of your mothers and fathers accomplished for you. It is the only responsible thing to do as an American.

“What country can preserve its liberties if its rulers are not warned from time to time that their people preserve the spirit of resistance?”
~Thomas Jefferson

#57 Pingback By San Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing Families Using Restraining Orders | angiEmedia On October 28, 2010 @
11:32 pm

[...] Protest in San Diego Family Law CourtsSan Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych EvalsStephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts
Under FireCrimes Against Children: “Zero Tolerance” and “Kids for Cash”Corrupt [...]

#58 Comment By CORRUPTIONINTHECOURTS On November 30, 2010 @ 3:58 am

[36]

You are correct, I live in Illinois and the evalautors GALs and attorney here are just as corrupt as California. It seems that everyone just wants to force
people to try to get along even when it is proven time and time again that it is just not working. I am convinced that these whores of the courts just
want to keep people in the system so they can keep on taking their money.

#59 Pingback By San Diego Superior Court Seeks New Grand Jury For 2011 / 2012 | angiEmedia On December 14, 2010 @ 1:27 am

[...] Protest in San Diego Family Law CourtsSan Diego Courts Cover Up Missing Forms and Psych EvalsStephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law Courts
Under Fire var SurphaceSettings={s4id:'YWH1AN33'};var [...]
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#60 Comment By Emad Tadros MD and The Chronically Cheated Families at Large On December 16, 2010 @ 1:48 am

On 4-15-10 I stated in public, to Judge Bloom that FL326 is mandated to be filed “Under The Penalty of Perjury.” On this form, a verified signature by the
evaluator is mandated according to Rule 5.225 k-1-b, which states in BOLD that this form must be filled out and signed “Under The Penalty of Perjury”
10 days before ANY custody work starts, by any evaluator.

The ethical, legal and professional instructions from the SDCBA to all San Diego attorneys, who are supposed to care about the child Best Interest, is to
never touch any old cases as it is illegal on its face and according to the clear cut mandate outlined by 5.225 k-1-b.

As a matter of fact filing these forms after the fact is only committing perjury in day-light.

Any layman would wonder: was this prompting to flagrantly violate CRC, serve the public or serve the Attorneys?

Was this about Child’s Best Interest or was it about taking the candy out of the kids mouth and keep the attorneys sucking on it, instead?

PLEASE READ AND EXAMINE WHAT WAS ALREADY FILED PUBLIC AND NOW OUTLINED IN THE PENDING TO BE FILED AMIUCS…….

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: [37]

To: [38]

Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2010 12:34:31 AM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Email from Robert Lesh to Family Law Community

Emad,

Below is a forwarded email I received from an anonymous source who is a member of the San Diego Family Law community. I was told that this email
was sent as a mass emailing to all members of the San Diego County Bar Association who practice in family law. I had originally received this email in
early October of 2009 and as you recall, had forwarded it to you and various other members of the ‘Doyned’ community at that time.

If required, I can and will testify under oath as to the conditions that I received this communication under and the integrity of the individual who
forwarded this document to me and his/her professional affiliation (a practicing member of the family law section of the San Diego Bar Association) in
order that you can legally establish the veracity of this document with the courts.

Regards!
John van Doorn
—————————————————————————–

Robert Lesh [mailto:wrl@leshlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 5:19 PM
To: SDCBA Family Law Section
Subject: [sdcbafamilylaw] Important Custody Evaluation Forms/Orders

SDCBA Community Message Sent by: W. Lesh. To reply privately to W. Lesh,
Click Here

Note: By replying to this message, your response will be e-mailed
directly to the individual sender. Click “Reply to All” in your e-mail
client to send your response to all SDCBA Family Law Section members
instantly. This is a PRIVATE list for members of the SDCBA’s Family Law
Section. Do not forward messages or post confidential case or client
data on this list server. For a list of SDCBA list serve guidelines,
click here.

To permanently unsubscribe from this listserve, Click Here

I have been advised that a press conference occurred today (October 1)
which involved the issue of custody evaluations and the submission to
the Court of the attached Family Law Forms 326 and 327. As you may be
aware from a prior e-mail I sent to all of you, these forms are
mandatory and have been now for some time. Whenever you are involved in
a custody evaluation matter, you need to make sure that your custody
evaluators sign form FL-326 and that that gets filed with the Court, as
there is a strong possibility that the custody evaluator will not be
paid for work that they perform prior to the form being signed and
submitted to the Court.

As to Family Law 327, that also needs to be signed and contained in the
case file.

It seems apparent that there is going to be a tremendous amount of
scrutiny being placed upon these forms and if you have any old cases
still pending where these forms have not been used, please make sure
that they are filed appropriately as you risk claims from your client
that the matter was not properly handled, if they later disagree with
the recommendations from the evaluator.

If you have any particular questions regarding this, feel free to
contact me.

Bob Lesh
CFLS Chair
__.___._

ABOUT THIS MESSAGE FROM THE FAMILY LAW SECTION

You are a receiving this email as a member of the San Diego County Bar
Association’s Family Law Section. This email was generated through a
listserve, and does not represent the views of the San Diego County Bar
Association, or the San Diego County Bar Association’s Family Law
Section. To adjust your list delivery settings and subscription options
for all SDCBA list servers and communities, Click Here.

NOTE: By replying to this message, you will be replying to the
individual sender. Click “Reply to All” to send your message to all
members of the Family Law Section

To send your own message, send email to
[39]

To permanently unsubscribe from the Family Law Section listserve, Click
Here.
_.___.__

#61 Comment By Emad Tadros and the Habitually Cheated and Frustrated San Diego families and Children On December 18, 2010 @ 7:43 pm
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September 15,2010
San Diego

Dear Senator Boxer:

The pleadings that are screamed aloud by the violated San Diego Families are real, and are of extreme concern. Our San Diego County Judiciary now fits
the criteria of a Fascist establishment that operates in conjunction with a specific group of the private industry, who constantly and illegally fund judges’
election campaigns, all to collude and rip off the families and grandparents of their assets while using the suffering children as PAWNS. “Pay for play,”
otherwise the financially capable parent cannot be able to see his/her children. The San Diego Court professionals have been unprofessional thugs
violating California Rules/CRC of Court for the last 9 years. The CRC were made Mandatory for a reason! As a result parents and their children have
been constantly broken down financially, professionally and as a human being stripped off their basic rights.

The California Administrative Office of the Courts/AOC (which employs the California Judicial Council that establishes California Rules of the Court/CRC),
has been cleverly represented by Mr. Eric Pulido. He is, in my opinion, specifically “hand-picked” to be as diplomatic as he can, absorb, waste time and
frustrate the complainants from the “clear as day” violated families! By doing so, families feel hopeless, go no further and throw in the towel. All in my
opinion, at the hands of the top of our state, the AOC that is located in San Francisco. The Public is not allowed any formal communication with these
public officials. Their email is held “confidential.” The one thing allowed is 866-865-6400 with only a recording and very limited time to leave a message
for a maximum of 30-45 seconds or so.

Repeated Phone calls and pleadings to the AOC have not been returned to many of our citizens for a reason! And when AOC does (with much
prompting) The documentation is left up to the interpretation and bias of the AOC listener or complaint taker, Erik Pulido. Nobody knows how and what
AOC exactly writes when they take such a phone complaint. They have taken some of our email addresses or contact information and said that they
would send us a confirmation of our complaints. So far, AOC has done nothing.

This is exactly what happened in my case, total silence from the AOC. I met with the Senate Judiciary Committee at the State Capital in Sacramento,
they expressed that the AOC is the “Fox in the Hen-House.” Is it true?

AOC very cleverly established a masked “Performa” Complaint Process. They refuse to give their email out and they tell you to locate their physical
address off the internet, but they will not give it to you over the phone and God only knows why the AOC behaves this way?

The AOC only allow a general fax (never a personal one) and this never confirms whether or not they received anything and how many pages they
received to start with? Therefore, the AOC has created a complaint process whereby there is no formal way of documenting anything. The AOC makes
sure not to have it formal for a very good reason!

The thievery, lies and deception all in the name of Justice is atop our nose. We are a group of committed high-functioning San Diego parents numbering
in the 100s, and on their behalf, CCFC is NOT going to keep quiet with those local and state corrupt officials who are all conspiring “wide eyed,” ripping
off family assets, all in the name of justice.

We are ready to fly to the White House. Whom should we ask to arrange a meeting with our President? Can you help us out?

Referenced Google sites are:

Angeimedia Stephen Doyne and San Diego Family COurt Under Fire
[40]

Channel 10 blog Custody Evaluator’ credentials questioned in a lawsuit
[9]

Stephen Doyne City Search Reviews
[41]

Emad Tadros, M.D.
858-775-2122
Cofounder/California Coalition for Families and Children

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “benjamin palmer”
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2010 7:29:12 AM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Fwd: [42]

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “Saskia Kim”
Cc: “Equalparenting” , “cole” , “Eileen Lasher” , “Maureen Miller” , “Harold Rose” , “John Van Doorn”
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2010 7:22:19 AM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Fwd: [42]

9-15-10
Dear Senator Saskia:

On the behalf of San Diego Parents, we are obligated to respect your office and your person as long as your office serves and does not mislead the
public! Any silence on what appears to be Organized-Crime, will be carried forwards and WE will go to the White House and IT IS A MATTER OF TIME.

Please allow me to express to you that I do not appreciate your silence which clearly conveys unprofessional approach, corresponding with my serious
concerns, in regards to our County Parents who have constantly been ripped off all her assets by our court Personnel, for many years, conducting illegal
activities and flat out violating California Rules of the Court. I do not believe that there should be an iota of any government official who should dream
that he/she will ever be “Above the Law.”

Please take a note that we are documenting any and all email communications with your office. And that we so far, have received nothing from your
office.
Emad Tadros, M.D.

.—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “Saskia Kim”
Cc: “cole staurt” , [43] , [44]

Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 3:45:07 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Fwd: [42]

8-26-10
Dear Senator Saskia:

Did you receive my May 21 2010 earlier email and its same attachments? If you did, we at California Coaliton for Families and Children/CCFC would
appreciate your office’s professional reply.. We have a lot of the ripped off families who lost their shirts because of our San Diego county’s court derelict
and unprofessional behavior! You reply is pivotal. Our San Diego County Courts, BAR and judges continue to use Doyne who is the solid CA Rules of the
Court CRC/Violator and total fraud as their number one referral source and lecturer to our judges and lawyers. I find this to be quite frustrating and is
clearly building more anger in our county and our families…. Are you going to do anything here?
Thank You..
Emad Tadros MD

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “Saskia Kim”
Cc: “cole”
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 3:13:29 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
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Subject: Fwd: [42]

Dear Senator Kim Saskia:

My name is Emad Tadros, MD, Diplomate American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. Your email was sent to me from my previous attorney, Mr. Michael
Aguirre who used to be the San Diego City Attorney for many years. I accidentally found your email and discovered that I totally forgot to send my
requests to you.

Mr. Aguirre was handling my case as a plaintiff before the San Diego Superior Court accusing Court officials of Fraud. Mr. Aguirre and I both mutually
gave up on his further involvement as long as my case stays in San Diego county Courts. Mr gruirre concluded that a BROAD San Diego formal
investigation of our county courts would reveal fraudulent and illegal utilization of state funding by our County Courts.

We have discovered that San Diego county Superior Court had undertaken unusual and unprofessional steps for the last nine years would mount to
serious State and Federal Felony Tax Evasion. Please investigate and I attached My Internal Revenue Service Letters for your convenience.

Emad Tadros, MD
San Diego
[45]

office 619-291-4808
cell: 858-775-2122

Attorney Cole Stuart
858-335-2653
“cole” ;

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “michael aguirre”
To: [38]

Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2009 4:13:21 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: [42]

Michael J. Aguirre

Aguirre, Morris & Severson

444 West C Street, Suite 210

San Diego, CA 92129

(619) 876-5364

[46]

#62 Comment By Emad Tadros and the Habitually Cheated and Frustrated San Diego families and Children On December 18, 2010 @ 8:18 pm

—– Forwarded Message —–
From: “Emad Tadros”
To: “eric”
Cc: ……………………………………………….
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 4:18:41 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Formal email communication to request a Formal Investigation against San Diego Judiciary filed CCFC

9-22-10

Dear Mr. Pulido:

We sincerely appreciate your professional approach handling our San Diego matter. While we will try our best to put restraints on our frustrations to
your office, we ask your administration to realize the fact that the parties are at immediate harm, and who have been and continue to be at a total loss
are the helpless and “silenced” Children.

For clarification purposes, the court professionals who for decades put legal “duct tape” on the children mouths to make sure never to allow them to
vent their frustration and the truth about who those court professional are, have been those same court professionals mostly Minor’s Council and the
Illegal 730 Evaluators, sheltered by our judges fostering such behavior! Some of our honorable county judges are also Family Law Lawyers part-time!
This is a gross conflict of interest. One of whom has been a total fraud ripping off parents and putting liens on their homes. Yes, this is done by some of
the Family law Honorable, whom 33 (out of total 36) are in the habit of not reporting Election Campaign Funds, when in-fact it is the law to report to the
public by filing Form 700 and report it in all relevant court hearings.

Our San Diego CEO Mr. Michael Roddy is well respected and honored to the point he received medals of some judicial and special recognitions. Mr.
Roddy was advanced to be one of the most respected executive members of the California Judicial Committee/CJC and this has been the case already
for many years. This CJC is the one that is supposed to sincerely listen to the public, act on behalf of the public, and execute CRC as requested, voted
and mandated by the Public.

These CJC Executive members owe us back Honesty, Integrity and Professionalism. As a result Mr. Michael Roddy being one of the CJC Executive
members, was the guard on the Hen House, the state of California in general and San Diego specific.

Mr. Roddy is getting annual salary ~ $185,000.00 and to my understanding with “incentives”, he gets paid around half a million more or less annually.
As for donation to him or his office and who donates to him, this remains to be a secret?

Mr. Roddy has been travelling to San Francisco on a regular basis (average twice a year or so since ~~ 2000). Mr. Roddy noticed, approved and
seconded the CRC 5.225 to:

1- Establish FL 325, 326 (both are serious forms and they both are signed under the penalty of perjury from day one for a reason to protect the Public)
and 327 as strongly recommended in each CA county. To our Knowledge every CA county has been compliant in using those forms as strongly
recommended by our CJC Executive members except San Diego County Superior Court where Mr. Roddy is actually the Court CEO! Why?

2- Every year thereafter these forms are more and more appreciated and detailed for a reason. Yet Mr. Roddy would travel regularly, but somehow as
soon as Roddy lands in San Diego, he suffers from “Selective Amnesia” as to what was being strongly recommended under the penalty of perjury in his
own San Diego County where he sits as Court Executive Officer.

3- Starting January 2005 these forms, besides being under the penalty of perjury and being more detailed annually, had become MANDATORY and again
in every CA County. Yet, Mr. Roddy somehow continues to suffer from this “Selective Amnesia” Process especially when they become Mandatory.

Was there a reason or financial incentive for the churning caused by the illegal 730 evaluations who were constantly ripping off and committing frauds
on the naive trusting parents and their helpless children? These Evaluators in San Diego County alone have been charging upwards of $350 per 45-
minutes, or an average of $15,000 per Evaluation. This is grossly excessive.
Each and every Evaluator is a multimillionaire, drives a $100,000 Mercedes funded by the stolen and illegally seized college funds, at the court order. To
our knowledge many of them take months vacations “around the world” and are cleverly fraudulent that you do not really know where they invest their
illegally stolen property at?

Those mostly led by the fraudulent Evaluator (who also illegally take on other roles by chameleon the same parents case, with different professional
colors, at the court order, such as Mediator, Supervisor, Therapist, Reunification Therapist, Case Manager, Special Master) are not held accountable for
any of their fraudulent billings that continue on a day to day basis. This is a custom to keep ripping off families with fraudulent work hours, fraudulent
phone calls and fraudulent contacts. Judges would not move an inch or ever allow the public any chance to formally expose such a fraud! It is a custom
not to make any court orders of any inquiry or allow any details ordering such frauds who “IN REFUND” constantly and illegally fund the Judges’ Election
Campaign. Why is that?Cal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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Most of our county judges have been sitting there for years and they un-contested with, in the first place? I learned that it is unspoken language to
never dare to challenge a judge on his/her re-elction. The statistics are very low to challenge any judge and strongly speak against any judge losing re-
election! Therefore , why do our San Diego County judges (FL 327 repeated Violators and passive violators of both FL325 and FL326) still allow parties
at different attorney/evaluators’ homes held for their re-election Campaign Funds? Is this called Money Laundry or Bribery, committed by our San Diego
County Judiciary?

In late 2009 I advised Jaqueline Hernandez MFT who was one the captives in the Riverside Family Court(70 miles away from San Diego). She gave due
diligence over Roy Bradbury, Phd credentials claimed expertise, being taught by Doyne’s own CLE courses and his verified status as a 730 Custody
Evaluator. Ever since, Dr. Bradbury has been under the Credentials Microscope. When he was due to formally file his credentials and expose them to
the court as mandated by the CJC, he shot himself committing suicide in a parking lot in Riverside County on 5-21-10. It was discovered that Bradbury
never filled out the mandated CJC forms, same as Doyne, since 2003. Also records confirm that Bradbury actually never fulfilled the legally required CLE
hours, to start with. Clearly such unchecked Bogus Credentials taught by Doyne were ripping off and controlling thousands of families. This is totally
expected when CRC were violated. This is FRAUD! Fraud by Mr. Michael Roddy, fraud by the Evaluators!

THIS ALSO SPEAKS VOLUMES AS TO THE SERIOUS IMPORTANCE OF CRC AND AS TO WHY CRC WERE ESTABLISHED IN THE FIRST PLACE?

We are not just parents who have been violated. We are speaking on the behalf of many intentionally kept silent suffering children. For that, we have
been spending much time and finances uncovering every deceptive and fraudulent Court-Professional who dares to mess up with the Children. Seeking
immunity and shelter behind the judges’ robes and granting it to those violators, have been the bread and butter practice, fostering Fraud in the name
of Justice in our San Diego County.

As long as I refused to keep quiet and or settle earlier with the Fraud Doyne, I am now ordered to pay the Fraudulent Doyne $80,000 in Attorney fees
by the Honorable Bloom who makes sure to hold on to the case personally and never let it take a breath out of our corrupt San Diego county, FOR A
REASON. The order to pay the “clear as the sun” Fraudulent Doyne $80,000 is nothing more than “Spread the Fear and Terror” in the hearts and minds
of San Diego County parents who dare to speak up and uncover the San Diego Superior and Family Court Chronic Judicial Fraud.

So far, we have been stopping at nothing. We sincerely thank you and your office for taking us seriously. We are sincerely hoping that you would help
us to stop at your office and go no further.
Respectfully,

Emad Tadros, MD
Diplomate American Board of Psyhciatry and Neurology
California Coalition for Families and Children/CCFC
858-775-2122

Attached Hereto is my Petition for Writ of Mandate, to Recuse Judge Bloom in Tadros V. Doyne.
Due to email limitations, Petition by the 92 members of the public to Recuse judge Bloom off Tadros V. Doyne filed by the public and filing with the State
Supreme Court to recuse judge bloom will be follow on another email.
Thank you again for your patience and professionalism with us.

—– Original Message —–
From: “Eric Pulido”
To: “Emad Tadros”
Cc: “Equalparenting” , “cole” , “Eileen Lasher” , “Maureen Miller”
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2010 4:46:54 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: RE: Emad Tadros Reply Brief from CCFC

Dr. Tadros,

At this time, today, I am in receipt of four messages with attachments from you with timestamps of 3:27p, 3:31p, 3:39p, and 3:40p.

I am still reviewing all the documentation that both you and Mr. Siegfried provided on Friday. As you know the volume of those submissions is also very
high. I am reviewing the information on a first-in-first out basis.

At the suggestion of Mr. Siegfried, I am carefully reviewing the documents. In addition to a full workload before your group’s complaints and the high
volume of documents submitted so far by members of your group, it will take me some time to get through the information submitted so far. This office is
not staffed to handle this volume so I respectfully request your patience and consideration.

You and your colleagues will receive acknowledgement letters soon. You and others in your group have stated your individual and collective frustration.
Considering this, I implore you and others not to misinterpret the language in the letter as my office ignoring your complaints. Due to the sensitive
nature of any complaint process not much information is provided.

The information submitted thus far will be reviewed and if needed further contact will be made. You are still welcome to submit more information; I do
want you and your colleagues to be aware it is taking time to get through the information.

Eric Pulido
Supervising Internal Auditor
Internal Audit Services
Judicial Council of California – Administrative Office of the Courts
455 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102-3688
415-865-8030, Fax 415-865-4331, [47]

[48]

“Serving the courts for the benefit of all Californians”

—–Original Message—–.
From: Emad Tadros [mailto:tadrosmd@pol.net]
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2010 3:40 PM
To: Pulido, Eric
Cc: Equalparenting; cole; Eileen Lasher; Maureen Miller
Subject: Fwd: Emad Tadros Reply Brief from CCFC

9-21-10

Dear Mr. Pulido:

I appreciate you looking into this serious Public matter. Please take a note of this PUBLIC document (Reply Brief to change Venu filed for 6-11 hearing
that never took place) as a part of my formal complaint against what appears to clearly corrupt and unprofessional San Diego Superior Court. This
document among many serious concerns outlines the flat outright violation of CRC since 2001 and that only 3 out of 26 judges reported election
campaign funds in San Diego County.

Please let me know that if you do not consider this as a formal document without my signature. I will be glad to sign the last page and send it to you.

We at California Coalition for Families and Children/CCFC appreciate your candor and professionalism approaching this serious matter. Please maintain
this email for your records.
Signed
Emad Tadros, MD
Cofounder California Coalition for Families and Children
CC: Some Members of CCFC.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: The information transmitted in this e-mail message is intended to be confidential and for the use of only the individual or entity
named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you are in possession of privileged information,
also, you are hereby notified that any retention, dissemination, distribution or copy of this e-mail message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
e-mail in error, immediately notify us via return e-mail at the address above, & discard, remove, delete, & destroy any trace of it.
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#63 Comment By Emad Tadros MD On January 22, 2011 @ 7:23 pm

This is my Clarification to the nationwide phone inquiries in regards to the “Authentic-Psychology-Specialty Board”? Please note that we only mention
the facts and not opinions.

The Facts Are:

The American Academy of Forensic Psychology/AAFP is the one and only legitimate / well respected Forensic Psychology Board. It is the Forensic Sub-
specialty branch of the APA: The American Board of Professional Psychology or ABPP. There are a total of 11 sub-specialty ABPP Boards. Each one of
them is a well respected psychology subspecialty board recognized by the APA/American Psychological Association as opposed to the counterfeit
APA/American Psychotherapy Association that is owned by Robert O’Block.

Why did O’Block recreate the same “APA-sounding” name?

Mr. O’Block created a counterfeit APA, (using the same APA initials) as the real APA: as if to convey his entire sham organization as the real APA, and
justifying it by calling it the American Psychotherapy Association?

It is layman’s language to state the APA or AMA or FDA etc. and one rarely states the full three words.

Would that fit the definition of Fraud?

The naïve public is victimized and deceived by such counterfeit APA Wall Plaques that appear from a distance to be the real thing (read with the APA in
big letters) but the actual words underneath and their meaning need a magnifying lens to tell the difference.

It is obviously clever that Mr. O’block created a name that sounds exactly the same as the real APA. O’Block’s “sleigh-of-hand” is cleverly crafted
counterfeiting of the APA’s name. If you happen to inquire from his phony certificate purchasers as to whether or not their certificate was authorized by
the APA, the answer would be “Yes”: Thus confusing and defrauding the naïve public.

Please review the Real Diplomate Directory dated 9-26-06 above, where it says 0 Dilpomate under the American Academy of Forensic Psychology/AAFP
for Stephen Doyne.

DIPLOMATE DIRECTORY SAYS:

“0 DIPLOMATE WHEN SEARCHING FOR STEPHEN DOYNE.”

[45]

#64 Comment By lann ringling On June 18, 2011 @ 12:30 am

Judge Pollard ignored investigation of DV that showed I was victim. I’m a male — the father — and the aggressor was the mother. She was found guilty
in criminal court. CPS substantiated neglect. She hired a retiring social worker who stalled. Clear case of lies. I was able to expose her to upper level
social workers and Santa Ana police and social services very shortly before sued county for a social worker who took kids with no cause. This was
worse, she filed false CPS report filed it then I contacted social services who told me they would make surprise visit. They did explain that her report
was false and in their opinion 730/also a active social worker was biased and had to be removed !!!

By then I’m in Commissioner Wilson’s court who allowed lie after lie for 4 years allowed my ex to go on how our son had baby shots finally 4 years later
after this she admitted nope, I had brought him current not bias like court court ignored both and a suicide note my wife sent with our 3 year baby his
mother both Pollard and Wilson ignored funny pollard threaten uci shooter if she hears any accounts of father saying he’s going to kill himself he’ll
looose custody hmmmmmmmmmmmmm!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! da did nada !!!!

On top I proved to the court I had no criminal history but Pollard put me in domestic violence classes for 1 year because ex and her attorney on record
said I was a felon and they saw my background check. Pollard quickly said not enough time on calender, never ever allowed court room to be closed.
There is no jury. Pollard closes cases she plans on being biased or payed for certain result. Tell you what I believe. Pollard will donate with others a big
sum of money if pollard or any judge can pass a polygraph have you ever been biased 1 questions pollard says in court cops can’t be trusted what they
have been polygraphed big cartel. I read Pollard made racist comments to a father in her court caused death in another case and warned before by
appeal courts for her deragotory remarks. Long live Frank Pollard where ever he may be. Last father to win a case involving Pollard huh wow funny
family friends putup or shut up Polllard discusses cases out of court everyone knows shes a bitter angry racist. DA knows this case up to court to
forward to criminal court they protect themselves not children get rid of family court have court verify info they take as truth !!!and no judges a jury duty
thing with 1 male 1 female and cases have enough merit go to criminal court duh got to be civil right to fair trial I sure can prove I never got one. If
Frank Pollard ever reads this had a witness who may have been related to Pollard against me in court room she was concerned Pollard would remove
her or kick her out several people witnessed this then Pollard allowed her to stay. Her married name was Huggins before that Burt — spitting image of
Pollard though. Frank come on take her down DA won’t you know why !!!!

#65 Pingback By John Van Doorn Runs for San Diego County Supervisor in 2010 | angiEmedia On July 13, 2011 @ 7:54 pm

[...] Bonnie Dumanis Attempts to Pervert JusticeEileen Lasher on San Diego CPS/Family Law Court MisconductStephen Doyne and San Diego Family Law
Courts Under FireSan Diego County Grand Jury Cites Further CPS MisconductTorture of the Wade Family by San Diego [...]

#66 Comment By One of thousands On October 23, 2011 @ 6:20 pm

San Diego-your courts and ‘family’ agencies such as DCSS CPS etc. are corrupt. As an attorney practicing in them for 16 years, they have proven to be
irresponsible, ignorant, and reckless. Have no-zero-confidence in a judiciary that fails to police itself. Until heads roll, don’t bother with the attempt to
obtain justice. Crime pays-so get paid.

#67 Comment By Lake San Marcos Residents and Neighbors for Jennifer On July 2, 2012 @ 9:43 pm

It is not only the family law judiciary that is out of control in San Diego, but also the probate. Family law makes money off of pain and misery in families,
Probate does the same, The only differenceis is that the pain and misery in family law is the loss of parents who are still living while in probate the
parents are dead. The following is my story. Please post and share it on Facebook, Twitter, or anywhere you like.
Case:” #37-2011-00150239-PR-TR-NC–Vista Superior Court. VIsta, California

Posted June on Role Model Lawyers

Not So Role Model
Judge Cline trying to help school children learn that there are two sides to every story is important. However, he should practice what he preaches
when school children aren’t around. On point is current Case #37-2011-00150239, in which he made decisions that took away the rights of one of the
beneficiaries, a current pro-per, Jennifer Grant, in favor of a trustee who’s also a real estate attorney and alledged pro-tem judge, Rusty Grant (not
related to Jennifer). When the whole case is seen in context, little doubt exists that Rusty is favorably biased toward one of the other heirs, Bradd
Schwichtenberg, despite her mandate to act neutrally (Probate Code 16003).

Three petitions and a large volume of exhibits form the bulk of the case. The first petition was filed by Rusty on May 17, 201l and appears cleverly
contrived to force a life estate residence left Jennifer into abatement. All petitions seem to revolve around beneficiary Bradd Schwichtenberg’s stated
goal of getting this residence sold ( Bradd’s Response to Rusty’s Internal Affairs petition paragraph 4 page 4, Remove Trustee petition exhibit Q).

The Remove Trustee Petition was filed by Jennifer who is seeking to remove Rusty from all three trusts though the reasons are different for A than for BCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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and C,. However, exhibits 23-25, filed by Jennifer on April 16th, 2012 for an April 19th protective order motion hearing reveal a more personal motivation
for getting the residence sold There is clearly a conflict of interest and likely violation of Business Professions Code 3-310 as Rusty Grant, her own
attorney, Constance Larsen, and the realtor, who is designated to sell the residence, should Jennifer give it up, are long standing members and officers
of a social organization in Escondido .

Jennifer filed two motions for the April 19, 2012 motion hearing. . In her 2nd Motion filed Feb. 2nd, accompanied by exhibits, Jennifer links the
subpeonas to the third petition. Its main prayer is Bradd’s request for a forensic accounting with the obvious goal of hoping to force the life estate into
abatement should he prove successful since he is accusing his mother of misspending Trust B and C assets and wants A, containing the residence,, to
repay them. Constance Larsen tries to claim in objections to motion that the purpose of the forensic accounting is to determine what is in the trust in
order to distribute it. However, if one reads the three petitions and Jennifer’s motion responses to Bradd and Constance, it is clear that all parties know
what is currently in the trust and where. Rusty had previously filed a response to Bradd’s petition, that she was willing to aid him in his objective,
thereby further establishing her bias. Jennifer objected to both parties, alleging that Bradd’s interpretation of the trust terms was incorrect and he was
using an erronous chart on which to base his accusations of misspending. She offes refuting exhibits to support her positon,

. Since the need for the forensic accounting is alleged by Bradd, it should be his responsibility and Rusty should only be involved if his allegations prove
correct. If Bradd’s motion declaration is read carefully he states the subpeoned documents will be sent to him. However Bradd’s attorney, Richard
MacGurn, is taking advantage of the situation so all seven trust beneficiaries will have to share in the expense instead of just his client. Meanwhile,
Judge Cline appears to have no qualms about burdening 5 beneficiaries, who aren’t even involved in the litigation, as well as Jennifer, forcing them to
spend their inheritance on what promises to be a costly enterprise given the number of institutions subpeoned.

Judge Cline’s motion ruling calls Jennifer’s contentions, outside the first Motion for a Protective Order, “irrelevant and unproven” though he fails to
discuss any subsequent document or exhibit other than stating he read the Consent to Serve. Little wonder he considers it “irrelevant “as the title
clearly defines it belongs with the Remove Trustee petition, not the motion. Instead of giving Jennifer a chance to prove her “unproven” allegations
during at time of trial on the petitions, he grants Bradd the main prayer of his by ruling his requested forensic accounting go forward, depriving Jennifer
of her right to have her objections to this petition heard at trial,

Ruling on one petition before trial at a motion hearing would seem unjust enough. However, in an examination of the other two petitions, it is found
that both Rusty and Jennifer claim they are trustee of the B and C trusts despite Rusty only appearing on the scene six weeks prior to Jennifer and
Bradd’s mother’s date of death in 2010. B and C became irrevocable back in 1997 when her father died.. Since the forensic accounting is over issues
related to whether the Jennifer and Bradd’s mother misspent B and C, who the legal trustee is bears great importance. If it were to be proved that
Jennifer is trustee of B and C, and Rusty merely trustee of A, then accusations of misspending of B and C should be taken up with Jennifer, not Rusty.
Therefore, Judge Cline’s Protective Order motion ruling underhandedly declared Rusty Trustee of B and C, once again denying Jennifer her right to trial.
Rusty is now also gifted with free rein to spend B and C money as well.

The court registry shows that Rusty has been quick to seize her victory as she is now using the title “successor trustee” when prior to the ruling she
had merely been known as “petitioner”.

Jennifer apparently made one final attempt to get her petition rights back. In her Case Management Statement for the May 18th courtroom appearance,
Jennifer points out to Judge Cline that he has just ruled on the petitions at a Protective Order motion hearing and asks what what he will do about this.
The answer obviously is that he plans to do nothing to restore her rights as he subsequently signed the order and never addressed the issue. He also
ignored her request for bifurcation on the petitions which would have seemed appropriate given the numerous code sections Jennifer alleges that Rusty
has violated. In context of the whole case’s documents and exhibits (or at least the descriptions of the confidential ones), Jennifer appears to be
justified, They include exhibits of
an e-mail from Rusty stating “Can you believe this woman ( apparently Jennifer)? I say let the beneficiaries duke it out in court. Of course I am sitting
here with my glass of wine, so maybe my tolerance level is low” (Motion for a Protective Order Exhibit 17 and also Remove Trustee Petition Jennifer’s
Response to Objections Exhibit R ),
trust property damage (Remove Trustee Petition, Jennifers Response to Objections Exhibit S (2pgs),
Constance making claims Jennifer did not notify her of her alleged right to B and C trusteeship until after the Rusty’s petition was filed in May 2011
though a countering exhibit shows Jennifer had e-mailed both of them with this fact back in April (Remove Trustee Petition Exhibits O and L),
Constance and Rusty trying to prevent Jennifer from obtaining statements which would help clear her mother of the misspending accusations (Motion
for a Protective Order exhibits 6 and 7),
an image of the county tax accessor’s website showing Rusty was negligent on paying property taxes on time (Remove Trustee Response of Jennifer to
Rusty’s Objections Exhibit R )
and MANY more.

#68 Comment By Disgusted by the system On March 26, 2013 @ 1:06 pm

I am a victim of an abusive husband. I am a mother of abused children. The abuse started when I was pregnant with our first child. The abuse went on
for years in the home and I was too broken to leave. It took me 10 years to leave the marriage. Whenever the children visit with their father, he abuses
them verbally, mentally, emotionally, and physically.

My 14 year old daughter ran away after her father beat her, called her names, and shoved her. A stranger called me in the middle of the night to let me
know that my daughter was at his house. I was confused and called the father. He first denied that she was not with him. My other child who was there
told me that my daughter left. The police was called. The father lied and said that she ran away. Yes, she ran away because he abused her.

My 10 year old child has to endure his father’s rages and beatings on a regular basis whenever he is in the custody of the father.

The police did not want to get involved, they suggested I contact CPS. I contacted CPS, they said that the children are clearly emotionally abused but
they did not see any bruises on them. They told me to go back to FCS and that I would get the help needed.

We went to FCS. The father illegally provided an attachment to the Data Sheet. That is against FCS rules. The counselor JOSEPH RODRIGUEZ read it and
gave it to the father. Although I was the moving party, I was not asked to start speaking. Instead, JOSEPH RODRIGUEZ was abusive and belligerent
during the mediation. There was no mediation taking place. During the entire interview, I was interrupted by the father or by him. JOSEPH RODRIGUEZ
felt that my daughter running away in the middle of the night in a questionable part of San Diego was NO BIG DEAL. I filed a complaint about him but I
was advised by my attorney not to turn it in until after we went to court. BIG MISTAKE!!! THE JUDGE AWARDED THE FATHER, WHO IS A WIFE ABUSER
AND THE CHILDREN’S ABUSER MORE TIME WITH THE CHILDREN…. The children are terrified and don’t want to go with their father.

JOSEPH RODRIGUEZ did not contact the school to identify how the children were doing. He lied and said that he could not get in touch with anyone
there. HE NEVER CONTACTED THE SCHOOL.

JOSPEH RODRIGUEZ, IN HIS REPORT, EMBELLISHED THE TRUTH SO HE CAN AWARD THE ABUSIVE FATHER WITH MORE CUSTODY WITH THE CHILDREN.
JOSEPH RODRIGUEZ LIED ABOUT A LOT OF THINGS THAT TOOK PLACE DURING THE INTERVIEW.

JOSEPH RODRIGUEZ, FAMILY COURT COUNSELOR MUST BE TERMINATED IMMEDIATELY!!!

ANYONE THAT HAS CONTACT WITH OUR FAMILY HAS EXPERIENCED THE VIOLENT RAGES AND ABUSE THAT WE HAVE ENDURED FOR YEARS.

The father is very well educated. He looks good on the outside. He works for the government. He is blonde and blue-eyed.

The father lies about everything and makes up stories to cover his tracks. He is very good.

The system is broken and something needs to be done to repair it.

JOSEPH RODRIGUEZ MUST GET FIRED FROM FCS IMMEDIATELY.

THE VICTIMS ARE THE CHILDREN. NOW THEY HAVE TO GO AND GET ABUSED BY THEIR FATHER AND I BLAME JOSEPH RODRIGUEZ FOR IT.

I FEAR FOR MY LIFE, I FEAR FOR MY CHILDREN’S LIVES AND THERE IS NOTHING I CAN DO TO PROTECT MYSELF OR PROTECT MY CHILDREN.

#69 Comment By Cole Stuart On June 16, 2013 @ 8:09 pm

All: I invite you to review the recently filed Petition for Certiorari in the U.S. Supreme Court by Dr. Tadros against the State Bar of California and familyCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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law attorney Robert Lesh (below). The website also has many useful tips for parents in dealing with custody evaluators, mediators, and family court.

Best of luck parents–stay clear of family court. The website uptoparents.org is an excellent free resource to save headaches, money, and your and your
children’s future.

God Bless.

[49]
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1

Emad Tadros, M.D. 
Diplomate American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 

3914 Third Ave. San Diego CA 92103 
Phone: 619-291-4808 & Fax: 619-291-4426

May 25, 2012 

California State Commission On Judicial Performance  
455 Golden Gate Ave. #14400  
San Francisco CA 94102-7007  

Your Honor: 

I am submitting my formal complaint in regards to The Honorable Randa Trapp, 
Superior Court Judge, Department C-70, 330 West Broadway, San Diego CA 
92101. Please appreciate the fact that this complaint is never intended to disrespect 
or demean anyone and I uphold my respect to the Hon. Trapp, regardless.  
In 2005, Judge Trapp, was my Family Court Judge and she had confirmed the 
appointment of a Private Custody Evaluator Stephen Doyne, Phd (hereinafter-
Doyne), to my custody case. (Exhibit 1)

On February 6, 2006, I filed before Judge Trapp a copy of a 10-page-letter that 
was directed to Doyne with my family court case D485969. In this letter I 
expressed serious concern(s) about Doyne’s unprofessional behavior (relevant 
pages Exhibit 2). Please keep details of this letter extremely confidential.

24 hours later on February 7, 2006, I filed one-page-Exhibit directed to Judge 
Trapp’s attention where I rejected any of Doyne’s input. I formally requested Due-
Process. According to Mandatory CRC 5.225 Judge Trapp would be the one and 
only authority to “Accept and Process” complaints against this very 730 custody 
evaluator. (Exhibit 3). In Judge Trapp’s scheduled 2-23-06 hearing, I reiterated 
my grave concerns about Doyne’s unprofessional behavior and asked that Judge 
Trapp’s professional intervention would save unneeded legal research and fees. 
Judge Trapp did nothing.  

On October 8, 2006, I mailed Judge Trapp a thick packet with a 5-page-letter 
detailing my professional findings that extend far and beyond my case and that are 
of “Public-Good” matter. I outlined my serious concerns about Doyne Credentials’ 
Fraud, purchasing a fake Specialty Diploma where the same was sold to a house 
cat and a murderer in Prison. (Exhibit 4) Judge Trapp did nothing. 
“CANON 2: “A JUDGE SHALL AVOID IMPROPRIETY AND THE 
APPEARANCE OF IMPROPRIETY IN ALL OF THE JUDGE'S ACTIVITIES 
A. Promoting Public Confidence: A judge shall respect and comply with the law 
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and shall act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the 
integrity and impartiality of the judiciary.”

On October-14-2008, I filed a Civil Complaint at the San Diego Superior Court 
No-37-2008-00093885-CU-BT-CTL, requesting a jury trial (with Doyne being the 
Defendant) alleging Fraud, violation of BPC 17200, negligence and Breach of 
Contract. This filing was due to Doyne’s uncontrolled and illegal behavior giving 
professional lectures to my local colleagues in 2007 alluding and fabricating facts 
about my custody case in 2005/6, giving Google identifiers and violating Federal 
HIPPA laws. 

June 2009, I discovered that at no time Judge Trapp filed her Mandatory CRC 
FL327 “The Mandatory Order Appointing Custody Evaluator” (in my case it was 
Stephen Doyne, Phd) nor Doyne ever fulfilled his obligation filing the CRC 
Mandatory FL326, which is a“Verification of Doyne Education, Credentials, 
Experience and his legal jurisdiction before the court and that all must be signed 
Under the Penalty of Perjury.” Doyne’s appointment to my custody case was a 
violation of CRC 5.225 due to lacking FL327 and Doyne never filing FL326. It is 
also an undisputed fact that Judge Trapp has had prior knowledge and exposure of 
both Doyne and myself as we both were parties of an action that had been pursued 
in violation of Mandatory CRC by Judge Trapp and Doyne in 2005 and 2006. 
Ever since Judge Trapp’s stance in my custody boosted Doyne financial benefit 
lacking any oversight and was to the detriment of my financial demise.

It is also an undisputed fact that Judge Trapp has had prior years’ of trust receiving 
continuing education lectures, personal knowledge and contact with Doyne on 
many other events. “Canon 4-D Financial Activities: (5) Under no circumstance 
shall a judge accept a gift, bequest, or favor if the donor is a party whose 
interests have come or are reasonably likely to come before the judge.”

In July 2009, Judge Bloom was the second judge appointed to my civil case after 
the first judge Joan Lewis had to recuse herself due to her prior knowledge of 
Doyne. Judge Bloom took the time to repeatedly state on the record in my civil 
case, that he has never worked in the Family Court. Judge Bloom repeatedly did 
this for a reason.

Thereafter, Judge Bloom presided over the case regardless of my concerns about 
his collateral contacts with Doyne and Doyne was granted Anti-SLAPP immunity. 
As a result, Plaintiff Tadros was ordered to pay Doyne’s attorney fees $80,000.00. 
However, Judge Bloom stated in June 2010, everything in my case including 
attorney fees are “On-Stay” until the Antislapp is appealed by Tadros and resolved 
before the Appeal Court Fourth District, Division One. Ever since multiple 
attempts were made by Doyne’s attorney before Judge Bloom as follows: 
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On May 20, 2010 Doyne filed an Abstract of Judgment that rejected on same day 
(exhibit 5  - A pp.9) 
On June 7, 2010  another Abstract  was received. It was rejected on October 12, 
2010. Exhibit 5  -A pp.10)  
On September 26,2010 the Writ of Execution was submitted and was rejected on 
that same day. (Exhibit 5 -A pp.10) 
On November 24, 2010 the writ was received by Doyne to Respondent court. This 
was rejected on January 25, 2011(Exhibit 5  -A pp.10)  

* December 2010 Judge Bloom is recused and is replaced by The Hon. Trapp 
(my Family Court Judge) to my Civil Case. For clarification I am enclosing 
Writ of Supercedeas Exhibits filed in the court of appeal) (Exhibit 5) 
On January 10, 2011,  Doyne filed a motion for Relief from Stay before Judge 
Trapp. (Exhibit 5 A pp.10)  
On April 4, 2011,  Plaintiff Dr. Tadros filed an opposition to Doyne’s Relief from 
Stay. (Exhibit 5 A, pp11)   
Additionally, an informal correspondence was directed to Judge Trapp requesting 
that Judge Trapp respectfully recuse herself because she had a clear conflict of 
interest. (Exhibit 5 B pp.13/10-17) 

April 14, 2011, “Tentative Ruling” was issued by Judge Trapp before our first 
hearing on 4-15-2011 (last hearing with Judge Trapp was in February 2006 in 
Family Court proceedings) granting Tadros to pay attorney fees to Doyne, 
$86,139.95. Judge Trapp made a factual written opinion regarding the issue of her 
own disqualification, before any hearing flowing from the informal 
correspondence filed earlier by Tadros. She added: “Plaintiff previously sought a 
Change of Venue based on the same publicity argument presented here.” How can 
Judge Trapp be an objective and unbiased trier of fact when she made such 
statement confirming her predetermined motive and intent without facts in 
evidence and before hearing any oral argument? This very statement cannot be any 
better proof of Judge Trapp’s prejudice and bias. (Exhibit 5 C pp.16-17) 
“CANON 3 A JUDGE SHALL PERFORM THE DUTIES OF JUDICIAL 
OFFICE IMPARTIALLY AND DILIGENTLY (1) A judge shall hear and 
decide all matters assigned to the judge except those in which he or she is 
disqualified.”

April 15, 2011 @ 9 AM, Tadros acted at the earliest time since discovering that 
Judge Trapp would not recuse herself.  She was properly served with Code of Civil 
Procedure 170.1 motion prior to the scheduled hearing @2pm. (Exhibit 5 D 
pp.18-32). Additionally a supplementary Decl. was filed.  (Exhibit 5 E 33-43)

During the 4-15-12 @ 2 PM  Judge Trapp made a stern warning, before I started, 
pointing her fingers at me, frowning, sharp tone of voice, instructing me that I 
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must respect her “striking my motion to recuse her off the record” and that I must 
not talk about it on the record. I reiterated her concern about no respect statement 
asking in an astonished manner: I do not respect you? I further stated I respectfully 
do not recognize you as my civil judge and that I could not proceed with the civil 
case when she was my family court judge. Suddenly I was interrupted by the 
bailiff coming from behind me asking me to leave the courtroom. I stated that this 
was fully unfair. I objected what the judge had ordered me to gag the record that 
she was my Family Court Judge. I stated that this was violation of my civil rights. 
In less than 3 minutes I was kicked out of the courtroom and then Judge Trapp 
took the Proposed-Order from Doyne’s attorney, asked to cross the word 
“Proposed” and as usual she rubberstamped everything Doyne had requested in 
full as a “Court-Order” for me to pay Doyne $86,135.95. (Exhibit 6)
“Canon 3 C (5) A judge shall perform administrative duties without bias or 
prejudice. A judge shall not, in the performance of administrative duties, engage 
in speech, gestures, or other conduct that would reasonably be perceived as (1) 
bias or prejudice…..” 

The tentative minute’s pre 170.1 motion (having been properly served) became 
unchanged, when in fact it would require Judge Trapp to refer this issue to the 
presiding judge for adjudication of an unbiased trier to fact. In contradiction, 
Judge Trapp orally (there has never been an entry of judgment striking same) 
struck Dr. Tadros’s 170.1 motion off the record pursuant to Code of Civil 
Procedure 170.4 B (Exhibit 5 F pp.39/8-12) “Canon 3- E. Disqualification (2) In 
all trial court proceedings, a judge shall disclose on the record information that 
is reasonably relevant to the question of disqualification under Code of Civil 
Procedure section 170.1, even if the judge believes there is no actual basis for 
disqualification.”

June 27,2011, two days after I was denied by the Appeal court appealing Judge 
Trapp order and in an attempt to remove the lien placed by Doyne off my property 
to refinance, I had to pay the full amount $86,135.95 . (Exhibit 7) Shockingly 
despite paying in full as Judge Trapp ordered, both Doyne and Judge Trapp still 
refused to give me Satisfaction of Judgment! (Exhibit 8)

On October 4, 2011, I filed an Ex Parte Motion requesting an order for 
Satisfaction of judgment.(Exhibit 9) On October 6, 2011, Tadros appeared before 
Judge Trapp for that Exparte Hearing. Neither Doyne nor any representatives filed 
or appeared for this very hearing and there was no opposition to my request. This 
Hearing did not take more than 2 minutes and I was denied Satisfaction of 
Judgment by judge Trapp with no explanation. (Exhibit 10)

The Honorable Bloom stayed my case while it was on Appeal, for a reason. This
prevented my own motion to set aside the original attorney fees to move forwards. 
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However, judge Trapp, violated the Court Procedural Integrity by functioning in 
the capacity of an Appellate Court Judge overruling another Superior Court Judge 
who had already stayed all proceedings in my case. At the same time Judge Trapp 
violated the Court Procedural Integrity further by not allowing me my fair chance 
at the same time she lifted the stay to hear my “motion to set aside attorney fees.”

Despite Judge Trapp granting order for Doyne to be paid in full, the major media 
outlets Frontline, NPR, PBS and Propublica handled it differently. Once they were 
informed about the shocking findings of Doyne’s Diploma Mill, they took very 
serious interest in this and interviewed few judges including Judge Harry T 
Edwards US Court of Appeals and Judge Donald Shelton Circuit Court of 
Michigan. Both judges openly expressed their expertise in this broadcast: 
http://www.propublica.org/article/no-forensic-background-no-problem
(Exhibit 11)

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/real-csi/

I have been threatened by the Diploma Mill’s owner Robert O’Block with a one 
Million dollar lawsuit if I continued to pursue my legal steps exposing Doyne 
purchasing O’Block’s fraudulent Credentials through www.thepubliccourt.com . 
(Exhibit 12). 

As of May 21, 2012, Doyne recently filed another Attorney Fees motion approved 
to be heard by judge Trapp on June 22, 2012 requesting Appeal Fees and Costs 
(Appeal court only ordered Attorney Costs and never ordered Attorney Fees). 
$249,223.88. In this motion Doyne filed Exhibit B of the Federal case Tadros v. 
ACFEI currently # 3:11-Cv-02622-LAB-DHB, for Concealment Fraud, Wire and 
Interstate Mail Fraud confirming Doyne and ACFEI working together to suppress 
the exposure of their credentials’ fraud. (Exhibit 13)

1- What do we expect the public to do with CRC, when some Judges do not 
recognize their own Mandatory CRC? 
2- Are there any ramifications when the Mandatory CRC get violated?  
3- Who should be disrespected and kicked out of our courtrooms: The Public or 
CRC Violators? 
I ask you please to investigate what deem to be professionally appropriate 
measures in this very unhappy matter.  
Respectfully,

Emad Tadros, M.D.  
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EMAD G. TADROS. M.D. 
DIPLOMATE AMERICAN BOARD OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY

3914 Third Ave San Diego. CA 92103-3095
Fax (619) 291.4426 & Tel. (619) 291-4808

February 10, 2013 

Margaret Linak, PH.D.- Senator Tom Harkin /Majority Health Policy Office 
Health, Education Labor and Pensions Committee 
525 Hart Senate Building - Washington, DC 20510 
Phone 202-224-7675 & Fax: 202-224-3533 & Maggie Linak@HELP.senate.gov  

Dear Dr. Linak:   

I am writing to thank you for meeting with me at your office on February, 6 2013. I have 
sent you and Ms. Kathleen Laird some emails that I strongly believe would be of 
substance:

1- My CA Supreme Court “Petition & my Reply to Answer” outlining serious 
concerns about the mandatory but missing FL326. 

2- Copy of IRS letters questioning as to why those specific forms were missing for 
(9) nine years when in fact Stephen Doyne, Phd was the very teacher of those 
specific and mandatory forms FL326 and FL327. The IRS corresponded that it 
would be a mission impossible due to HIPPA confidentiality laws.  

3- FBI headquarters letter pinpointing the American College of Forensic 
Examiners  “International interchangeably Institute”/ACFEI - the biggest forensic 
certification fraud in the nation and now worldwide. It is never recognized by the 
US Dept of Education or its distance learning or Federal Trade Commission FTC. 
But surely its biggest consumer is the US Government i.e. FBI, DA etc. Please 
review the ABLEE posted on “No forensic background no problem” broadcasted 
by frontline and it link is www.thepubliccourt.com  

4- Tadros v. ACFEI that had to be filed in the middle of my lawsuit against Doyne 
due to ACFEI threatening one million dollar lawsuit if I did not shut down 
www.thepubliccourt.com  exposure of Doyne and ACFEI fake credentials issued 
to health care professionals and PHD to a housecat (Zoe De Katze). 
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5- CA Supreme Court Petition requesting denial of immunity to Doyne (opposing 
Anti-slapp and his request for attorney fees).

6- Copy of my $ 197,000 letter to Doyne & my letter to DOJ requesting that 
Doyne’s friendly judge, Randa Trapp be removed, so I can proceed before the US 
Supreme Court filing. I could not proceed with US Supreme timely filing as that 
specific judge was never removed and instead at her orders, I had to pay Doyne 
$300,000 with not a single discovery was ever allowed. 

Judge Judith McConnell was my appeal court judge who denied my appeal and its
related motion to recuse judge Trapp. She also happen to be the same judge who has been 
reviewing complaints filed against CA judges, one of which was my complaint filed 
before Commission On Judicial Performance/CJP against same judge Trapp.
Unsurprisingly CJP denied complaint against Trapp. 

7- The One Million Dollar threat from the biggest certification fraud in the nation. 

8- Latest CA Supreme Court filing that I already delivered to your office.

I look forward to receive an input from your office about illegality and fake healthcare 
practitioners’ credentials and Diploma Mill selling to same and its most experienced 
court expert witnesses (>41,000 members) in the nation.  I reiterate Google: Propublica 
Real CSI Utube & Frontline “No Forensic Background No Problem.” 

Sincerely, 

Emad Tadros, M.D.
San Diego Superior Court Expert Witness Since 1993.
P.S. All emails sent to you came as undelivered. I asked Kathleen’s to FWD them to you. 
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EMAD G. TADROS. M.D.
DIPLOMATE AMERICAN BOARD OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY

3914 Third Ave San Diego. CA 92103-3095
Fax (619) 291.4426 & Tel. (619) 291-4808

February 10, 2013

Kathleen C Laird/- Staff Assistant for Health Policy 
Senator Tom Harkin /Majority Health Policy Office 
Health, Education Labor and Pensions Committee
525 Hart Senate Building - Washington, DC 20510
Phone 202-224-7675 & Fax: 202-224-3533 & Kathleen_Laird @HELP.senate.gov

Dear Ms. Laird:

I am writing to thank you for meeting with me at your office on February, 6 2013. I have 
sent you and Dr. Margaret Linak some emails that I strongly believe would be of substance:

1- My CA Supreme Court “Petition & my Reply to Answer” outlining serious
concerns about the mandatory but missing FL326.

2- Copy of IRS letters questioning as to why those specific forms were missing for 
(9) nine years when in fact Stephen Doyne, Phd was the very teacher of those 
specific and mandatory forms FL326 and FL327. The IRS corresponded that it 
would be a mission impossible due to HIPPA confidentiality laws. 

3- FBI headquarters letter pinpointing the American College of Forensic 
Examiners  “International interchangeably Institute”/ACFEI - the biggest forensic 
certification fraud in the nation and now worldwide. It is never recognized by the 
US Dept of Education or its distance learning or Federal Trade Commission FTC. 
But surely its biggest consumer is the US Government i.e. FBI, DA etc. Please 
review the ABLEE posted on “No forensic background no problem” broadcasted 
by frontline and it link is www.thepubliccourt.com

4- Tadros v. ACFEI that had to be filed in the middle of my lawsuit against Doyne 
due to ACFEI threatening one million dollar lawsuit if I did not shut down 
www.thepubliccourt.com exposure of Doyne and ACFEI fake credentials issued 
to health care professionals and PHD to a housecat (Zoe De Katze).
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5- CA Supreme Court Petition requesting denial of immunity to Doyne (opposing 
Anti-slapp and his request for attorney fees).

6- Copy of my $ 197,000 letter to Doyne & my letter to DOJ requesting that 
Doyne’s friendly judge, Randa Trapp be removed, so I can proceed before the US 
Supreme Court filing. I could not proceed with US Supreme timely filing as that 
specific judge was never removed and instead at her orders, I had to pay Doyne 
$300,000 with not a single discovery was ever allowed. 

Judge Judith McConnell was my appeal court judge who denied my appeal and its 
related motion to recuse judge Trapp. She also happen to be the same judge who has been 
reviewing complaints filed against CA judges, one of which was my complaint filed 
before Commission On Judicial Performance/CJP against same judge Trapp. 
Unsurprisingly CJP denied complaint against Trapp. 

7- The One Million Dollar threat from the biggest certification fraud in the nation. 

8- Latest CA Supreme Court filing that I already delivered to your office.

I look forward to receive an input from your office about illegality and fake healthcare 
practitioners’ credentials and Diploma Mill selling to same and its most experienced 
court expert witnesses (>41,000 members) in the nation. I reiterate Google: Propublica 
Real CSI Utube & Frontline “No Forensic Background No Problem.” 

Sincerely, 

Emad Tadros, M.D.
San Diego Superior Court Expert Witness Since 1993.
Please FWD your emails to Margaret as all Margaret’s emails came back as undelivered. 
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EMAD G. TADROS. M.D.
DIPLOMATE AMERICAN BOARD OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY

3914 Third Ave San Diego. CA 92103-3095
Fax (619) 291.4426 & Tel. (619) 291-4808

CERTIFED MAIL
February 19, 2013

Ms. Amy Downey/Correspondence Supervisor 
Mr. Bill Lockman/Correspondence Department 
U.S. Department of Justice/DOJ- Civil Rights Division
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW - Washington, DC 20530-0001
Phone 202-514-3847 & Fax: 202-

Dear Ms. Downey and Mr. Lockman:  

Through repeated phone calls to your department during September 2012, I was assured 
that my August 7, 12 two inch thick complaint - directed to your department was receipt 
confirmed on August 17, 2012, but was not assigned a number yet. Receipt # 0312 0090 
0001 5838 3722 Attached. Two weeks later I spoke with Mr. Kevin Callahan at the Civil 
Rights Division who informed me that my complaint was directed to your 
“Correspondence Dept.”

Ever since due to high volume of complaints, I was phone told to wait and that I will be 
contacted later. I neither was called nor received any written correspondence to my 
complaint that I believe, is extremely sensitive. In both December, 2012 and January, 
2013, I was told that I should be getting something soon but I still received nothing.  

During the month of January 2013, your phone answering staff expressed that it is 
unusually long NOT to receive any type of correspondence to my complaint where now it 
cannot be located, as it was NOT assigned any number in the first place? During January, 
I received no answer to my 3 phone messages that I left to Ms. Amy Downey Civil Rights 
Division Correspondence Supervisor.  

On February 5th 2013, I flew to Washington DC and on February 6, 2013 I was not 
allowed to enter the DOJ building. Outside the DOJ building entrance, I spoke with Mr. 
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Bill Lockman on the phone and explained that I have confirmed receipt and read it to him 
over the phone, not messages were returned, my 2 inches thick complaint was never 
assigned any number and cannot be located anywhere at the DOJ. That is why I decided
to travel to DC because simply no one would give me any answer.

Mr. Lockman apologized that he could not allow me enter the DOJ building, where I
would be able to hand-deliver a copy of this very complaint to your Correspondence 
Department. He agreed that either he or someone else would call me back as I was on 
stand-by to “may be” allowed to later enter DOJ later during my trip. I was never called 
back and I had to go back to my practice empty handed at the end of the week. Please 
arrange a meeting to meet with you in DC in person as I plan to travel again and make
sure that I personally hand deliver this very complaint to your office. If that still is not 
feasible then please inform me what would your next step.
I am attaching:

1- The US Receipt confirmation delivered to DOJ on 8-17-2012. On the same 
copy US Supreme Court request was mailed on the same day with the DOJ one
and was received by the US SUPREME COURT on the same day 8-17-12.

2- Most recent filing before the CA Supreme Court about the same civil rights 
violation issue. Please attach this as an update to the already 8-17-12 filed 
complaint at your department.

3- Copy of the front pages of the already sent < 2 inch thick complaint. The
original complaint mailed in August 2012, had a clear plastic front with a black 
binder and hard black back. 

Sincerely, 

Emad Tadros, M.D.
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- angiEmedia - http://angiemedia.com -

San Diego Lawyer Jeffrey Fritz Increases Conflict and Costs
Posted By Chris on April 16, 2010 | 17 Comments

CCFC co-founder Cole Stuart was recently wrongfully arrested [1] due to what appears to be
manipulation of the police by his ex-wife Lynn Stuart and possibly various elements of the
San Diego family law system. While malicious alienating parents using courts and police to
abuse their children’s other parent is commonplace particularly in a broken family court
system such as that in San Diego, she has been aided at this by a particularly dirty San
Diego lawyer. Lynn Stuart hired Jeffrey Fritz. He has earned a reputation as an attorney who
is a “shark” who will resort to all manners of abusive and unethical tactics to “win” cases for
his clients while driving up huge billings that severely damage the finances of all but the very
wealthiest. He typically attracts high-conflict clients such as Lynn Stuart.

(from Jeff Fritz – Cockroach in a suit [2])

Condensed from San Diego Union Tribune Dated: Oct 13, 1997

In the roiling sea of San Diego family law, attorneys Bob Basie and Jeff Fritz are
considered the sharks.

The partners even have a stuffed hammerhead in the lobby of their no-frills
Mission Valley office.

“We just thought it would be funny,” Fritz said.

The duo are known for their bitter clients and ugly court fights. They have a
reputation for turning up the heat under simple divorces.

It’s a fact that some parting couples are willing to burn money, hundreds of
dollars an hour, to have a lawyer do what they’d like to do themselves — make
the other side miserable.

And lawyers like Basie and Fritz are at the ready.

“We… represent our clients zealously,” Fritz said. “Bad guys are entitled to
representation as well as good people.”

Dirty Lawyers Drive Conflicts

Cole Stuart has repeatedly stated that a big part of the problem with San Diego family law is
that the lawyers, courts, and their service providers create and perpetuate conflict to drive
up bills. While you might think that’s a bit over the top, the quotes in that 1997 article on
Basie & Fritz, the partnership of which Jeff Fritz was a part until Robert Basie died, makes it
clear that others in the family law system believe that Fritz is involved a in many high-conflict
disasters and can turn what could be a divorce that is not contentious into one that will be
extremely hostile and damaging because of his behaviors.

Many clients and lawyers like Lynn Stuart and Jeffrey Fritz use false allegations to persecute
the ex-spouse. It is common for these cases to include false allegations of domestic violence,
child abuse, and other crimes. This enables the dirty client/attorney pair to falsely obtain
Temporary Restraining Orders (TROs) to bolster their war to obtain 100% child custody and
large spousal and child support awards. Most judges will issue such orders with zero
evidence, turning innocent people into criminals without a trial. Furthermore, such orders
turn very common and reasonable actions like calling your children on the phone or sending
them an email into criminal offenses that can result in arrest, incarceration, prosecution, and
permanent restraining orders. Having your children’s other parent thrown in jail is a very
effective way to obtain 100% child custody and ruin his or her life permanently.

Recommend Send 8 people recommend this. Be the first of your friends.
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(from Jeff Fritz – Cockroach in a suit [2])

The Killer B’s

Family law judges say it’s a minority of divorces that drag on for years,fill
volumes and take the largest chunk of the court’s time.

Basie and Fritz have a reputation for being neck-deep in those cases.

At a raucous 1995 dinner for family law attorneys, one skit poked fun at the
“Killer B’s” — lawyers with names beginning in B who make difficult cases more
so. Basie and Fritz were at the top of the list.

“I’m not sure Jeff is involved in any case that isn’t contentious,” one attorney
said of Fritz. “If it isn’t contentious in the beginning, it is once Jeff Fritz is
involved.”

Fritz Is Litigious To The Extreme

Jeffrey Fritz is involved in a huge number of lawsuits in which he is a litigant. Entering a full
list of them could take hours as there are about 60 civil cases that appear to involve him as a
litigant. He is sued by not only his clients but by service providers, too, including attorney
services and appraisal businesses. He has also filed many lawsuits against his clients, too.
While it is not unusual for an attorney to engage in more lawsuits than the typical person,
the number of cases here is way beyond the norm from what I observed looking up the
names of several San Diego area family law attorneys.

Appearance of a High Conflict Personality

Why do I mention the court cases? As San Diego author, attorney, and mediator Bill Eddy
has pointed out, people who engage in high conflict divorces often are prone to litigating
over many issues. They often have personality disorders that drive them to fight over
anything in which they don’t get their way. They also often pick attorneys who are “negative
advocates” who carry on their client’s unethical destructive wars and themselves become
involved in large numbers of legal battles as plaintiffs and defendants. This suggests such
attorneys may have the “high conflict personality” disorders (he identifies the most common
of them as being Borderline, Narcissistic, Antisocial, and Histrionic personality disorders) that
Bill Eddy cites as a frequent reason for such litigious behaviors. Jeffrey Fritz definitely fits the
pattern of being a high conflict personality. It would be interesting to see if a psychological
evaluation was done on Fritz whether he would be diagnosed with a personality disorder.

Avoid “Negative Advocate” Attorneys At Your Own Peril

Fritz appears to be a prime example of a “negative advocate” attorney of whom Bill Eddy has
warned parents going through a difficult divorce. If you are shopping for a San Diego family
law attorney, you would probably have to be crazy to hire Jeffrey Fritz. Even if you’d like to
sock it to your ex-spouse, getting Fritz involved appears it will ensure maximum damages to
you and your children, too. His standard of behavior appears to turn cases into hugely
expensive and damaging wars that could have been avoided with choice of more reasonable
counsel.

Further Reading
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17 Comments To "San Diego Lawyer Jeffrey Fritz Increases Conflict
and Costs"

#1 Pingback By CCFC Family Law Protest in San Diego Results in Arrest of Group Leader |
angiEmedia On April 16, 2010 @ 6:24 pm

[...] Jeffrey Fritz: family law attorney for Lynn Stuart (attendance not confirmed) [...]

#2 Comment By Ben Siegfried On April 19, 2010 @ 4:44 pm

Are there any San Diego Family Law attorneys out out there who are “positive advocacy?”

The best thing I’ve seen so far is [11]

Instead of costly, draining, and very harmful litigation, attorneys could be teaching their
clients how to use UpToParents to their benefit.

#3 Comment By Randy Berg On April 19, 2010 @ 5:06 pm

I cannot speak highly enough of people like Cole Stuart.

I regard him as one of the heros of Families and Children.

I also have almost NOTHING good to say about our local (San Diego) Family Courts, having
been dragged through their gauntlets for over Five Years. It continued until I finally walked
away from my own Daughter, whom I haven’t “visited” in two years.

See: [12] for more on what I think of San Diego Family Court / Child Trafficking Services.

#4 Comment By Eileen Lasher On April 19, 2010 @ 5:57 pm

I have been in San Diego Family Law Court for 16 years with no housekeeping issues
addressed or resolved.

Currently we have a case in San Diego Child Support Services, my ex husband is a San Diego
Police Officer. He has evaded service along with two other uniformed police officers. To date
our child support case has been held hostage for 3 years. The attorneys for San Diego Child
Cal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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Support Services have prepared a Declaration the delay is due to evasion of service by
Officer Lasher as well as two other uniformed police officers. This is an issue that is usually
resolved within 30 to 60 days. My ex husband’s attorney is Dave Schulman, Esq I have just
discovered that he also sits as a temporary judge in San Diego Child Support Services. Dave
Schulman, Esq had a responsibility to fully disclose this – it appears his connections are
protecting his client but denying my children and I the support we are legally entitled to. Also
the evasion of service has burdened the tax payers as a private process server was hired at
the tax payers expense. To date the officer is rewarded for evading service and my children
and I have been without support for 3 years.

#5 Comment By San Diego Parent On July 5, 2010 @ 4:58 pm

I’ve seen Fritz in action for years and spoken with many of his colleagues, clients, and
opponents. He’s the quintessential “scumbag divorce lawyer.”

Many in his profession can pull off the appearance of being ethical while being lying scum,
but Jeff’s problem is that most of the judges recognize that he’s a complete douche bag. It’s
a small community and easy to ruin your reputation. Jeff’s rap is that he’s about as dishonest
as they come. As a result he’s been losing cases for his clients despite his willingness to lie,
cheat, and steal (often from his own clients) to try to win.

Judges regularly dress him down and have even thrown out expert reports he tried to use. If
you use Jeff, first you probably deserve the screw-job you’re in for — sorry for your kids, but
you should have researched the guy. If you haven’t hired him, don’t — he’ll cost you ten
times what he predicts, escalate the conflict to extremes, and very likely get you sanctioned
or harmed by a pissed off judge. If you’re a colleague, recognize that he’s a bottom-of-the-
barrel lawyer; don’t given an inch and you’ll likely have little choice but to go on the attack
against him and his firm personally to keep a muzzle on him.

Good luck people — Remember to think of your kids, get over the hurt and anger of a
divorce, and move on with your hopefully happy and productive lives after the horror of
divorce.

#6 Comment By One of Thousands On September 23, 2010 @ 5:24 pm

Jeffrey Fritz is a disaster to his clients, their children, the courts, and our community. Lawyers
are trained to resolve conflicts. He has very poor professional communication skills, regularly
refusing to conduct informal negotiations while filing dozens of unnecessary and wasteful
motions. His interpersonal skills are severely impeded — he always choses to escalate
hostilities rather than find cooperative solutions. In short, he’s a blind babbling turd.

Don’t get me wrong — divorce can get heated. There are times when a “blind attack dog”
like Jeff can thwart yet another blind babbling turd. Sad state of affairs in divorce court, but
these people a bad lawyers (bottom of the barrel resumes FYI) being driven by angry,
irrational spouses, who don’t realize they’re getting soaked by their own attorneys. It’s
malpractice at its finest, and I would encourage each and every one of Jeff’s former clients to
bring suit against this Jackass to recover the fees he wasted on your disso.

Divorce is not unlike any other forum for dispute resolution–both sides think they’re right, are
angry, fearful, or otherwise motivated by emotion. Attorneys have a unique roll to play with
such emotionally-charged clients–help them understand that “victory” in the short term
(when the lawyer is collecting his $10k per month bills) is often a loss in the long term for
Jeff’s clients, their children, and the ex-spouse. Jeff (and many other divorce lawyer
scumbags) don’t deliver this message, but instead chose to feed off of their clients’
emotional turmoil — and in fact chum the waters with promises of complete custody, tons of
money in a settlement, no legal fees, and demolishing the life of an ex-spouse.

More pernicious motives for use of public resources have rarely existed. People like Jeff are a
disgrace to the practice of law, and should be disbarred. Yet for some reason the bar gives
divorce lawyers a pass for their treachery — “it’s okay that you use your public license to
harm the public, your clients, and your communities because you’re a scumbag willing to doCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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anything to demolish your client, your client’s children, your client’s ex, and your community.”

Yeah, that makes sense.

If you hire Jeff, get ready to pay 10x more than he promises, be overwhelmed with motions,
appearances, and huge bills. He’s extremely inefficient, escalates conflict unlike any other
competent attorney in town, and uses the divorce process to torture you and your ex. If he
promises your ex will pay his bills, he’s lying. Piss off your ex and you won’t see a dime.

People — divorce is always difficult. If you hire someone like Jeff you’re going to make it ten
times tougher — not only on your ex but on you and your kids.

Good luck. Give love, and get out of this cesspool as soon as you can.

#7 Pingback By San Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing Families
Using Restraining Orders | angiEmedia On October 5, 2010 @ 12:12 am

[...] $10M False Arrest Suit Against SDCBAJudge Lorna Alksne Eager For New Weapons For
Judicial AbuseSan Diego Lawyer Jeffrey Fritz Increases Conflict and CostsCCFC Family Law
Protest in San Diego Results in Arrest of Group LeaderCCFC Protests San Diego Family [...]

#8 Comment By Good humor On January 11, 2011 @ 5:00 am

Fritz is toxic and definitely increases the adversity of a divorce … is he a scumbag? … to many
yes … but it’s his clients that cannot be very bright as he will cost them … monetarily and in
other ways … as their lives will be miserable for a long time to come all due to the adversity
he creates.

#9 Comment By barack obama On March 6, 2012 @ 4:02 am

so fritz had cole arrested, right?

#10 Comment By Chris On March 8, 2012 @ 9:34 pm

To the Impersonator of Barack Obama,

I’m pretty sure that the President of the United States wasn’t in the vicinity of El Cajon,
California, when you wrote the comment to which I’m replying.

And your email address [13] is obviously not legitimate, either.

As you’re impersonating the President of the United States and thereby making him look like
ass to anybody not bright enough to understand it is not him, I’m publishing your IP address.
It’s 72.199.252.127. That’s in El Cajon on a Cox Communications network, not on a US
government network in the Washington DC area. Maybe that will help anybody you might be
harassing pretending to be somebody you are not.

I didn’t claim that Fritz had Cole Stuart arrested. The witness statements we received
indicate that Lorna Alksne talked with her personal posse of Sheriff’s Deputies (which she
needs because she is an abusive tyrant) and pointed him out after he asked a question she
didn’t like at a public event at which he had every right to be because he reportedly paid for
admission. To my knowledge, he had never appeared in her court, so why did she even
know about him and the bogus arrest warrant issued for a DVTRO violation before any
papers were even served? We many never know for sure, but the common speculation is
that she was working with her friends Christine Goldsmith (a family law judge) and Jan
Cal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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Goldsmith (Christine’s husband and City Attorney for San Diego) to oppress the California
Coalition for Families and Children and their pre-announced legal protest at the family law
seminar.

What has happened to Cole Stuart is a reflection of how the San Diego family law court
judges will abusively use their connections to persecute people who legally and reasonably
oppose their illegal and abusive conduct.

If you are somehow happy about that, something is very wrong with you.

As for your other comment, it was defamatory and inaccurate so it has been removed.

Chris

#11 Comment By SD parent 22 On March 27, 2012 @ 5:36 pm

Thanks Chris–Kind of you.

Cole Stuart here.

I tangle with bafoons like this “Barack Obama” dude all day. I prefer to find a way to peace,
but some people prefer war. C’est la vie. We can go that way as well.

Ths answer to this nimrod’s queation is “no.” Fritz couldn’t have anyone arrested even if
they stole his car with cops standing in front of his house. He’s a major dimwit.

Who had me arrested was a very vindictive ex-wife–Lynn Stuart–and an out-of-control City
Attorney’s Office of Jan Goldsmith. These people are morons. Wasting taxpayer dollars over
trival matters that have no impact on public safety. They should be shot dead if you ask me.

So “Barack”–”no”, but i encourage you to contact me at [14] so I can learn more about you.

#12 Pingback By A Judge’s View of “Best Interests of the Children” | angiEmedia On July 16,
2012 @ 8:15 pm

[...] Lorna Alksne Eager For New Weapons For Judicial AbuseBill Gore Is Poor Choice For San
Diego SheriffSan Diego Lawyer Jeffrey Fritz Increases Conflict and CostsCCFC Family Law
Protest in San Diego Results in Arrest of Group LeaderCCFC Protests San Diego Family [...]

#13 Comment By megan mcgregor On September 4, 2012 @ 5:07 pm

I worked for Basie & Fritz back in the 90′s and can understand maybe some harsh feelings
for Bob Basie but as for Jeffery Fritz (whom I worked for) I think that you lost big in your
divorce and cant get over it or move on. All these things you have said about Fritz I think are
absurd. He is an aggressive attorney I would definitely agree but this is the only website
period that trashes this attorney. I have always respected Mr Fritz and have never heard
such nonsense. There is corruption everywhere and in all areas of the law but to me you
sound like a disgruntled old man and honestly I don’t see whole lot people backing you up
on this. You cant win them all DUDE!

Megan McGregor Vanbenschoten 09/04/2012

#14 Comment By nanette On October 26, 2012 @ 8:09 pm

I had Fritz who is linked to Stephen Doyne. I went to Doyle, he clearly said ” bring them in
with their money.” didn’t do a darn thing. Fritz overbilled for $7500 one time courtCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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appearance. took me to collections.

My case from hell was from 1989-2005. I lost my mom due to family law court, my ex tried to
kill me slowly, and my daughters tortured.

Robin DeVito was the kids atty whom was a queen bee.

ATTY PAT MAZZEI WAS THE BEST ATTORNEY I HAD, i would recommend him highly

#15 Comment By nanette On October 26, 2012 @ 8:13 pm

Mam, fritz was a complete jerk.
Also Doyne was a complete jerk.. Kids have suffered megan so keep quiet. he is a slime ball
[15]

#16 Comment By nanette On October 26, 2012 @ 8:19 pm

i am sorry for your loss with ur daughter. i had a exhusband whom tried to kill me, so i
sympathesize

[16]

#17 Comment By Todd Davis On August 1, 2013 @ 8:33 pm

Me and my ex suffered through a long high conflict case while fritz represented me .we
managed to go through all of the equity in my home , profits from the largest job my
company has ever had . Fees in the neighborhood of two hundred thousand dollars . we
were advised and then court ordered to hire one professional after another. My family,health
,credit are still suffering from this drawn out case .thanks jeff you got me pretty good .
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CCFC Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case
Posted By Chris on December 13, 2009 | 14 Comments

The battle against alleged fraudulent child custody evaluator Stephen Doyne is heating up as
the California Coalition for Families and Children (CCFC) is expanding its involvement in the
Emad Tadros v. Stephen Doyne lawsuit (San Diego Superior Court Case 37-2008-00093885-
CU-BT-CTL) [1] involving the alleged fraud and misconduct of Doyne in a psychological
evaluation in San Diego in a child custody dispute. CCFC points to Doyne’s attempts to
silence its criticisms of his allegedly extortionary practices, perjury, and fraud. CCFC counsel
Cole Stuart is concerned that the corruption goes far beyond Doyne himself and may
extended to political contributions to the campaigns of San Diego Superior Court judges.

CCFC this month issued the following press release:

Thousands of Children Pawns in Culture of Greed and Corruption
in California Family Courts

San Diego, CA – Revelations that the San Diego Family Court system’s highest
paid psychologists, administrators and referring attorneys may be engaged in
multiple levels of corruption, fraud and kick-backs has led the California Coalition
for Families and Children (CCFC) to demand a full-scale investigation.

What started as a lawsuit filed by one of the state’s leading Psychiatrists – Dr.
Emad Tadros, Vice Chief of Behavioral Health at Scripps Mercy Medical Center—
has rapidly expanded to include law violations by judicial staff, tax evasion, and
hefty “referral” bonuses between lawyers who profit from—and in many cases
encourage—the conflict and misery of divorcing families.

Top custody evaluator lied on resume and received credentials from “fake”
diploma mill

It was only after Dr. Tadros himself went through a family court hearing in 2006
that he began noticing a pattern questionable reasoning behind the custody
recommendations of San Diego’s top family court evaluator – Dr. Stephen
Doyne. Upon investigating Doyne’s background, Tadros learned he had lied on
his resume when seeking court-appointed work and repeatedly misrepresented
his professional certifications during client disputes. Doyne billed these clients
over $300 an hour to interview thousands of children in private and make life-
altering custody recommendations that often increased hostility and pitted
parents against each other. According to Tadros, more conflict would lead to
more cash for the lawyers and evaluators.

Tadros’ lawsuit cites two inconsistencies in Doyne’s resume:

Two area colleges—USD and UCSD—deny that Doyne taught psychology
courses there (as his resume claims)

Doyne’s additional “Diplomate” credentials were obtained from a
notorious fake “degree mill” that according to an investigative piece in
The American Bar Association Journal, also awarded a high-level diploma
to a house cat.

Referrals and Paybacks net Doyne millions

Recommend Send One person recommends this. Be the first of your friends.
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According to Coalition spokesperson Cole Stuart, Doyne prefers “high conflict”
cases where the parents have lots of money but can’t agree on anything.
 Doyne cashes in by taking advantage of a feuding couple, entrapping them in
an endless string of additional sessions to resolve the conflict the “winner take
all” environment he engenders.

Doyne often receives referrals from divorce attorneys for these cases, and
according to a recent legal brief filed by the Coalition, paybacks for these
referrals may include generous finder’s fees.

The Coalition estimates Doyne earns over $1,000,000 per year preying off of
conflicted families – far higher than the average family court psychologist salary
of $60,000 – $120,000.

A ‘cottage industry” thriving on people’s misery

Kathleen Russell, a cofounder and staff consultant at the Center for Judicial
Excellence, a Marin County community-based judicial watchdog organization,
says the entire California family court system has evolved into a “culture of
cronyism” from which a “cottage industry” of private evaluators and mediators
has grown and thrived.

In Sacramento County, the average rate for a court-ordered evaluation and
report is $15,000. In Marin County, evaluators may charge as much as $60,000.
“Families are being ruined emotionally and financially by this system,” says
Barbara Kauffman, a family law attorney in Marin County.

Evaluators use future custody of children to extort cash payments and
illegally avoid taxes

Private custody evaluators – including Doyne – are pulling out all stops to avoid
paying taxes on the money they charge families in disputes. The Coalition for
Families and Children are requesting to review Doyne’s tax records to prove
that his noncompliance with Court reporting rules allows him to commit felony
tax evasion. According to Title 5 of the California Rules of Court, every custody
evaluator must file credentialing paperwork within 10 days of being hired to
each case. The Coalition says that Doyne has not filed any such paperwork for
at least 6 years. Coalition members in past disputes claim they were charged
“up front” cash payments by Doyne and others for any hope of a favorable
custody decision.

No accountability

The Superior Court of San Diego County recently admitted that it does not see
itself as responsible for verifying the qualifications of each child custody
evaluator it appoints. Instead, it claims that responsibility for oversight belongs
to the “Public at Large”.

However, with limited regulatory oversight and virtually no avenues for
members of the public to challenge important evaluator decisions such as child
custody, The California Coalition for Families and Children says that an
unscrupulous agent can commit negligent—even criminal—behavior without fear
of accountability. In the case of Doyne, the Coalition contends that his network
of referrals and relationships with judges has provided the legal and political
cover for him “to remain in the shadows”.

Says Coalition spokesperson Stuart: “With layers of people making huge
amounts of money off the current system – including judges and administrators
– the court has little incentive to make changes.”

Stuart said that the Coalition is in process of obtaining the campaign finance
records of every elected San Diego Family Court Judge to determine if Doyne
and other evaluators are illegal contributors.

Thousands of Cases Could be Affected – Coalition Calls for Reform
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According to the Tadros suit, Doyne was committing fraud each time he provided
his “credentials” to clients, patients, colleagues, and courts. Such fraud could
lead thousands of disenfranchised parents to seek legal damages against
Doyne, their attorneys, and the court, and request that their disputes be
reopened and Doyne’s reports tossed out.

Says Stuart: “The Coalition is asking the Legislature to immediately audit the
San Diego family court system to begin reforming the way that family courts do
business – including how evaluators are supervised, credentialed, and hired.
Parents need to regain confidence that custody decisions are being made by
certified, competent professionals whose primary motivation is the well-being of
the child – not getting rich.”
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#1 Pingback By Amicus Curiae brief filed for Emad Tadros v. Stephen Doyne | angiEmedia On
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13, 2010 @ 4:16 pm

[...] CCFC Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case [...]

#3 Pingback By CCFC Family Law Protest in San Diego Results in Arrest of Group Leader |
angiEmedia On April 16, 2010 @ 4:33 am

[...] CCFC Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case [...]

#4 Pingback By San Diego Lawyer Jeffrey Fritz Increases Conflict and Costs | angiEmedia On
April 16, 2010 @ 6:23 pm

[...] CCFC Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case [...]

#5 Pingback By Ccfc Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case | Angiemedia On
April 16, 2010 @ 7:43 pm

[...] Ccfc Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case [...]

#6 Pingback By Internet Evidence of Suspicious Timing of Court Awareness of CCFC Protest and
Arrest Warrant For Group Leader | angiEmedia On April 16, 2010 @ 8:22 pm

[...] Diego Family Law CourtsSan Diego Lawyer Jeffrey Fritz Increases Conflict and Costs |
angiEmedia on CCFC Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case Click here to
view all pages Feedjit Live Blog Stats Fathers & [...]

#7 Pingback By Cole Stuart Considers $10M False Arrest Suit Against SDCBA | angiEmedia On
April 30, 2010 @ 3:40 am

[...] CCFC Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud Case [...]

#8 Comment By Ginny On August 29, 2010 @ 3:31 pm

How does a parent get more information to the correct people to investigate another of
these fraudulent evaluators? My case has the strangest recommendations by the 730
evaluator who stated Mother is a good mother and dad lacks empathy but still took kids
away to leave with estranged father to “teach the kids a lesson” and Minors Counsel has
lied in court with recommendations (which Minors Counsel is not even supposed to do) and
in emails with facts that prove she lied. This to prevent mother from helping her kids and
making this an over $300,000 custody case so far. She blind carbon copied minor on attorney
emails to each other, she lied directly to mother preventing the health care of her daughter
who is now looking at surgery for a problem that should have been addressed a year ago. I
have evidence, but where do I take my proof???

I am putting the details in the Union Tribune this week, and will be referring to this agency of
yours if you can respond and tell me how you are helping parents prevent this curruption. I
already asked the D.A. office and he said “all people lie in family court”. So can lawyers really
lie with no recourse by the parties??? Pleae tell me where else I can go? I am trying to findCal. Coalition for Families and Children v. San Diego County Bar Ass'n 
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out how to sue her for criminal lying that resulted in financial and criminal health neglect of
minors.

#9 Comment By One of Thousands On August 31, 2010 @ 8:01 pm

Try ccfconline.net for resources.

#10 Comment By one of thousands On September 19, 2010 @ 8:36 pm

Doyne’s legacy is disgrace. He has been exposed to have fraudulent certifications, to have
lied on his resume three times, to have changed the names of institutions he claimed
granted him legitimate credentials, has bilked dozens of parents out of millions of dollars at
$20,000 per “evaluation” (an outrageous sum for someone with his weak, fraudulent
credentials), has been sued numerous times for fraud, malpractice, lying and theft.

These are not controvertable facts–see the evidence by searching Doyne, Channel 10, San
Diego Reader, or simply review the files for yourself at [14] dot com/case-files/stephen-
doyne-files/.

At events he speaks at he regularly tells audiences that the lawsuits against him have “been
dismissed.” First, it’s a lie. There are at least two ongoing lawsuits involving Doyne. That the
man continues to lie about verifiable facts should speak volumes more about his integrity
and professional values.

But even more troubling is that Doyne does not tell his audience members that the only
reason he is able to protect himself against these charges–which are demonstrably true-is
that he is hiding behind what he calls “quasi-judicial immunity.” In other words, he’s saying
“I’ve been successful in thwarting efforts to hold me accountable for my lies, fraud, and
abuse of my clients and their children because even though I’m a private professional, I work
in a courthouse sometimes.”

No kidding folks–like any doctor, he works in a private practice, is not paid by courts, yet
fraudulently charges tens of thousands of dollars per “evaluation” and claims he cannot be
liable for liability for fraud and professional negligence that every one of his professional
colleagues can be held accountable for.

His only defense is that he can lie, cheat, and steal because he believes there are
“immunity” laws which allow him to get away with it.

Yet despite the fact that he essentially admits to dozens of extraordinarily harmful acts of
bilking clients and their children–he hasn’t issued any apology, hasn’t changed his fraudulent
and thieving ways, hasn’t refunded any client’s money, and most troubling repeatedly
continues to make the very same misrepresentations that have been proven false numerous
times.

In other words, he’s a “free radical” criminal taking advantage of his clients, thumbing his
nose at the law, and screwing over attorneys, their clients, and their children, yet getting
paid millions per year. And because of the inaction of courts and complacency of attorneys
who throw their clients into the cesspool of this man’s practice, he continues to earn millions
under the nose of the judges and attorneys we’ve entrusted with the responsibility to care
for our community.

This disturbing reality shows exactly what George Carlin stated in 2007 before his death:
“Your government doesn’t give a s**t about you.” Your government, San Diego, is saying
“sure, it’s clear Doyne rips people off, lies, and harms people and their kids, but we’re okay
with that.” No kidding folks–your government is complicit in, and indeed encourages, this
(and other) illegal conduct. If that doesn’t give you reason to wake up and throw these
incompetent and/or crooked judges and bureaucrats out of office, what will?

San Diego–if you’re willing to permit this kind of corruption and abuse, you’re contributing to
the demise of your community. In which case you must be ignorant, far too self-abosrbed to
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see the big picture, in on the deal, or taking way too much Prozac. Wake up San Diego–
before it sinks further into despotism. To quote Ben Franklin, “It’s a republic, if you can keep
it.” Take it back, and keep it the great city that it is.

#11 Pingback By San Diego Custody Evaluators Generate Cash Flow by Victimizing Families
Using Restraining Orders | angiEmedia On October 28, 2010 @ 11:34 pm

[...] Judge Lisa Schall Still On The Bench?CCFC Family Court Reform Presentation in Del Mar,
CaliforniaCCFC Press Release On Stephen Doyne Corruption/Fraud CaseEileen Lasher on
San Diego CPS/Family Law Court MisconductFlyer Protest in San Diego Family Law [...]

#12 Comment By Susie r On April 26, 2011 @ 1:55 am

The inability of individuals (parents) to take responsibility for the demise of the family unit
and susequent harm to children is the reason for the horrendous amount of money
generated for the benefit of the family court system. It is ludicrous to try to shift the blame to
Dr Doyne or other practitioners in the industry. Tadros is simply an angry, vengeful man who
didn’t get the rulings and recommendations he wanted and so now focuses his energy on
blaming someone else, Dr. Doyne, for life not going his way.

#13 Comment By One of Thousands On October 31, 2011 @ 9:06 am

You’re simply wrong Susie r–the documents speak for themselves. While it’s true that
parents bear significant responsibility for their own relationship, you cannot ignore the fact
that the divorce industry–including Dr. Doyne–offers enormous incentives to encourage
divorce. In other words, they say, “pay us enough and we’ll help you gain full custody and an
unfairly big (or unfairly small) support award.” It’s a ridiculous waste of resources and is
destroying our community. See the [15], or even better, read the book yourself.

The simple fact is Doyne is a liar who sues his own clients when caught. It’s amazing that
San Diego courts are willing to tolerate-indeed protect-such conduct, but that should show
you how incompetent, misguided, and corrupt our courts and government is. And I’m a
lawyer who has worked with these people for over a decade. Trust me, the chicken house
(and don’t think for one second most of them think of you as anything other than a prey
animal existing for their benefit) is being ruled by foxes. American’s finest trial lawyer, Gerry
Spence, in “From Freedom to Slavery” and many of his other works, describes the
horrendous decay in freedoms, including freedoms of the family, due to government intrusion
and control. While it’s true that Doyne is not responsible for all of the harm done by this very
dangerous machine run by bigoted dim wits, he is certainly a major cog in that ignorant, cruel
machine.

Good luck people. If you spend any significant time in divorce court you’re either dishonest,
cruel, or just plain stupid.

#14 Comment By Cole Stuart On May 24, 2013 @ 3:06 pm

I’ve posted a detailed review of San Diego Famil Court Evaluator Stephen Done and opened
a discussion forum at [16]. Parents are welcome to join the discussion and exchange
tips/advice/experiences about Doyne or any of the other problematic San Diego Custody
Evaluators. Please: Parents Only and focus on positive suggestions/advice rather than
trashing Doyne even more. There’s plenty that exists already online.

Best! (Sorry for posting this on several threads Angiemedia! It’s not spam (I Hope???)
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